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Preface

The International Society of the Arts, Mathematics, and Architecture (ISAMA) was

founded in 1998 by Nat Friedman, sculptor and professor of mathematics at SUNY

Albany, as an outgrowth of his series of conferences on Art and Mathematics, held in

Albany from 1992 through 1997, and in Berkeley in 1998. Previous ISAMA conferences

were held at University of the Basque Country, San Sebastian, Spain in 1999; SUNY-

Albany, Albany, New York in 2000; University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany in 2002;

University of Granada, Granada, Spain in 2003; and DePaul University in Chicago,

Chicago, Illinois in 2004.

The purpose of ISAMA'07 is to provide a forum for the dissemination of new

mathematical ideas related to the arts and architecture. These inter-disciplinary meetings

have always been exciting for participants who share information and discuss common

interests. We have seen that new ideas and partnerships emerge which can enrich

interdisciplinary research and education in mathematics, art and architecture.

We are pleased to present the Proceedings of the Sixth Interdisciplinary Conference of

The International Society of the Arts, Mathematics, and Architecture. We received 23

submissions for papers in response to the call for papers. We have accepted 11 as full

paper and 10 as short paper (6-page or shorter). We have also invited 4 papers. In

addition to papers, we will have 6 short workshops and 5 long workshops. We also have

a great art and architecture exhibition. Some of the exhibition entries are included in this

proceedings. The range of topics continues to be wide including sculpture, painting and

drawing, knitting and weaving, architecture and musical analysis.

We wish to thank all authors, the Program Committee, and the Organizers, as well as

Texas A&M University, College of Architecture and Department of Architecture for their

generous support. We would also like to thank Ranjith Perumalil whose dedication and

efficiency made the compilation of these proceedings a success.

It has been a incredible pleasure to organize this event. We sincerely hope that the

meeting is challenging, exciting and enjoyable.

ISAMA'07 Conference Co-Chairs

Ergun Akleman, Texas A&M University

Nat Friedman, SUNY, Albany
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Design and Implementati�n �f Pax Mundi II

Brent Collins, Steve Reinmuth, and Carlo �. Séquin*
*CS Division, Universit� of California, Berkele�, CA

E-mail: sequin@cs.berkele�.edu

Abstract
On Januar� �8, �007 a ten foot tall bronze sculpture Pax Mundi II was installed in the court�ard of the �&R
Block headquarters in Kansas Cit�. This paper describes the computer-aided re-design process that started
from the original Pax Mundi wood sculpture, as well as the fabrication and installation of the final sculpture.

1. Bac�gr�und
The three authors have enjo�ed artistic collaboration since the mid �990s. Collins has been carving
organic looking abstract geometrical forms for more than two decades [�]. Reinmuth has been casting
some of Collins’ work in bronze and appl�ing the finishing touches comprising some exquisite patinas.
Séquin, inspired b� some of these beautiful shapes (Fig.�a), contacted Collins in �995 and the� started to
discuss the mathematical rules and s�mmetries inherent in Collins’ work. The� also discussed how these
paradigms might get extended to produce novel and/or more complicated forms. A ke� challenge was to
evaluate which of the man� conceptual geometrical ideas would also have some aesthetic merits. The
weekl� length� phone conversations between Collins and Séquin generated far more ideas than could
possibl� be constructed even as models. Thus Séquin offered to create a generative program for one of the
famil� of shapes and thereb� introduce the computer as a visualization tool to judge the aesthetic merits
of the various conceived constructions (Fig.�b). The result was Sculpture Generator I, a special purpose
computer program for the design and visualization of Scherk-Collins hole-and-saddle chains warped into
toroidal configurations [6][7]. Some of the promising looking designs were then realized as maquettes on
rapid protot�ping machines such as the Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) machine from Stratas�s [��].
A couple of designs, such as the Hyperbolic Hexagon II, and the Heptoroid or Hyperbolic Heptagon II
(Fig.�c) were realized as larger wood sculptures, about �0 inches in diameter. Once Collins had decided
what the final size should be, Séquin scaled the virtual model to that desired size and sliced its geometr�
at 7/8 inch intervals, corresponding to the board thickness from which Collins wanted to assemble the
final wood sculpture. A stack of �×� foot size blueprints were then generated, which defined the detailed
geometr� at the proper slicing intervals. Collins cut out these rather convoluted shapes and assembled the

Figure 1: (a) Hyperbolic Hexagon, (b) Hyperbolic Hexagon II, (c) Heptoroid or Hyperbolic Heptagon II.

Design and Implementati�n �f Pax	Mundi	II
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cut-out boards, properl� registered to one another. In a �-month long carving process he removed the
stair-casing produced b� the boundaries of the cut-out boards and smoothed the surface to perfection. The
result clearl� demonstrated that this collaboration between an artist and a computer scientist could be
successful and produce sculptures that neither of them alone could have created (Fig.�c).

2. C�llins’ Pax Mundi
In �997 Collins also carved Pax Mundi (World Peace), using a completel� different geometrical paradigm
[�]. This was an undulating ribbon skirting the surface of a two-foot virtual sphere (Fig.�a,b). Séquin was
so taken b� this sculpture that he decided to create a computer program that could emulate this shape and
perhaps make other sculptures similar to it. The scope of Sculpture Generator I was much too narrowl�
focused; thus a completel� new program had to be devised to capture the shape of Pax Mundi for this
purpose (Fig.�c). At this juncture, the first and conceptuall� most challenging step is to understand the
sculpture to be captured in terms of a broad enough paradigm, so that it can be easil� modeled with
convenient parameters, and so that the program lends itself to the generation of a wide variet� of other
related sculptures. From the onset it was clear that Pax Mundi should be modeled as a generalized sweep
along a guide curve embedded in the surface of a sphere – following Collins’ original concept. It was less
clear how the sweep curve itself should be parameterized.

Figure 2: Pax Mundi b� Brent Collins (�997): (a) wood master, (b) bronze cast b� Steve Reinmuth;
(c) emulation with Séquin’s Gabo Sweep Generator programmed in SLIDE [�0].

The breakthrough came when that sweep curve was viewed as a generalization of a baseball seam. The
undulations are reminiscent also of the curved edges found in sculptures b� Naum Gabo [4]. Thus Séquin
formulated the concept of an n-lobe Gabo curve as a meandering path that oscillates around the equator of
a sphere, with n lobes on either side of it. In its most s�mmetrical form, it has �n regularl� spaced
inflection points along the equator and overall exhibits the s�mmetries of an antiprism, with s�mmetr�
group Dnd. From this perspective, tennis ball or baseball seams are just s�mmetrical �-lobe Gabo curves.

Figure 3: (a) The curve used to emulate Pax Mundi; (b) lobe shape control in the Gabo curve generator.
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To create more artisticall� interesting sculptures, it appeared advantageous to reduce this s�mmetr� and to
permit as�mmetricall� bulging lobes, or to assign different heights to different lobes. In this light, Pax
Mundi can now be understood as an amplitude-modulated 4-lobe Gabo curve (Fig.�a); ever� second lobe
on each hemisphere is of lower amplitude. This leads to the characteristic pattern at the poles of Pax
Mundi: Two opposing large lobes almost touch, while the two shorter, secondar� lobes sta� back from
this junction.

Because of these considerations, the generator program for this t�pe of ribbon sculpture was broken
down into three modules, described in the next three paragraphs.
T�e Sweep Curve Generat�r. Originall� this was a special purpose program module that allowed the
user to specif� the number of lobes, their heights, and their widths. A simple B-spline mapped onto the
sphere was used. Three numeric parameters per lobe provided sufficient design freedom (small arrows in
Fig.�b). Several different lobes can be tied together to the same set of parameters to maintain some
regularit� or s�mmetr� and to make the design process less laborious. At a later development stage, an
additional parameter was added that allowed bending the tips of the lobes ever so slightl� outwards or
inwards towards the center of the sphere. This adjustment was deemed important to allow for the precise
visual alignment of the lobes congregating around one of the poles.
T�e Cr�ss Secti�n Fine-Tuner. This is a plug-in module that generates a cross sectional profile of a
particular t�pe. In the case of Pax Mundi the profile is a crescent with rounded points. A few sliders allow
to adjust the size of the crescent, the arc-angle of the dominant inner and outer curves as well as the radius
at the tips. All these parameters t�picall� need to be re-adjusted as the sculpture is scaled to different sizes
or when the fabrication process is changed.
T�e Sweep / Twist C�ntr�ller. This module controls the orientation of the cross section along the sweep
path. B� default, the cross-sectional profile lies in a fixed orientation in the normal plane of the Frenet
frame of the sweep curve (Fig.4a). This is the case for the Pax Mundi sculpture. The concave part of the
crescent profile alwa�s opens opposite to the local normal vector of the curve. Thus the local curvature of
the sweep curve together with the concave part of the profile will produce a continuous elongated saddle
of negative Gaussian curvature. This �ields an aestheticall� pleasing geometr� and also provides extra
stabilit� for this extended ribbon sculpture.

Alternativel�, we can select the option to minimize torsion. Now the orientation of the cross section
is no longer tied to the Frenet frame, but instead is adjusted in a progressive wa� so as to minimize the
torsion of the ribbon. A small amount of overall twist is introduced to achieve seamless end-to-end
closure of the ribbon. For our particular sweep curve, a nice and consistent shape emerges, in which the
ribbon is mostl� tangent to the sphere (Fig.4b). If we change the azimuth value b� 90 degrees, the ribbon
takes on a radial orientation (Fig.4c) and it can now be widened considerabl� without creating self-
intersections. The result looks ver� much like an original Gabo surface [4].

Figure 4: Sweep control options: (a) cross section follows Frenet frame; (b) torsion minimization with
an azimuth value that keeps the ribbon mostl� tangential to the base sphere, and (c) normal to it.
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This new modeling s�stem has much more versatilit� than is needed for the emulation of Pax Mundi.
First, this sweep generator permits one to control the rotation of the profile as it sweeps along the guide
path – either in the form of a continuous twist parameter, or, more locall�, b� specif�ing the azimuthal
orientation for selected cross sections at some of the control points of the curve; in the latter case, these
azimuthal angles get interpolated in exactl� the same manner as the x-, �-, and z-coordinates of the
control points themselves. The sweep controller also allows the specification of affine deformations of the
basic cross sectional profile for each of the curve control points – which again get interpolated b� the
formula used for the coordinates and the azimuth values. The sweep generator can even morph one profile
into another one – provided the� both have been described with the same number of data points.

At a later time the capabilities of this s�stem were further extended. First a curve editor was created
that allowed one to draw more general undulating pathwa�s onto the base sphere [9]. This resulted in a set
of Viae Globi (Pathways on a Sphere) sculptures [8]. One of those maquettes (Fig.5a) inadvertentl�
exhibited some striking similarities with Collins’ sculpture Egg [�], even though it was generated with a
completel� different starting paradigm (three sets of parallel traces on opposite sides of a cube).

The next step of generalization lets the sweep path deviate from the surface of the sphere. Collins has
alread� carved a sculpture in this categor�, called Music of the Spheres [�]. Séquin’s modeling
environment could easil� be extended to capture this particular sculpture; he just had to use a more
general �D curve editor to produce the original sweep curve. The path of Music of the Spheres sta�s
mostl� on the sphere; it just makes three excursions that dive into the interior of the sphere to form three
additional loops (Fig.5b). With the same generator we can also produce more complicated �D paths – for
instance some that are trul� knotted, such as the Chinese Button Knot (Fig.5c).

Figure 5: Different sweep paths: (a) Altamont [8]; (b) Music of the Sphere [�]; (c) Chinese Button Knot.

3. Scaling Up
The dream of most artists is to implement their work on a grand scale in some public location, where it
can be seen b� thousands of people. Realizing such sculptures presents a whole new set of problems. In
�006 we had the opportunit� to face these new challenges, when Collins received a commission to scale
up Pax Mundi to a bronze sculpture of about 6 feet in diameter as a signature piece for the �&R Block
headquarters building in Kansas Cit�.

It was immediatel� clear that such a large sculpture could not be cast as a single piece. A small
extension to Séquin’s generator program made it possible to decompose the sculpture into four copies of a
single master shape in the form of giant �-dimensional S-curve (Fig.6a,b). �owever, the degree of the
sweep curve spline had to be increased and its control points had to be regrouped and relocated so as to
obtain clean boundar� conditions at the joints between subsequent segments. Since we anticipated that
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welding together the individual ribbon sections in a perfectl� straight continuous manner would be
difficult, alignment tabs were added at the joints. These allow Reinmuth to clamp together the individual
pieces in perfect alignment during the assembl� process. One of these junctions had an extra large tab
(Fig.7b) which is kept as an integral part of the assembl� and becomes the support of the sculpture on its
pedestal.

Figure 6: (a) Pax Mundi emulation with four identical S-shaped segments; (b) protot�pe of a single master
segment; (c) S-shaped segment split into two U-shaped parts.

Reducing the number of master patterns and molds that need to be generated is an important economic
consideration, since it is a relativel� expensive and time consuming part of the process. The machined
master patterns are used to make negative molds of plastic and silicone, which in turn are then used to
cast multiple positive copies in wax. These wax replicas of the master shape are then sacrificed in an
ordinar� investment casting process, which creates the four bronze copies needed to assemble the whole
sculpture.

Figure 7: (a) The milling machine used to produce the master patterns; (b) the smaller U-shaped master segment
obtained b� CNC milling (Photos supplied b� Joe Valasek at heartwoodcarving.com).

At this point we faced the problem of how to create the master pattern. No rapid-protot�ping machine
based on la�ered manufacturing was available at affordable prices to make the S-shaped master pattern in
one piece. Eventuall� we found an opportunit� to create such master patterns at economical rates on a
computerized numericall� controlled (CNC) milling machine (Fig.7a), using hard, dense foam plastic.
�owever, this machine had a limited clearance that could not handle the bulk� S-shaped master in one
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piece. B� cutting that shape at the inflection point, we obtained two much flatter U-shaped sub-master
patterns (Fig.6c) that could just fit into the machine. Extra alignment tabs were added (Fig.7b) to
accommodate the extra junctions and to help in the final assembl�.

Figure 8: (a) Two sub-segments of the partitioned U-shaped master patterns and their molds;
(b) two wax copies of such sub-segments with sprues and risers.

4. Br�nze Casting
Reinmuth Bronze Studio [5] was selected to cast the pieces and assemble the final sculpture. It turned out
that the milled master patterns, the smaller of which is shown in Figure 7b, were still too large for
convenient handling in the bronze foundr�. Thus Steve Reinmuth cut the smaller U-shape into two halves,
and the larger master pattern into three pieces. Before cutting the master patterns apart, Reinmuth made a
special jig that would allow him later to recreate those U-shapes perfectl� from the individual pieces,
even though there were no alignment tabs at the extra junctions introduced b� him.

Figure 9: (a) Ceramic shell around wax copies; (b) casting process; (c) cooling bronze in the risers.

The master patterns were used to create silicone molds (Fig.8a) in which Reinmuth could then cast
multiple copies in wax. The wax copies were outfitted with the necessar� sprues and runners to distribute
the liquid bronze quickl� to the whole mold cavit� and were also provided with risers (funnels) into
which the melt could be poured easil� (Figs.8b, 9b). The enhanced wax segments were then repeatedl�
dipped into a ceramic slurr�, until a solid shell had been formed around the whole part (Fig.9a). These
ceramic shells are put into an oven, preheated to �800oF, where the� sinter into hard forms and where the
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wax drains out. The fired shells are then filled with liquid bronze of about ��00oF. After the metal has
cooled down and hardened, the ceramic shell is cracked into small fragments and removed (Fig.�0a).

5. Assembly and S�ape Adjustment
The individual pieces, of which there were twent� for Pax Mundi II, are cleaned and freed of the
extraneous sprues and risers. Then the assembl� process begins. Some of the smaller pieces are assembled
into the U-shapes of the original master patterns. Then the overall assembl� process continues in a
bottom-up manner, starting from the point of support (Fig.�0b), and progressing in a s�mmetrical manner
to guarantee perfect s�mmetr� and balance of the overall sculpture.

Figure 10: (a) A raw cast piece after ceramic shell has been removed; (b) two of the cast pieces welded together.

Since the Pax Mundi II sculpture is essentiall� one long loop that is supported at just one point, the top
part of this heav� ribbon sagged b� almost one foot under its own weight. To compensate for that,
Reinmuth had to pre-distort the shape during the assembl� process. �e hung the sculpture upside-down
and let it elongate under its own weight (Fig.��a). �e enhanced that elongation b� cutting several slits
into the ribbon (Fig.��b) so that some tight bends could open up. Then he refilled the enlarged slits with
bronze welds. This locked in an elongated state of the sphere, which then settled to an almost perfectl�
spherical shape when the sculpture was put back into is normal position.

Figure 11: (a) Adjusting the overall shape (b) b� cutting the ribbon partl� and infilling more material.

After the overall shape had been adjusted to perfection, the man� welded junctions and adjustment slits
had to be ground down to seamlessl� blend into the flow of the ribbon. Finall� a tan-colored patina was
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applied with a judicious combination of heat and chemicals (Fig.��a). This color is protected from further
oxidation with a thin coating of wax. As long as that coating is refreshed ever� few �ears b� rubbing over
the whole surface of the sculpture with a block of wax on a hot da�, it should maintain its current color
(Fig.��b) for a ver� long time.

Figure 12: (a) Appl�ing patina to the surface. (b) Pax Mundi II read� for shipping

6. Installati�n
Finall�, in mid Januar� the sculpture was finished and could be shipped to Kansas Cit�. In the morning of
Januar� �8, �007 we picked it up from the loading dock at �&R Block, carefull� transported it around
the building (Fig.��a), and maneuvered it through the main entrance. It cleared the main entrance door
(Fig.��b) b� just two inches! We wheeled the sculpture through the main lobb� to the court�ard in the
back of the building, where a stainless steel pedestal and a scaffolding with a small crane were waiting
(Fig.��c). After a few anxious moments, due to some difficulties with the mounting bolts, Pax Mundi II
was in its designated location (Fig.�4a,b).

Figure 13: (a) Transport around the �&R Block building, (b) through its lobb�, (c) to the court�ard.
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Figure 14: (a) Installation on pedestal; (b) Pax Mundi II in its final location.

7. C�nclusi�ns
Pax Mundi II is the result of a trul� collaborative effort among the three authors – none could have
created this piece of art b� himself. The one character trait that all three authors have in common is that
we are perfectionists. We all are willing to go repeatedl� through some labor-intensive and possibl�
tedious process to guarantee that the result is as good as it possibl� can be.

Ten �ears ago Brent Collins first calculated and drew painstakingl� the different slices of the hollow
wooden sphere from which the original Pax Mundi sculpture was carved, and then carefull� designed and
shaped the sinuous sweep path on that globe.

In the summer of �006, Carlo Séquin spent hours adjusting the man� parameters in his Gabo-curve
generator program to match the spacings and curvatures of the original sculpture based on just four
photographs that he had available. �e also fine tuned the exact cross section of the ribbon several times
while consulting closel� with Collins about aesthetic issues and with Reinmuth about stabilit�, weight and
volume concerns.

The final shape control was then entirel� in Steve Reinmuth’s hands. First he fine-tuned and finished
the CNC-milled master patterns, defining the geometr� in those places that the �-axis milling machine
could not reach. Subsequentl� he had to address the unexpected sagging of the ribbon under its own
weight. Several tries were necessar� to establish the best places to introduce the subtle curvature changes
that overall would compensate for the effects of gravit�. Subsequentl� he ground and polished to
perfection the twent� junctions where two individuall� cast ribbon sections had to be joined, as well as
the places where he made partial cuts and in-fills to correct the overall shape. Finall� he added the
beautiful patina that gives this sculpture its refined look.
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Abstract

We will discuss hypersculptures by Robert Morris, Tony Smith, Arthur Silverman, Richard Serra, and

Charles Ginnever.

Figure 1. Arthur Silverman, Attitudes,

1986, Elysian Fields,

New Orleans, LA.

Figure 2. Charles Ginnever, Kitsune,

1988,Runneymede Sculpture Farm,

Woodside, CA.

Figures 3. Charles Ginnever, Rashomon, 1993-1998,

steel, 13’ x 11’ x 10’, dimensions vary with position.

Private collection.
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Introduction

We will first discuss some basic concepts related to visualization in two, three and four

spatial dimensions. These concepts will lead to the definition of a hypersculpture. We

will then discuss examples of hypersculptures by Robert Morris, Tony Smith, Arthur

Silverman, Richard Serra, and Charles Ginnever.

1. Hyperspace, Hyperseeing, and Hypersculptures.

The following discussion is included in order to make this article self-contained. We

begin by noting that to see a two-dimensional painting on a wall, we step back from the

wall in the third dimension. We can then see the shape of the painting (generally

rectangular), as well as every point in the painting. That is, we not only see the shape of

the exterior frame but more important, we see every point in the interior of the painting.

Thus we see the exterior and interior completely from one viewpoint. Now given a

rectangular painting, the top of the painting is usually obvious, as in the case of a portrait.

However, there are abstract paintings where the top may not be obvious, as in the case of

a painting by Mondrian. It can be interesting to rotate a Mondrian painting ¼ turn, ½

turn, and ¾ turn to see how different it may appear. We note that Kandinsky had an

epiphany when he entered his studio and did not recognize one of his own paintings

because it was lying on its side. He saw the pure relationships of colors and shapes and

that experience led to his development of abstract art. Thus an abstract painting may

have more than one interesting orientation. A more complete presentation of the two-

dimensional content of an abstract painting would be to see the painting hung different

ways.

We will now consider extending the preceding ideas to the case of three-dimensional

sculptures. Theoretically speaking, to see a three-dimensional sculpture completely from

one viewpoint, we would need to step back in a fourth spatial dimension. From one

viewpoint, we could then (theoretically) see every point on the exterior surface of the

sculpture, as well as every interior point within the sculpture. This type of theoretical all-

around seeing, as well as a type of x-ray seeing, was known to the cubists such as Picasso

and Duchamp, as discussed in [7].

In mathematics, the prefix hyper is used to denote one higher dimension. For example, a

square is two-dimensional and a hypersquare is a cube in three-dimensions. Similarly, a

hypercircle is a sphere. In mathematics, four-dimensional space is referred to as

hyperspace and mathematicians also consider hypercubes and hyperspheres in

hyperspace [11].

Theoretical seeing in hyperspace will be referred to as hyperseeing. As discussed above,

in hyperspace one could hypersee a three-dimensional sculpture completely from one

viewpoint. Although we do not live in hyperspace, it is still desirable to attain a type of

hyperseeing. Cubist painters approximated hyperseeing by showing multiple views in the

same painting. In our three-dimensional world, one can hypersee a sculpture by walking

around it and seeing it from multiple viewpoints. This also involves seeing the sculpture
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same painting. In our three-dimensional world, one can hypersee a sculpture by walking

around it and seeing it from multiple viewpoints. This also involves seeing the sculpture

from different elevations. Here is Henry Moore’s description of hyperseeing a sculpture

[8].

This is what the sculptor must do. He must strive continually to think of, and use, form in

its full spatial completeness. He gets the solid shape, as it were, inside his head. He

thinks of it, whatever its size, as if he were holding it completely enclosed in the hollow of

his hand. He mentally visualizes a complex form from all around itself; he knows while

he looks at one side what the other side is like; he identifies himself with its center of

gravity, its mass, its weight. He realizes its volume as the space that the shape displaces

in the air.

Another important aspect of hyperseeing a sculpture is to also find the interesting detail

shots. Hyperseeing outdoor sculptures also involves light and shadow, which depend on

the season and time of day. Lighting can strongly affect detail shots. Thus hyperseeing a

sculpture not only involves seeing the sculpture from multiple viewpoints, but also

finding detail shots and seeing the sculpture under multiple lighting conditions. It is a

more complete way of appreciating a sculpture. It is in this sense that we will refer to

hyperseeing a sculpture.

A master of photographing sculpture is David Finn. His book As the Eye Moves [2] is a

photographic study of the single Henry Moore sculpture Three-Piece Reclining Figure

Bridge Prop, with text by Donald Hall and Henry Moore. There are a variety of striking

detail shots, as well as over-all views, under various lighting conditions. This book is an

education in hyperseeing a sculpture.

As in the case of looking at a two-dimensional object in multiple positions discussed

above, we can also consider looking at a three-dimensional object in multiple positions.

To be precise, a sculpture is defined as an object in a position relative to a fixed

horizontal plane (the base). Two sculptures are said to be congruent if they consist of the

same object in different positions. For example, in one case the object may be positioned

horizontally and in a second case the object may be positioned vertically. The significant

point is that congruent sculptures may look quite different depending on the positions of

the object.

As suggested by the terms hyperspace and hyperseeing, a group of congruent sculptures

will be referred to as a hypersculpture [ 3-5] . Thus a hypersculpture is a group of

sculptures, each consisting of the same object in different positions. An object that is

suitable for a hypersculpture is an object that has no apparent top, bottom, front, or back

and looks interesting in multiple positions. In general, an object has an infinite number

of possible positions, although only a relatively small number will be stable. Other

positions will require some sort of stabilizing technique such as mounting on a rod.

A hypersculpture is a more complete presentation of the sculptural possibilities of a

three-dimensional object.
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Someone viewing a hypersculpture may not realize that they are viewing the same object

in multiple positions. This is frequently the case.

Hyperseeing an object implies seeing the object as a hypersculpture. Hyperseeing a

hypersculpture implies first hyperseeing each congruent sculpture. Second, there is the

experience of also comparing the multiple views of the congruent sculptures. Here lines

change direction, surfaces change direction, and volumes of form and space change

direction. Thus hyperseeing a hypersculpture involves comparing views of 1, 2, and 3-

dimensional parts of the sculptures. Hyperseeing a hypersculpture opens up a whole new

perceptual experience.

Several sculptors have made hypersculptures, as discussed below. However, it remains a

very significant and interesting direction in sculpture that deserves to be developed. In

particular, Richard Serra has created four hypersculptures. In each case the object is a

forged steel rectangular block, where the three dimensions are all different. For example,

in the case of the hypersculpture 4-5-6, 2000, Colby College, Waterville, Maine, the

dimensions of the rectangular block are 4, 5, and 6 feet. Thus the rectangular block can

be positioned so that it has a height of 4, 5, or 6 feet. For each height, the rectangular

block may be positioned in two ways parallel to a vertical viewing plane. For example, in

the case where the height is 4 ft, there are rectangular sides of height 4 ft and width 5 ft

and height 4 ft and width 6 ft. Note that the top view is a rectangle of dimensions 5 ft x 6

ft. A rectangle has half-turn rotational symmetry. Thus when walking around a

rectangular block, the view and the view directly opposite half way around are the same.

For example, if one is looking at a rectangular side that is 4 ft high and 6 ft wide, then the

view half way around is the same rectangle 4 ft high and 6 ft wide. Thus one only has to

walk half-way around a rectangular block to see all the views of the block. However, the

light is generally different on each side so aspects of the sculpture such as color will look

different half-way around.

In two cases of Serra hypersculptures, there are three congruent sculptures. In each case,

the rectangular block is positioned with three different heights. In two other cases of

Serra hypersculptures, there are six congruent sculptures. In each case, two sculptures

have the same height but one sculpture is rotated a quarter turn relative to the other

sculpture of the same height. In this case, the six rectangular sides facing a viewer are all

different, although there are three pairs having the same height.

We will discuss five hypersculptures by Charles Ginnever. These hypersculptures are

quite varied. Each different object is an open steel construction consisting of bands of

steel welded on edges. There are also a different number of congruent sculptures in each

of the five hypersculptures.

A main difference between a Serra object and a Ginnever object is Serra’s object is a

closed solid forged steel rectangular block, whereas Ginnever’s object is an open steel

construction. The interior volume of Serra’s block is solid steel and one experiences the

feeling of immense immovable weight. This is a very strong Serra statement conveyed by
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this favorite Serra object: a forged steel block. However, seeing the object as six

congruent sculptures tells one that the object can still be flipped around into different

positions so it really is not immovable. Thus there is the visual experience as well as the

gut level weight experience when experiencing the sculpture.

Ginnever’s object being an open structure implies the interior volume is space, which is

as sculpturally significant as solid form. We remind the reader that the essence of certain

sculptures are the interior space, as in Serra’s torqued ellipses. Furthermore, since a

Ginnever object is open, one can see through the corresponding congruent sculptures and

compare images from both exterior and interior. This allows for a variety of visual

experiences. We note that Ginnever’s 1988 hypersculpture Kitsune impressed Serra

when he viewed it, as described below by Mary Maggini, and this experience probably

motivated him to create his first hypersculpture 58 x 64 x 70 in 1996.

We will now consider examples of hypersculptures by five sculptors.

2. Robert Morris: Minimal Hypersculptures.

Untitled (Two Columns)

An early minimal hypersculpture is Untitled ( Two Columns), 1961, by Robert Morris.

This hypersculpture consists of two copies of a column eight feet high with a two-foot

square base. One column was vertical and one column was horizontal. To quote Morris,

“A beam on its end is not the same as a beam on its side.” [10]. Here the viewer can

easily see that the same object appears in both sculptures. However, the point is that a

beam standing is not only visually different then a beam on its side but also feels different

to a viewer. That is, the perceptual experiences of the congruent sculptures are different.

This is probably because a beam is an abstract figure and we are all aware of the

difference between standing and lying down. Thus the lesson here is that even the

simplest object can have multiple sculptural possibilities. There is also the possibility of

being a bit tipsy.

Untitled (Two L-Shapes)

A second minimal hypersculpture by Robert Morris is Untitled (Two L-Shapes), 1965.

This sculpture consists of two copies of an L-shaped beam 8x8x2 ft. One L-shape was

standing and one L-shape was inverted like an inverted V. A later extension of this

hypersculpture consisted of three L-shapes with a third L-shape lying down. Here one

could say that an L-shape standing , inverted, or lying down all feel differently.

3. Tony Smith: Five C’s.

The hypersculpture Five Cs, 1980, by Tony Smith consists of five congruent sculptures.

This hypersculpture was in the Tony Smith retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art,
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New York City, 1998,and is shown on page 84 [13]. The object is a thick block C (which

could also be called a block U) with a resulting rectangular box-like interior space

enclosed by the form of the block C-shape.

Thus both the form and the enclosed space will be in multiple positions in the

hypersculpture Five C’s.

Three of the five positions in Five C’s are shown in a drawing of a hypersculpture titled

The Morning after a Nightmare, page 88 [13] that is dated June 19,1964. There is also a

second drawing on page 88 with the same date that shows a hypersculpture, The Piazza,

consisting of two congruent sculptures. Thus Smith was already thinking about

hypersculptures in 1964.

The block C in Five Cs consists of both form and space and it is interesting how the

form-space relationship changes in the different positions of the object. In the first

position the C-shape is horizontal and the space is like an open room that one could enter.

The second position is the back view of the first position. In this case, one is confronted

by a wall in the front view. In the third position the C-shape is downward and forms an

arch over the space that one could walk through. The fourth position is the third position

upside down and has the feeling of a throne. The fifth position is the C-shape in the

normal vertical position.

There are two levels of hyperseeing involved here, as in any hypersculpture. First, one

can hypersee each sculpture by walking around each sculpture and see it from multiple

viewpoints. Second, from one viewpoint one can compare views of the different

sculptures to see how various aspects such as angles, forms, and spaces are different.

In particular, the feeling for the space changes in Five C’s.

4. Arthur Silverman: Attitudes

Figure 4. Arthur Silverman with Attitudes, 2003, Elysian Fields, New Orleans, LA
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Arthur Silverman was a surgeon until the age of fifty-five when he decided to pursue a

career in art. For the past twenty-five years he has been a successful sculptor in New

Orleans, LA. His hypersculpture Attitudes is shown above in Figures 1 and 4. Attitudes

originally had six congruent sculptures. Unfortunately the sculpture on the right in Figure

1 was stolen, plinth and all. It appears second from the left in Figure 4. There is another

sculpture behind the photographer.

The object in Attitudes consists of four surfaces: rectangle, parallelogram and two

triangles. The surfaces are welded on edge at angles, resulting in a visually deceptive

object. In particular, edge lines change from horizontal to diagonal to vertical. Two-

dimensional surfaces also change orientation. In one case a surface may be a supporting

surface with an edge resting on the base. In another case, this same surface may be off the

ground in a more active orientation in space. Volumes are formed where two surfaces

meet in an edge. These volumes appear concave or convex depending on the viewpoint of

the observer. The volumes also change orientation and thrust depending on the sculpture.

Thus hyperseeing Attitudes involves noting the differing appearances of properties of the

object that are one-dimensional lines, two-dimensional surfaces, and three-dimensional

volumes. Their roles as active or passive vary depending on each sculpture.

For example, in the horizontal sculpture in Figure 5 the two triangles on the right are

quite active and enclose a volume that is convex from the left and concave from the right.

The sculpture rests on the edges of the parallelogram and rectangle, which form an

enclosure of a V-shaped horizontal space. The sculpture can also be seen as an abstract

reclining figure with the head end on the right.

In the vertical sculpture in Figure 6, the two triangles have switched roles with the

parallelogram and rectangle. The sculpture rests on edges of the two triangles and they

enclose a volume that is convex from the right and concave from the left, in Figure 6. The

parallelogram and rectangle are active on vertical diagonals and also enclose a volume

that is convex from the right and concave from the left.

In Figure 7 the sculpture is resting on an edge of a triangle and an edge of the

parallelogram. The sculpture would appear horizontal if seen from the right or left.

In this case there is a volume facing front formed by the two triangles. There is a volume

formed by the parallelogram and rectangle, which is concave from the right. A third

volume is formed by the lower triangle and rectangle, which is concave from the left.

Here we have very briefly discussed three of the six sculptures in Attitudes. A more

complete study would require at least four images for each of the six sculptures.
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Figure 5. Attitudes, Horizontal Sculpture I

Figure 6. Attitudes,

Vertical Sculpture

Figure 7. Attitudes, Horizontal Sculpture II
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6. Richard Serra.

58 by 64 by 70

The first hypersculpture by Richard Serra that we will consider is titled 58 by 64 by 70

(1996), shown in [12] on pages 166,167, and 210. This hypersculpture consists of six

congruent sculptures, where the common form is a forged rectangular steel block 58 by

64 by 70 inches. This is a powerful example of a single rectangular form in different

positions.

In Serra’s words from [12], “ The six identical blocks are equally spaced 40 inches

apart, forming two rows of three along a center line. The blocks rise in elevation from 58

to 64 to 70 inches in one row and decrease from 70 to 64 to 58 inches in the other. The

module is rotated on its side to achieve six permutations: 58 by 64 by 70 inches, 64 by 58

by 70 inches, 64 by 70 by 58 inches, 70 by 58 by 64 inches, and 70 by 64 by 58 inches.

Although you know from the title that all six blocks are identical, your perception

contradicts your knowledge. Each block is perceived as different, according to its

particular relationship of height to width to length. No reading is ever the same. It seems

inconceivable that the blocks weigh the same. They appear totally different according to

how they are turned. You never see an entire block; you see a surface, a side or two, a

top, a corner, an edge, but never the whole.

Space is primarily defined by mass. The close alignment of the blocks coupled with the

condensation of the forged steel accounts for the density of space. There is a penetration

of mass and space throughout the central axis. The masses encroach on the space and

create the impression that the sculpture occupies more space than it really does in

reality. In effect, mass and weight usurp the visual field.”

Thus even in this case where the object is a single rectangular block, the congruent

sculptures appear different depending on their position.

4 - 5 - 6.

A second hypersculpture by Richard Serra is 4- 5- 6, 2000, and is located at Colby

College, Waterville, Maine. The hypersculpture is in the Paul J. Schupf Sculpture Court

of the Colby College Museum of Art. The sculpture court was also designed by Serra. 4-

5-6 consists of three congruent sculptures, where the common form is a forged

rectangular steel block of dimensions 4 by 5 by 6 feet. The rectangular block is placed in

three different positions so that the corresponding heights are 4’, 5’, and 6’. From any

viewpoint, the three sculptures look different The courtyard is surrounded by walls on

three sides.To quote Serra: “ The sculpture brings all three facades of the building

together. It collects the building.” The New York City gallery owner Renato Danese

comments: “ There’s a lot of romantic sensibility-something that has a heroic presence-

and people sense it” [1].

Equal Weights and Measures.
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A third hypersculpture by Serra is Equal Weights and Measures, 2006, shown in the

exhibit Richard Serra: Rolled and Forged at the Gagosian Gallery, 555West 24
th

St, NY,

NY 10011, May 6- September 23, 2006. This hypersculpture consists of three congruent

sculptures where the common form is a forged rectangular steel block 4’3” by 5’3” by

6’3”. Thus the dimensions are each 3” larger then in 4 x 5 x 6. One has the impression

that Serra was fine-tuning the dimensions of the rectangular block in this third

hypersculpture. In this case the rectangular block is placed in three different positions so

that the corresponding heights are 4’3”, 5”3”, and 6’3”. This hypersculpture was placed

indoors and the spacing differed from the spacing in 4 x 5 x 6. We emphasize that the

spacing is very much a part of the hypersculpture, as Serra discusses above concerning 58

by 64 by 70.

Sante Fe Depot.

Sante Fe Depot, 2006, is a recent hypersculpture in a permanent site in an arcade at the

new quarters of the Museum of Contemporary Art in San Diego, CA. There are six

congruent sculptures, where the object is a forged rectangular steel block of dimensions

52 by 58 by 64 inches. As in the case of 58 by 64 by 70, the dimensions of the

rectangular block differ by six inches. However, Serra has chosen to reduce

corresponding dimensions by six inches. The dimensions in 4-5-6 and Equal Weights

and Measures differed by one foot. Thus the difference of dimensions in Santa Fe Depot

is more subtle. The arrangement of the blocks along a central axis also corresponds to the

arrangement of the blocks in 58 by 64 by 70. In particular, looking down the central axis,

the faces of the sculptures are different. This would also be the case if one stood outside

the arcade looking through the arches. It is certainly not apparent that the blocks are

congruent and viewers would probably not believe it.

7. Charles Ginnever.

Kitsune.

Charles Ginnever has been creating large-scale steel sculpture for the last forty-five

years. His first full-size hypersculpture is Kitsune, shown in Figure 2. Kitsune consists of

two congruent sculptures. One is positioned horizontally and one is positioned vertically.

I recall photographing these sculptures in 1998 and it never occurred to me that they were

congruent. Kitsune in maquette form is shown in Figure 8. Another view of the Kitsune is

shown in Figure 9.

Here is a conversation concerning Kitsune between Ginnever and Mary Maggini at

Runneymede Sculpture Farm, March, 1993, [9].

MM: Kitsune [the Fox] is from 1988. You said it gave you more trouble than any other

sculpture in years. Why?
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CG: Kitsune is a multi-sectional construction composed of rectangles and parallelograms

of different angles, separately made and welded together. With Kitsune I started to

combine rectangles with parallelograms of changing angularities. I couldn’t get them to

do anything exciting. After about a month or two of trying, I finally added two

parallelograms set at 45 degrees to the other two, which separated the two triangular

formed sections and created an open square inside. And it finally worked. The velocity of

change as you move around Kitsune is much more noticeable than in any other piece I’ve

made. Even while walking slowly, you can go from a form that appears to be a single

unit, then a double unit, and then a triple unit. That’s never happened before.

MM: The work is wonderfully dynamic. But this final work has two separate pieces: how

did you move from one piece to two?

CG: I discovered something: when I took the work, which was designed horizontally, and

sat it up on one side, vertically, it maintained a structural integrity-it didn’t overbalance.

It gave the impression of a completely different sculpture. So I combined the two in a

particular proximity-one standing and one reclining, which set up a dialogue between the

twins.

MM: It is a remarkable change and very illusionistic. Most people, when looking at this

work, cannot see that the two pieces are exactly alike-even after it is pointed out to them.

When Richard Serra was here, he had some initial difficulty seeing that the two pieces are

identical.

CG: Visual sophistication is not always an asset when confronting works like Kitsune,

where the conventional points of reference have been replaced by forms that satirize

dimensionality. I’ve placed the two units so that one expands as the other contracts. This

guaranteed to confuse neurons!

MM: It is humbling to realize that one small shift, and not a dramatic one, can so

dramatically change a work or upset your visual perceptions.
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CG: Kitsune is not made to trick anybody. The forms are very simple, very basic, and

familiar to everyone.

Rashomon.

A second hypersculpture by Ginnever is Rashomon, shown above in Figure 3. Three

congruent sculptures are shown at Stanford University in the upper view. Additional

views are shown in the lower images. Here are Bruce Nixon’s comments [6].

“The most apparent characteristic of Charles Ginnever’s Rashomon, the means by which

it introduces itself, is the enigmatic, ineluctable transparency of its form. Rashomon is an

invention, capable of standing freely in fifteen different positions, none of which hides or

even attempts to disguise its fundamental configuration. What is exposed in each position

tells a different story, one that hangs upon direct, individual encounters with the work

itself. If it requires a label, at least as a point of departure, then call it a perceptual

sculpture, for the realm of perception is where Rashomon exerts itself most fully.

The simplicity and originality of Ginnever’s strategy in this work can be demonstrated by

placing three identical maquettes of the piece on a tabletop. They invite rearrangement,

even play, as they fall in proximity to each other, then at some distance, now sitting one

way, now another, in a process that reveals their formal elegance as they pass through

seemingly endless, overlapping phases of transition: they become not so much a

metaphor for the fundamental unity of space and time as an embodiment of it. But the

game sets up an ambush, too, as we acknowledge and begin to consider the unexpected

difficulty of recognizing each maquette as the same form in a different position.”

Three Rashomon maquettes are shown in Figure 10. An exercise is to see that they are

congruent.

Figure 10. Three Rashomon maquettes.

(Courtesy Hackett-Freedman Gallery, San Francisco, CA)
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The object in Rashomon is essentially open, which allows for a variety of visual effects

that are not available in a closed form. Kitsune is also open and visually deceptive but

does not have the richness of structure as does Rashomon. There are infinitely many

differently shaped spatial “windows” depending on the sculpture and viewpoint. In some

views there are windows within windows. Essentially all sculptural lines are slanted

inducing various figurative feelings such as leaning, thrusting, and balancing.

In the single view shown in Figure 11, we see that Ginnever has varied the width of the

structural components of the sculpture, which adds a certain geometric interest. One can

rotate the page to see how the role of each component changes depending on the

orientation. Of course not all orientations are stable but the object has fifteen stable

positions, which should provide enough visual variety to satisfy the most demanding

viewer. A set of eleven Rashomon maquettes are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Rashomon, single view.

Figure 12. Eleven Rashomon maquettes, 1993-1994, bronze, 84” overall length. (photo,

courtesy of Gerald Peter’s Gallery, Sante Fe, NM)

In Figure 12, each of the eleven sculptures has it own unique character and one is not

really aware that the sculptures are actually congruent.
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Rashomon, 1998, is the title of a complete group of the fifteen Rashomon sculptures but

in a larger intermediate size with dimensions approximately 3-5 ft. Note that the basic

object (form) consists of eight angular strips of steel of varying widths welded along

edges. “This is amazing: a form so simple in construction and yet so complex in

configuration – and so well-balanced – that any of its edges can serve as feet” ( Carter

Radcliff, Art In America, February, 2005, p.129). Rashomon, 1998, was displayed in the

summer of 2004 at Wooster Art Space in New York City. The sculptures stood on the

floor and were about knee-high. A photograph of the group of sculptures appears with

Radcliff’s article. It was a break-through experience to be in the gallery and view a

complete Rashomon. One could spend a week there and it wouldn’t be enough. As

Radcliff states; “As one’s point of view shifts, wide strips of steel become thin lines,

certain angles vanish as others come into view and the overall form acquires a new

character. It’s not so much now you see it – now you don’t, as now you see it and now a

moment later, you see something else.” The lesson that Rashomon teaches is that a form

can have much more sculptural content then one can imagine.

Transitions (For Thelonius Monk)

A third hypersculpture by Charles Ginnever is Transitions (For Thelonius Monk), which

consists of three congruent sculptures as shown in Figure 13. The sculpture on the right is

in a vertical position and the two other sculptures are in horizontal positions.

Figure 13. Charles Ginnever, Transitions for Thelonius Monk,

1993-2001, Omi Sculpture Park, Ghent, NY

In Figure 14 is a view of the horizontal sculpture on the left.

In Figure 15 is a view of the center horizontal sculpture. We note that the sculpture in

Figure 15 is the sculpture in Figure 14 lowered onto the lower left plane in Figure 14,

which appears as the ground level plane on the lower right in Figure 15. The view in

Figure 14 was facing the sun, whereas the sun is behind in the view in Figure 15. The

sculpture in Figure 15 seems much more restful then the sculpture in Figure 14, which
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seems to be springing off the ground. The vertical sculpture on the right in Figure 13 is

shown in Figure 16.

Figure 14. Transitions for Thelonius Monk, Horizontal Sculpture I

Figure 15. Transitions for Thelonius Monk,

Horizontal Sculpture II

Figure 16.Transitions for

Thelonius Monk,

Vertical Sculpture

If the vertical sculpture in Figure 16 is rotated one quarter turn clockwise, then depending

on how it is placed, one of the horizontal sculptures in Figures 14 or 15 is the result. In

particular, horizontal and vertical forms and spaces become vertical and horizontal forms

and spaces, respectfully. All aspects change their orientation.

There are additional positions for the object in Transitions for Thelonius Monk. In

particular, the sculpture in Figure 16 can be turned upside-down to obtain another

interesting vertical sculpture.
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Kujitsu-Shi.

The fourth Ginnever hypersculpture we will discuss is Kujitsu-Shi shown in maquette

form in Figure 17. The sculpture on the left is balanced on one strip and has an

interesting overhang on the right. The three sculptures are quite different and it is an

interesting visual exercise to try to see that they are congruent.

Figure 17. Charles Ginnever, Kujitsu-Shi, maquette, 2001, 10” x 8” x 6”, bronze

Figure 18. Kujitsu-Shi,

Vertical Sculpture.

53 inches h., steel

Figure 19. Kujitsu-Shi, Horizontal Sculpture I,

19 inches max, steel

There are larger midsize versions of Kuijitsu-Shi in steel. In particular, there is a vertical

Kujitsu-Shi sculpture that is 53 inches tall that was in an exhibit at the Brattleboro

Gallery, Vermont, 2005, as shown in Figure 18. Two smaller mid-size steel Kujitsi-Shi
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sculptures that are 19 inches wide and were in the same exhibit are shown in Figures 19

and 20.

Figure 20. Kujitsu-Shi, Horizontal Sculpture

II, 19 inches max, steel

Figure 21. Kujitsu-Shi, Horizontal

Sculpture III, 19 inches max, steel

The horizontal sculpture in Figure 20 is a top view corresponding to the maquette on the

left in Figure 17. Two views of a Kujitsu-Shi sculpture are shown in Figures 21 and 22.

This sculpture has a surprising overhead projection.

Figure 22. Kujitsu-Shi, Horizontal Sculpture III, alternate view

The Kujitsu-Shi sculpture in Figure 22 illustrates a point that hasn’t been mentioned as

yet: namely sculptures of surprising configurations arise when trying out alternate

positions of an object. Horizontal Sculpture III “stopped me in my tracks”. It is such an

original strong configuration. This sculpture upside-down appears as a full-size Kujitsu-

Shi sculpture in Figure 23. Kujitsu-Shi contains many impressive sculptures.
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Figure 23. Kujitsu-Shi, 2005, steel,

17 ft max

Figure 24. Giant Steps I, 2006, steel

Giant Steps.

Charles Ginnevers most recent hypersculpture is Giant Steps. Four midsize sculptures are

shown in Figures 24-27.

Figure 25. Giant Steps II, 2006, steel Figure 26. Giant Steps III, 2006, steel

The structure of Giant Steps is not as complex as the structure of Kujitsu-Shi. However,

in Giant Steps Ginnever has refined and extended his technique to create an object that

consists of a characteristic Ginnever construction of two four-sided forms joined at an

edge. The varying refined widths of the steel strips and the refined angles chosen to join

the steel strips result in an object that yields a surprising variety of quite strong original

sculptures. There is one Giant Steps sculpture shown in a landscape montage on his

website www.charlesginnever.net and is isolated in Figure 28 that also “stopped me in

my tracks”.
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Figure 27. Giant Steps IV, 2006, steel Figure 28. Giant Steps V, 2006, steel

In Giant Steps V one can appreciate the balance of the left rear leaning form supporting

the powerful right forward projected form in space. Ginnever took a giant step here.

Summary

We have now discussed hypersculptures by several sculptors. In particular, there are the

planar sculptures of Arthur Silverman, the solid forged steel blocks of Richard Serra, and

the open steel strip sculptures of Charles Ginnever. In each case the object has no pre-

determined front, back, top, or bottom. These are interesting objects that can be placed in

a variety of positions so that the resulting sculptures are not obviously congruent. In

particular, edges, surfaces, and volumes take on different aspects in congruent sculptures.

A hypersculpture allows an object to attain its full sculptural possibilities. One can gain a

new appreciation of sculpture when experiencing a hypersculpture.
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Abstract

Super-spheroids are plotted by a generalization of the exponentials of an ellipsoid function. Spline geometry

permits strong approximations of this surprisingly versatile family of forms. The mathematically aware

sculptor can intuitively create a full range of these surfaces in common NURBS (non-uniform rational basis

spline) modeling programs. We outline some techniques and provide some applications for non-mathematical

designers and sculptors to engage these objects with this conventional modeling geometry.

Super-spheres and super-ellipsoids, like their more quotidian counterparts, are surfaces of revolution and

result from the revolution of easily drafted super-circles and super-ellipses around a diameter. As such

they can be realized with only a beginner's knowledge of modeling. Similarly, revolving these curves

around an external axis generates a super-toroid. In order to model these surfaces it is necessary, then, for

the designer to first create spline versions of super-circles or super-ellipses from which to revolve these

surfaces. The procedures given below concentrate on the construction of super-circles and super-spheres,

since modeling programs can easily stretch these into super-ellipses and super-ellipsoids.

Spline Modeling of the Super Circle

The super ellipse is a generalization of the ellipse in which the exponential of its function is permitted to

change. In the case of the super circle the equation becomes |x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1. This variation generates a

continuum of forms starting with a cross (a=0) through the astroid (a= 2/3), a hypercycloid (a= 1/2), a

diamond (a= 1), ovoid diamonds (a>1, a< 2), the circle (a=2), ovoid squares (a>2), and the square (a= ∞):

Table A Super-ellipses created from splines to approximate the given exponential changes. Most of the

following were adapted from Jan Wassenaar's site: www.2dcurves.com/power/powerse.html [2].

|x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1, a=0 |x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1, a=2/3 |x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1, a=1/2 |x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1, a=12
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|x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1, a= 3/2 |x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1, a= 2 |x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1, a= 2.5 |x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1, a= 5

|x|
a

+ |y|
a

= 1. a= ∞ |x|
a

+ |y|
b

= 1, a=1, b=2 |x|
a

+ |y|
b

= 1, a=1/2, b=2 |x|
a

+ |y|
b

= 1, a=1/2, b=8

The super ellipse has a bit of an aesthetic history. Danish poet and designer Piet Hein laid claim to

a=2.5 ellipse and featured it in works ranging from house wares popular in the 1970's, to the Sergel Tors

traffic circle in central Stockholm, to the Azteca Olympic Stadium in Mexico City. Hein saw this form as

the harmonic balance between circle and square, ellipse and rectangle. So apparently have whole cultures.

Virtually all the forms of First Nations art of Canada's West Coast use the super ellipse in whole or part.

In this case the choice is not at all mathematical, but an intuitive derivation that seeks the formal balance

proffered by Hein.

Figure 1 Painted house facade. Haida tribe. Figure 2 Totem pole. Kitwancool,

Canada. (Note the similarity to the Hein super-ellipse in both openings.)
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Super Circles from Spline Arcs

A spline curve is determined largely by control points that lie off the curve and exert a mathematical

weight that bends the curve in their direction. The simplest spline has two endpoints and one such control

point. Such a curve is quadratic and is often a portion of a conic curve and always a portion of a super-

conic curve. The default version of this spline is parabolic with an assigned control weight of 1. If the

weight is lowered to .707107 the spline flattens into a circular arc. In spline geometry, four such arcs join

to describe a circle:

Figure 3 Curve points of a spline circle. Figures 4 and 5 Super-circles with point-weights of 1 and 4.

The spline circle in figure 3 has four 90/ pieces, with control points -- L, M, N and O -- for each arc.

Points A, B, C and D demarcate the joining points of the spline ends. Note that the control points mark

the corners of a circumscribed square. Increasing the weight of the control points will pull the arcs in the

direction of those corners, as in figures 4 and 5. The super-circle in figure 4, at a weight of 1, is an

extremely close approximation of Piet Hein's super ellipse. Here its arcs are parabolic. The control points

of the curve in figure 5 have quadrupled to a weight of 4, and in figures 6 and 7 the point-weights have

halved to .5 and 0.

Figure 6 and 7 Super-circles with point-weights of 0.5 and 0. Figure 8 Point moved to center.

At the weight of 0 the circle flattens into a diamond. In order to achieve a weight of zero simply

delete the outside control points. In order to represent cycloid and astroid avatars of the super-circle, all

four corner control points must be moved to the center, as has the top left point in the figure 8 above, and

then have their weight adjusted to pull the curve pieces toward the centers. The first curve below is a

hypercycloid, with a control point weight of .5. The middle curve is an astroid, with the weight having

increased to 1. The lower right super circle has had the weight increased to 4.

A

BD

NCO

L M
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Figures 9 through 11 Super-circles with centered control points whose weights are 0.5, 1 and 4.

Super Circles from Cubic Splines

By default spline modelers build splines with two or more off-curve control points from cubic functions.

This provides the curve with greater geometric curvature and causes the curve to appear more supple. By

using cubic splines the designer can create even more generalized super circles.

In the following examples two control points govern each spline arc: one lies on the circumscribed

square, which is the upward limit of the super circle, and the other lies on the internal cross axis, which is

the lower limit of the super circle. By trammeling the points along these orthogonal lines, the designer can

approximate the effect of the asymmetric exponentials of the generalized super circle.

Figures 12 through 14 Super-circle arcs from cubic splines with default point-weights of 1.

Figures 15 through 17 Super-circle arcs from cubic splines with point-weights elevated to 2.
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Figures 18 through 20 Super-circles with asymmetric exponential values.

The figures 12 through 14 all arcs have control point weights of 1, but the control points have been

shuttled along their respective trammel paths. In figure 13 the inner control point has been moved to

coincide with an endpoint of the spline. In the third arc the control points have slipped farther apart to

increase the deflection of the curve. The curves of figures 15 through 17 have had their control point

weight increased. The curves were then mirrored horizontally and again vertically to create the more

generalized super circles, figures 18 through 20.

Super-Spheroids from Revolution

Super-spheres offer the sculptor a vocabulary of closed surfaces with a compact, subtle and powerful

aesthetic. Revolving a circle around its diameter yields a sphere. Slices of this sphere along its x, y and z

axes produces three orthogonal great circles:

Figure 21 Revolved sphere. Figure 22 (below) Revolution of a super circle into a super- sphere.

Revolving a super-circle around its diameter yields a super-sphere girded by a circle, figure 22. If the

path of revolution is itself a super-circle, figure 23, another form of the super-sphere appears. Varying the
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super-circle that serves as the path of revolution, figure 24, increases both the asymmetry and complexity

of the super-sphere.

Figure 23 Revolution of a super circle along a super-circular path.

Figure 24 Super circle revolved along a second super-circle to generate a super-sphere.

The symmetry may be broken further and the visual complexity amplified by shaping each

orthogonal slice of the super-sphere as a different super-circle. Lofting a surface through all three curves

generates a particularly interesting super-sphere with constantly changing profiles, as seen in figure 25.

Figure 25 Lofting a super-sphere from three different, orthogonal super-circles.

In principle the modeler should be able to sweep out this surface in one operation, but in practice the

geometry tends to fail and requires an alternative tack. In figure 25 the surface of one quadrant of the

super-sphere has been lofted between the three curves bounding a quadrant. Successive mirror copies of

this surface join to complete the super-sphere. Editing these patches of surface to achieve good continuity

requires some advanced modeling skills. However, in its use for creating sculptures this editing may not
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be necessary, as the deviations from continuity are often small and easily corrected with hand-finishing of

the sculpture.

Re-scaling a super-sphere along one of the three axes compresses and extends it into oblate and

pronate ellipsoids:

Figure 26 A group of super-ellipsoids scaled from a single super-sphere.

Similar strategies enable equally myriad forms of the super-torus. A super-circle revolves around an

external axis and along the path of another super-circle to sweep out this more sculptural cousin of the

doughnut:

Figure 27 Revolution of a super-torus.

Conclusion

Super-circles and super-spheres offer sculptors and designers a remarkably extensive vocabulary of forms

with strong, yet varied symmetries. This is driven home when one considers that virtually all architectural

roof configurations conform to super-sphere segments, figures 28 through 30. Amadeo Monreal and Joan

Jacas, in their paper "Computer Aided Generation of Architectural Typologies" [1], offer a grammar for

generating virtually all arches, halls and domes by using super-ellipses and super-spheroids as their

geometric primitives. These authors offer the super-spheroid as a highly flexible primitive to be used in

the early creative stages of architectural graphic applications.

We, too, have found these forms amenable to rapid idea development in sculpture. Though they

exhibit the rigorous beauty expected of mathematical sculpture, our development of sculptures premised
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on these forms has been surprisingly improvisational. The simple edits of only a few control points and

the quick generation of revolved surfaces affords rapid realization and visual testing of sculptural ideas.

Super-spheres in Architecture: Figure 28 Dome, Taj Mahal. Figure 29 Stupa, Ayutthaya, Thailand.

Figure 30 Kofukuji pagoda, Nara, Japan.
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Abstract

The paper seeks to define the Yijing’s internal contextual interrelationships in the light of an enhanced or

augmented hexagram structure. I describe a previous encounter between a Western, mathematical paradigm

and the Yijing, and how the association was eventually compromised by the Yijing’s apparent compass of

ambiguity. I go on to present some examples of ambiguity in the visual representation of the Yijing. Finally,

I suggest an enhanced and augmented scheme of representation for the Yijing and offer visualizations of

traditional and non-traditional diagrams. The historical development and representational structure of the

Yijing is treated throughout, as well as the historical and formal associations to the system of binary

counting.

1 The Binary Yijing

To begin, the I Ching needs to be defined for any who are unfamiliar with it. I once thought to

describe it as the 64 permutations of a cubed binomial value, squared and recombined vertically. In

other words, the definition begins with a binomial value, which in Taoist terms refers to the

qualities of Yin and of Yang. In the basic representational terms of the I Ching, or ‘Yijing’ – or

‘Zhouyi’ or simply the ‘Yi’ – meaning ‘The Classic of Changes’, ‘The Changes of the Zhou’, or

simply ‘The Changes’- Yin and Yang are represented quantitatively, on the unit level by a

horizontal line interrupted by a space in the middle, and by an uninterrupted horizontal line,

respectively, or by two shorts and a long if you prefer. In terms of binary numerical notation, a Yin,

interrupted line can be represented by a ‘0’, while an uninterrupted, Yang line can be represented by

a ‘1’. From the binary mode of notation, six places, from right to left, may represent the values of

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 only when those places are occupied by a ‘1’. ‘000000’ represents a value of

zero, while ‘111111’ represents a value of sixty-three, and ‘000001’ represents a value of one

(figure 1). Taken together, the set of ‘0’ and ‘63’, along with the sixty-two inter-numeral values

constitute the 64 possible binary permutations of ‘1’ and ‘0’ distributed to the 6
th

power.

Figures 1-3: Binary hexagram-values; Early Heaven Sequence of the trigrams; Shao Yong’s

diagram

Bey�nd t�e Binary: Breac�ing Ad�lescent Ass�ciati�ns t� t�e Yijing
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Binary numeration was not invented, however, until it was defined by Gottfried Wilhelm

Leibniz in the middle-1600’s. The Yijing, on the other hand, was defined some three thousand

years ago, in a part of China somewhere along the Yellow River. The binary values of ‘Yin’ and

‘Yang’, from early on, were defined by the interrupted and uninterrupted horizontal lines, stacked

vertically to six places, and then read from bottom to top or from top to bottom, depending on the

context or operation. It is these 64 figure-permutations of Yin and Yang lines which constitute the

basic, visual and metaphoric ‘informational’-layer of the Yijing.

Leibniz’s invention was derived in the context of the culture and thinking of 17
th

century

Europe. It was his later introduction to a particular diagrammatic representation of the 64 figures,

or hexagrams, of the Yijing by a Jesuit missionary acquaintance of his which convinced him of the

inherence of his own discovery to the ‘natural religion’ described as being the natural province of

Chinese culture and history (see [1]). It has since been posited that whatever binary characteristics

the hexagrams might correspond with, the Yijing had never been understood from within its native

cultural-historic context to represent the mathematical properties of binary-numeric notation. Or,

has it?

Part of the evidence for the latter disposition that Leibniz’s identification of his binary counting

system with the hexagrams of the Yijing was mistaken lies in the relative antiquity of those

diagrams which Leibniz had the occasion to examine; his impression, based on the limited

Westernized scholarship available to him at the time, was that the diagram presented to him was of

similar antiquity to the origin of the Yijing itself, but in fact it was not [1]. It was, however, itself

based on another, yet older diagram, which is in turn attributed to the inception of the Yijing itself.

This older diagram describes several properties unique to the Yijing, binary sequencing among

them. The other properties of this diagram are rarely, if ever taken up, particularly where they

counter-distinguish themselves from the binary-sequential evidence. The diagram is often called

the ‘Early Heaven’ or the ‘Pre-Heaven Sequence of the Trigrams’ (figure 2).

As testament to its putative antiquity, the diagram is attributed to the mythical sage-king, Fu

Hsi, who is credited with inventing the trigrams of the I Ching – along with writing, fishing,

farming, and the domestication of animals among other things – and thus it is also referred to as ‘the

Fu Hsi arrangement’. The trigrams are three-lined figures, built on the binomial model outlined

above for the hexagrams, and indeed they represent the first order, or degree, or unit of visual

metaphor to distinguish itself in the Yijing. From the eight possible combinations of Yin and Yang

to the third power, their 8 x 8 possible pairings, above and below one another, form the 64

hexagrams.

2 A succession of diagrams

As I mentioned earlier, the hexagrams have been discovered to be the oldest level of

representation of the Yijing as a whole. While their invention is unattributed, the Yijing as it is

eventually defined, does occur in a historical context and is historically attributed. Whereas the

original character of the Yijing as an oracular system was derived in an oral-shamanic context, the

Yijing emerges historically as a textual document, or a book. In this conception, there are two

further base-levels of representation which constitute the document as a whole: first, a set of 64

short texts used to describe each one of the hexagrams, and second, within the context of each

hexagram, a progression of short lines of text or ‘statements’ correlated to each individual line of a
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hexagram (which number 6x64, or 384 in total). These visual and textual base levels constitute the

Zhouyi, or ‘The Changes of the Zhou’.

As the Zhouyi, though, the Yi had not yet been established as ‘Jing’ or Classic. By the time the

Zhouyi came to be established as the Yijing, its canonical form had grown to include a set of

commentaries, called ‘The Ten Wings’. Of these commentaries, the one named the ‘Da Chuan’, or

‘the Great Treatise’ contains the first recorded or extant treatment of the trigrams, and there occurs

the attribution of their genesis to the pre-historical, mythical Sage-king, Fu Hsi. So, late in the

literary-canonical development of the Yijing, the trigrams are finally acknowledged to be the basic

formulary or semantic units which combine to form the hexagrams – so basic, in fact, that they

necessarily were attributed to the ur-sage of the entire culture, in its dawning moments. There is no

extant archaeological evidence for this, though; the foundational, evidentiary, textual/metaphorical

articulation of the Yijing remains with the hexagrams and their individual lines.

The diagram which Leibniz observed and which seemed to him to corroborate his numeric

invention and binary intuitions was in fact the work of the relatively late scholar of the Yijing, Shao

Yong (1011-1077). It has two parts (figure 3). Both consist of an arrangement of the sixty four

hexagrams, one being a centrally placed square or grid of 8 x 8 hexagrams, and the other being a

circular sequence of the hexagrams surrounding the square. The derivations of each of these two

parts seem at first to be different. In fact, both may be derived from the already existing circular

arrangement of the trigrams mentioned above, called the ‘Early Heaven Sequence’, or the ‘Fu Hsi

arrangement’ of the trigrams. The circular part of Shao Yong’s diagram is also referred to as the Fu

Hsi arrangement, but refers to the hexagrams, while the square part is simply referred to as ‘Shao

Yong’s square diagram’.

Figure 4: Shao Yong’s rectangular or ‘segregation-graph’.

Before unpacking the components of the Fu Hsi arrangement of the trigrams (or of the

hexagrams), there is another diagram invented by Shao Yong which apparently gives rise to his

square diagram. Recently I have read it referred to as ‘the segregation-graph’, and it is essentially a

binary tree-diagram (figure 4). Taking the first bifurcation, from the bottom line, and then dividing

again upward to six places, the sixty-four six-line segments, or hexagrams, resemble a binary

sequence, from all-Yang at one end, through to all-Yin at the other. The bifurcations of Yin and

Yang remaining constant, as Yang on the left and Yin on the right, the sequence may be read from

right to left, beginning with all-Yin and proceeding sequentially with Yang lines entering successive

hexagrams from above. When read through the lens of the trigrams, those which form the top

halves of the hexagrams cycle through a binary progression of eight combinations before recycling

with the ninth, while those trigrams forming the bottom halves of the hexagrams progress one step

with every ninth member of the sequence.
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These segments of eight hexagrams form the rows of Shao Yong’s square diagram, with all-

Yin (0) in the lower right corner and three Yang lines above three Yin lines (7) at the left end of the

bottom row (figure 5). The hexagram of all-Yang lines (63) is located in the upper-left corner, with

three Yin lines above three Yang lines (56) at the right end of the top row. Viewed in the square-

format, thus, just as the top trigrams in each row progress from 0 through 7, from right to left, so

now do the bottom trigrams in each column progress from 0 through 7, bottom to top. If we accept

Shao Yong’s square diagram as reflecting the same sequence that is the supposed result of his

segregation-graph, then the sequence would be read from the lower right corner, right to left and

moving upward from row to row.

Figures 5 & 6: Shao Yong’s Square; Fu Hsi Arrangement of the Trigrams & modulo-binary

sequence

Unlike the fairly straightforward binary-sequential presentation afforded by these square and

rectangular diagrams, the Fu Hsi arrangement, forming a ring, offers more but by way of a literal

twist. And, as the Fu Hsi arrangement of the hexagrams admits to being an amplification of the

original Fu Hsi arrangement of the trigrams, we can zero in and focus on the differences of this

hexagram arrangement from its cohorts by observing the influence of its source-diagram.

The Fu Hsi arrangement of the trigrams, or the Early Heaven sequence, is the circular

arrangement of the eight trigrams such that all-Yang, ‘Heaven’ or 7 occupies the top-center or

North, while all-Yin, ‘Earth’ or 0 occupies the bottom-center or South (figure 6). Already, in terms

of modulo arithmetic, the circumferential sequence is foiled, in binary terms. In actuality the

sequential progression is diverted between the circumferential and diametric modes by a fold, or a

twist.

Another way to view the Fu Hsi arrangement is as a binary sequence divided into two columns

positioned side-by-side. The progression, from 0 to 3 and from 4 to 7, may be traced as a

backwards ‘N’, from the bottom of the right-side column to the top and then diagonally down and

across to the lower left, and up to the top of the left-side column. These two columns, expanded

from between their centers and curved at their ends towards each other comprise the two halves of

the Fu Hsi arrangement – a binary sequence with a ½-inversion, or a twist.
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3 Encompassing Ambiguities

The further implications of the twist in the binary-sequential arrangement of the trigrams in the

Fu Hsi arrangement are oftener left alone in the Western secondary literature, as they depart from

any single, formal conception of mathematics, such as binary-sequency. Emphasized as a through-

connection, and understood thus as a binary sequence, the twist functions to illustrate a

resemblance, both to the ‘Taijitu’ or the Yin-Yang symbol, and to the similar lemniscate or infinity

symbol.

Seen in this light, the ‘binary-lemniscate’ of the Fu Hsi arrangement brings an emphasis (in the

form of a diametric attenuation) to the two points in the sequence where the binary progression

intersects or is superseded by a negative inversion, i.e. where the two successive trigrams (or

hexagrams) in the sequence are negative images of each other, or the Yin lines of the one are Yang

in the other and vice-versa. The more obvious place where this occurs is where the two ends meet,

that is, all-Yin/all-Yang, or 0 and 7. To assume that the sequence continues unbroken across this

non-binary threshold is to allow the negative inversion principle to supersede the binary.

Diametrically opposite this inversion threshold, in the transition between 3 and 4 the negative

inversion principle appears again but coincidentally, within the binary course-progression.

There is an alternative, or progressive, reading of the Fu Hsi arrangement which, because it

doesn’t exclude the binary-lemniscate reading just described but rather subverts it, can be seen to

imply – very loosely defined - a quantum perspective and/or relativity. This quantum reading

preserves the modulo-sequence of the trigrams, without invoking the diametric lemniscate; however

it also allows more play to the theme of reversal. In this quantum conception the sequence begins

similarly at the bottom with 0 and follows the now familiar binary process in a counter-clockwise

direction. From 3, the sequence continues through 7 at the top, on to 6, 5, 4 to 0 and 1 again. Here

the modulo-circumferential continuum overrides the binary-lemniscate negative inversion principle

in favor of polar reversal; the end-values of 0 and 7 now truly represent the polar extremes of a

periodic continuum, or the diametrically opposed – and relative – zenith and nadir. It is the

relativity principle that is introduced with polar reversal. As the binary progression from 0 (all-Yin)

to 3 continues - representing a correspondent increase of Yang with a decrease of Yin - through the

all-Yang (7) pole, the remainder-line, here Yin, is subsumed and reversed; from being a lower,

remainder, reductive value, and then passed through the polar, pure-value of 7, the polarity of

succession is reversed. The direction (counter-clockwise, top-down) remains the same, but the

trigram is flipped on its horizontal axis so that Yin (or in the binary notation, 0) becomes the

denominator, continuing counter-clockwise; as well as reading the Yang-progression backwards,

the left side of the diagram reads forward as a binary progression of the increase of Yin: in other

words, instead of proceeding backwards through the Yang-denominated 6, 5, and 4, all-Yang or 7

becomes 0 and it is Yin which is entering from the top of the trigram, re-conceiving 6 as 1, 5 as 2,

etc., again with the Yin denominator emergent (‘sinking Yin’). The polar reversal occurs again in

the transition from the newly conceived, Yin-denominated 3, through the all-Yin trigram, where

Yang re-enters the cycle as the denominator in the 1-trigram (‘sinking Yang’).

The Fu Hsi arrangement of the hexagrams represents an extension of these relationships to the

hexagrams, as the name implies. Although this arrangement is known to have been introduced by

Shao Yong, it is different from the cohort of diagrams complementing it. The Fu Hsi arrangement

differentiates itself from those square and rectangular diagrams for the quantum/lemniscate-
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properties described above for its prototype – and yet I would argue that the square and rectangular

diagrams, representing an uninterrupted sequence or gamut, better provide for the direct association

with the binary counting system as it was recognized by Leibniz. The Fu Hsi arrangement,

alternatively, as it is directly based on the antecedent Fu Hsi arrangement of the trigrams, reflects on

the fact that the entire cohort of diagrams conceived of by Shao Yong seems to be derived from the

trigram arrangement attributed to Fu Hsi, of which binary progression is but one property.

4 Visual Apperception, Augmentation and Further Development

To my knowledge, the formal structure of the Yijing has yet to be subjected to a dynamic visual

augmentation, designed to make clearer the internal inter-relationships which only become apparent

in a relative context. In that event, ambiguity might become an interpretation of choice, out of

which context the particularity of the individual question may distinguish itself. The object of such

an augmentation to the visual presentation of the Yijing would be to enhance the internal

juxtapositions and thus to give greater play to the range and variety of contextual interpretations in

relationship to the whole. I would like to offer here one such alternative scheme.

Figure 7: Linear to Volumetric Progression

Based on a grid, the hexagram-unit may fit into a square – and as they already often do, the

eight-by-eight presentation of the sixty-four hexagrams also forms a square grid. Interestingly, too,

if conceived of as a cube the hexagram form can be distributed according to the sixty-four

variations to form a four-by-four-by-four cube-array in 3-space. Remaining in two dimensions,

though, the square unit-field of the augmented hexagram-form might itself be sub-divided into a 16-

unit grid (figure 7). Visualizing the trigrams involves slicing the square field in half, horizontally,

resulting in two rectangles of eight units each, in two rows of four. Both Yin lines and Yang lines

consist of two units each, the Yin ‘units’ divided laterally, the Yang holding together in the middle

as a pair. Because these lines now have unit-volume, in order to present the three unit-high lines of

a trigram in a two-unit column-height, the center-unit lies exactly 1/2-unit from the top and the

bottom of the trigram, in the vertical center. In this way, all eight trigram-forms can be generated,

and the maximum differentiation between their forms is preserved in terms of contour, as they now

present the opportunity of volume. The half-square-high trigrams are simply recombined as before,

above and below, to form the sixty-four hexagram volumes, unique contours on a grid of square

fields (figure 8).

Back to the trigrams, we may now further characterize and distinguish them with color (figure

9). Remember that the trigrams were invented, it is said, at the dawn of Chinese civilization by the

sage-king, Fu Hsi. The trigrams represent the classical (-Greek) four elements in a primary and

secondary form, which coincidentally divide into symmetrical and non-symmetrical forms on the

horizontal axis. The primary elemental forms are characterized as Earth, Heaven, Water, and Fire,

while the secondary forms are associated with Mountain, Wind (or Wood), Lake (or Mists), and
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Thunder. Incidentally, where the trigrams are repeated, that is, stacked same-above-same, the

resulting hexagram is identified by the elemental attribution of the constituent trigrams (the Earth-

hexagram, the Mountain-hexagram, etc.). Cleaving to the principle of maximum differentiation

between members of a set, the handiest index to use will be the primary and secondary colors, plus

black and white. Black and white are traditionally associated with Yin and Yang – which happen to

be synonymous at the level of the trigrams and hexagrams with Earth and Heaven, respectively.

The remaining color-associations are not traditional, by Chinese standards. Rather, they’re

indexical: blue and orange go to water and fire; purple is mountains’ majesty, green is winds’

rustling woods, red is lakes’ profusion of life (hot/cold cycle, or blood...), and yellow is the arc-

light of thunder.

What’s left is to indicate characteristics shared by sub-groups of the hexagrams, that is,

subgroups other than the trigrams themselves. The bi-lateral symmetry of the general hexagram

contour-form allows for one side or the other to accommodate a variety of chromatic/geometric

indices without compromising the inherent indexical differentiations of field and contour in the

hexagram itself.

Figures 8 & 9: Highly differentiated volumetric contours; Chromatic & Elemental eight

trigrams, progeny

Although it is doubtful that what Leibniz identified as his method of binary counting is exactly

what the progenitors of the Yijing had in mind, I think that it can safely be said that the Yijing

encompasses the formal properties of binary numeration – and more. It’s impossible to say just

how far involved traditional interpretations of the Zhouyi and Yijing became in the long history of

scholarly flourishing and political turmoil prior to the major literary purges of the late Qin Dynasty

(circa 200 B.C.); there are historical references to alternative versions of the Classic that are now

lost to us. Fortunately, archaeology is still a viable art in modern China. It seems though, from the
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state of Chinese maths prior to modernity at least, that the Chinese culture found little use for binary

numeration – as it has come to be developed into the carrier of the digital revolution and

information theory out of a Western scientific model. But what would have been the necessity of

inventing a computer when Chinese culture already had the Yijing at its foundation, a veritable

analogical seed-bed?

Further directions for this line of inquiry will include investigation of the relationships of

groups and sub-groups of lines and line-formations such as the hexagrams to scientific definitions

of symmetry in the form of group theory; application of the augmented schemata I have developed

to further traditional and non-traditional arrangements of the hexagrams and trigrams, as well as

subsequent redefinition of these schemata for the purpose of analyzing underrepresented internal

relationships; and investigation of the property which allows a system such as the Yijing to discuss

relationships to itself in terms of its own system of reference, or recursion.
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Abstract

Polycairo tiling is proposed as a motif for a park design in downtown Austin, TX. Polycairo tiling is suitable for

land design as it can be laid over a standard grid often used in landscape architecture but diverges into multiple

angles to allow for creative flexibility. In addition, the equilateral sides of this polyform aid in efficiency of

construction. Polycairo tessellations lend uniformity to this small park design while incorporating its diverse range

of materials.

1 Introduction

Tessellated patterns and tiling have many potential applications in land design. Its modularity enables

efficient installation through use of prefabricated units and a mosaic quality achievable through the use of

different types of surfacing. The development of new technologies for constructing surfaces, soils and

planting mediums has expanded the potential applications for incorporating tiling in contemporary design.

A highly constructed planting surface is a flexible unit of patterning capable of being installed within very

small or constrained spaces. Polycairo forms were selected as a motif for a small park design in

downtown Austin, Texas.

2 Polycairo Tiling

Cairo tiles are a category of pentagonal tiling named for their use in Islamic paving on the streets of Cairo

[3]. It is a monohedral tiling made up of congruent copies of equilateral pentagons configured with two

diametric 90/ vertices (figure 1). The tiling works by grouping the pentagons into congruent hexagons

with each hexagon comprising four pentagons. For the purposes of integrating the proposed pocket park

into Austin's downtown grid, the hexagonal grouping justifies the pentagonal division into a rectangular

net (figure 2).

P�lycair� Tiling as a M�tif f�r Land Design
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Figure 1: Polycairo layout. Figure 2: Polycairos superimposed onto a rectangular grid. Plan can be

read as semi-regular pentagons or as hexagonal groups.

3 Design Requirements

The proposed site is a surface parking lot located between three large buildings and fronting the street.

The park design objective is to re-appropriate this space to support social interaction and storm water

management. The downtown core of Austin is a well-used tourist destination. One draw for daytime use

is the concentration of arts venues, both museums and galleries. Because of the city’s efforts to increase

density in the downtown, there is a strong need for useable and vibrant public space.

Additionally, this increased density exacerbates the strain on the city's already overtaxed stormwater

system. By providing on-site infiltration and collection, the park serves as an example of distributive

stormwater management, both filtering stormwater and reducing peak discharge in flashy rain events [1].

Installation of a small park would tap into the excess of surface level parking to provide a much-needed

green space within the downtown.

This park is designed to be a pedestrian oriented public space that would serve the existing arts

community and as well as providing ecosystem value and respite in a highly developed area. Downtown

Austin was initially laid out in a typical urban grid. The multiple uses the park will perform require a

wide range of surface types, however it was important that the park form be in harmony with the grid

patterning and buildings that characterize the downtown area.

4 Polycairos in Design Solution

Polycairo tiling can easily be laid over a standard grid by rotating each row ninety degrees as seen in

figure 1 [3]. Polycairo tiling incorporates soft and vegetated surfaces while maintaining the hard lines

and regularity of the urban grid.

90/ 90/
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Figure 3: Four polycairo tiles with three-dimensional relief.

Tilings for this project are modeled and grouped from two modules so as to form mounded contours that

create an undulating three-dimensional surface [figure 3]. Surface units consisted of vegetated but

habitable ground, and ground which is primarily visual and functional in stormwater retention. In

addition, vegetated walls are proposed to maximize limited space. The city's grid reflects onto the paved

portions of the park by means of square divisions corresponding to the polycairo layout as denoted in

figure 2 above.

Vegetated walls would grow hydroponically using a technology developed by French botanist Patrick

Blanc. This method is constructed with a .5” thick system consisting of an outer layer of propagation felt

over a waterproof PVC sheet [1]. A modular system would be required to install mesh-formed tilings

fitted over an armature supporting the hydroponic system. Plants would grow through the mesh,

retaining its shape, while staying rooted in the propagation felt. The overall effect would be that of a

pocket nestled between downtown buildings wrapped in swaths of a soft tessellated surface of vegetation

[figure 4].

Figure 4: Collage of modeled polycairo tessellation over existing site conditions.

As a form for a downtown park, polycairo tiling is both contextually appropriate and practically feasible.

Using modern building technologies the performative qualities of vegetated units can be integrated into

the hardscape. Polycairo tiling can be laid over a standard grid, but can also be manipulated to produce

varied shapes and patterns. This is important in confirming uniformity over a variety of surface types and

functions to articulate a strong place identity and maintain consistency of design.
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Abstract

By constructing large, attractive polytope models, students or a general audience are connected with the beauty of 
mathematics in a hands-on manner. Four-dimensional geometry provides engaging challenges to think about while 
working in a team to build a physically impressive, sculptural result. I have led many workshops of this sort with 
Zometool materials and report on one event in detail. A family of related structures and mathematical ideas that can 
be taught informally at such an event are also presented. 

1. Introduction 

Over the past eight years, I have organized many events where participants work with me to assemble 
geometric sculptures. I call these events “barn raisings” after the traditional New England events in which 
a community assembles the framework of a barn. Most people, I believe, have a natural feeling for pattern 
and form that I call the geometric aesthetic. [7] A participatory sculpture activity provides an informal 
education in mathematics which appeals to this feeling in an entertaining, hands-on manner, attractive 
even to those who may feel threatened by traditional presentations of mathematics. Examples of various 
sculpture barn raisings I have led with different designs and materials are described in references [8, 9, 
10, 11] and on my web pages. [4] 

This paper describes barn raisings in which the structures we build are three-dimensional projections of 
certain four-dimensional polytopes and the material used is a plastic building set called Zometool. [29] 
Figure 1 shows a close-up of one example, described in detail below in Section 3. It is about 6.5 feet in 
diameter, constructed from 10800 components. While many polytope models could be made, fifteen 
relatives of the 120-cell, described below in Section 4, are very natural for the material. They range in 
complexity from a few hundred parts to over twenty thousand parts, so an appropriate one may be chosen 
for the number and ability of the participants.  

There is a long history—from the ancient Greeks through the European Renaissance to modern art—of 
incorporating polyhedra in fine art. [3] Twentieth century artists have in some cases been inspired or 
enriched by knowledge of four-dimensional polytopes. [15] Mathematicians trained to visualize higher 
dimensional polytopes often find aspects of their symmetry or structure to be beautiful, but find this 
difficult to communicate to non-mathematicians. So I am happy to be able to provide a direct way for the 
public to see some of the beauty of 4D objects, in the form of models of their 3D shadows. 

Barn Raisings �f F�ur-Dimensi�nal P�lyt�pe Pr�jecti�ns
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Figure 1. Author and Zometool polytope model. Figure 2. Truncated icosahedron projected to 2D.

2. Polytopes 

This section collects mathematical ideas that I present casually in a workshop, as relevant parts of the 
model are being built. The term polytope generalizes polygons and polyhedra to n-dimensional (n-D) 
space. Segments are 1D polytopes. Polygons are 2D polytopes. Polyhedra are 3D polytopes. 
Mathematicians also study and make models of polytopes from 4D and higher-dimensional spaces. The 
boundary components of n-D polytopes are (n-1)-D polytopes. There are no physical 4D polytopes; we 
live in a 3D universe and can not construct physical 4D objects. However, it is important to see that ideal 
3D geometric objects such as spheres and cubes also do not exist physically in our universe, only 
approximations to them exist. But this does not stop us from studying their properties. We derive 
properties of ideal mathematical objects and find ways to model and understand them. Projections provide 
one way to study ideal 4D objects.  

A 3D object held in sunlight casts a 2D shadow, a projection one dimension lower. Figure 2 illustrates 
this with a shadow of the edges of a truncated icosahedron, better known as the form of a soccer ball (in 
the US) or football (in Europe). Our visual systems can deal with two artifacts of this projection: (1) 
foreshortening causes the regular pentagons and hexagons of the 3D original to appear compressed in 2D; 
and (2) the front and back of the shadow overlay, giving a kind of “Necker cube effect”, e.g., we might 
see either of the two central pentagons in Figure 2 as the front. Except for the outer rim, all of Figure 2 is 
“double covered”. Analogously, we can calculate the 3D object that is the one-dimension-lower shadow 
of an envisioned four-dimensional object. The two types of artifacts mentioned above must be considered 
when interpreting these projections: (1) foreshortening results in 3D parts that appear compressed in 3D 
even though they derive from regular components in 4D; and (2) for the polytope projections considered 
here, there will be no “Necker cube effect” because the front and back shadows exactly overlap. But we 
must understand each part of the projection (except the outermost rim) to be a double coverage, 
representing two distinct parts of the original.

The truncated icosahedron implied by Figure 2 is an example of a “uniform polyhedron,” meaning each 
face is regular and each vertex is equivalent. At each vertex of a soccer ball, one regular pentagon and 
two regular hexagons meet. The term “Archimedean” is sometimes used to describe such polyhedra. The 
120-cell is a uniform 4D polytope consisting of 120 regular dodecahedra, four at each vertex, three 
around each edge. It is the simplest member of a family of fifteen uniform 4D polytopes related to each 
other by “expansion” (separating components) and/or “truncation” (slicing off vertices). Alicia Boole 
Stott, in the early twentieth century, was the first to mathematically describe many members of the 120-
cell family. [22, 24] Various people have made polytopes projection models using e.g., cardboard, or wire 
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and thread [13, 19] or computer graphics [19, 27] or solid freeform fabrication [12]. More recently, it has 
been possible to construct even the most complex models from this family using Zometool. 

Zometool was designed around 1970 by the architect Steve Baer for purposes such as dome models. 
However, it incorporates lengths and angles that are useful for many other structures. [14] The parts fit 
together quickly and easily by friction, with no tools. So they are suitable for group construction projects 
with participants of all ages. I have found them ideal for polytope barn raisings. 

Figure 3. Start of Construction Figure 4. Truncated Icosahedron Modules

3. A Modern-Day Sangaku at Stony Brook University 

The polytope construction event described in this section took place at Stony Brook University, April 24, 
2006. With announcements to the entire campus community, I promoted it as an interdisciplinary activity 
and exhibit, blending art, mathematics, computer science, and an aspect of traditional Asian culture. 
Sangaku (also written san gaku) is a Japanese tradition of celebrating geometrical beauty, popular during 
the Edo period (1603-1867) by members of all social classes. The traditional sangaku is a shaped wooden 
tablet on which a geometric problem or theorem is written with colorful paint. The tablet was displayed in 
a temple or shrine as an offering, as a puzzle for others to think over and understand, and as a way for the 
creator to show off the geometric discovery. Many are so beautiful that they are considered works of art. 
Although most sangaku are lost, almost nine hundred survive, scattered all throughout Japan. [23] 

I proposed to create a modern-day celebration of geometric beauty, in the tradition of sangaku, by leading 
members of the Stony Brook community in a large colorful geometric construction. Our temple or shrine-
like environment for displaying the result was the Charles Wang center, which provides a serene 
atmosphere for people to contemplate the beauty of the geometric form. Although we updated to a three-
dimensional construction from the traditional two-dimensional tablet, its content, like many sangaku, 
contains numerous nested and tangent circles and spheres.  

In Figure 3, participants are assembling various modules at the start of construction of a “Cantitruncated 
600-cell”. As far as I know, this was a world-premiere event. Some of the required 10800 Zometool parts 
are on the tables. The complete structure requires 3660 nodes and 7140 struts. Specifically, 1440 short 
red, 1440, medium red, 2400 medium yellow, and 1860 medium blue struts are needed. Parts counts for 
planning this and related polytope models are discussed below.  

The components of a 3D polyhedron are 2D faces, e.g., a truncated icosahedron consists of twelve regular 
pentagons and twenty regular hexagons, which meet at edges. Analogously, one dimension up, a 4D 
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polytope consists of 3D “cells” which meet at their faces. Our polytope contains three types of cells: 120 
truncated icosahedra (TI), 600 truncated octahedra (TO), and 720 pentagonal prisms (PP). Various 
sequences are possible for constructing and assembling these cells. The plan I chose was to build the TI 
cells individually and join them with struts that outline the PPs. Doing this, the TOs are automatically 
formed in the spaces between the hexagons of neighboring TIs. 

Figure 4 shows some of the TI cells ready to be assembled together after an hour or two of construction. 
There are 75 compressed soccer balls in five layers (1+12+20+12+30) from center to exterior. Different 
edge lengths and angles correspond to different degrees of foreshortening. Teams of participants build 
first one type of cell then another, learning the different types of cells and how they are related. Artists are 
familiar with the notion of foreshortening, e.g., a circle seen from an oblique angle is drawn on canvas as 
an ellipse, in accordance with the geometry of perspective. This transformation occurs when we project a 
3D reality on to the restricted 2D space of the canvas. However, it takes some hands on experience to 
understand that in 4D, all the cells of our polytope are quite symmetric, although they appear 
progressively flattened in 3D as we move away from the center, with the outer ones totally flat. 

Figure 5. Partial Construction. Figure 6. Reaching the Top!

Figure 5 shows the center module, a blue TI at the top center of the partial construction. We started with 
the center and worked our way toward the bottom. When complete, the center TI will be surrounded on 
twelve sides with a layer of slightly foreshortened TIs. Five struts are used to connect pentagon to 
pentagon, which creates cells in the form of PPs. Then additional layers of TIs surround these, each 
successively more foreshortened.  

A number of engineering considerations must be addressed during construction. Because we are making a 
large spherical form, 6.5 feet in diameter, it would be difficult to reach the top center if we saved it for 
last. So we first built a tall central core straight up to the top. This is shown in Figure 6. After the central 
core is formed, many people can work on it from all sides. Cells are added to the central core in pairs, 
always having two teams work simultaneously from opposite sides, so the structure can not become 
unbalanced and tip over. For strength, some vertical struts are added to carry the load, even though they 
are not part of the mathematical form. It would be great if in the future Zome manufactured clear parts to 
use for this purpose.

Figure 7 shows the construction after 3.5 hours. We are attaching the outer layer of thirty cells that are 
completely foreshortened to two-dimensional flatness. Even before this point, I could walk away and let 
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the group work out its own path to completion. During construction, I give specific mechanical 
instructions like “connect part A to part B” and a casual presentation of the mathematical ideas from 
Section 2. Each participant comes to their own understanding of the geometry, e.g., seeing it is uniform 
because four polyhedra meet at every vertex: a TI, a PP, and two TOs. I am always gratified to get to the 
point when some of the participants start answering the questions of others. When they can explain the 
process to each other and together solve the problems of how to attach the next cells, I know I have done 
my job as a teacher.  

Figure 7. Nearly Finished. Figure 8. Completed Polytope Model. 

Figure 8 shows the final result, after four hours, viewed along a 5-fold axis. It doesn't have any common 
name. The name used in Norman Johnson's upcoming book on uniform polytopes is the Cantitruncated 
600-cell. [16] One may also call it the Truncated Ambo 600-Cell as that may help in visualizing it. The 
projection model is impressive visually and for the amount of loving labor involved. Everyone finds it 
colorful and attractive and wants to have their photo taken with it. The views along its various symmetry 
axes are particularly impressive. In addition, I think that many people find these events fun because they 
are an intellectual challenge that presents stimulating new patterns and relationships to think about.  

4. The Fifteen Related H4 Polytopes 

The above construction illustrates just one of the fifteen convex uniform 4D polytopes that can be built 
with Zometool, each projected so the front and back overlap. They share the same symmetry group, the 
Coxeter group, H4, of order 14400. [2, 20, 28] Table 1 summarizes this set of polytopes, many of which I 
have built at various workshops at universities or conferences [1, 21], e.g., as part of a geometry exhibit at 
the Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial in Taipei, Taiwan. At the Matematica e Cultura conference in Venice, 
2006, I was invited by Michele Emmer to do an outdoor public construction. This workshop took place in 
a lively city square in Venice, the Campo Sant' Angelo. Given the uncertainties of the environment, I 
chose a can’t-fail polytope that is very easy to parallelize: the expanded (or “runcinated”) 120-cell. 
Participants from the conference and curious members of the public worked together to assemble 4860 
parts into a structure over a meter in diameter, shown in Figure 9. [5] Because of its very light and open 
form, my favorite of the fifteen is the truncated 120-cell. This was first constructed at a workshop I led at 
the Canada/USA MathCamp in UBC in Vancouver, in 2000. [17] Figure 10 shows one at a more recent 
construction I led at Dowling College, NY, in 2006. [6] It is rather fragile and requires a stable 
environment and cautious workers. Reference [28] gives a very readable illustrated introduction to the 
mathematical ideas underlying these polytopes. 
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Many other people have also made some of these models and/or organized polytope construction events, 
including Marc Pelletier, Steve Rogers, Paul Hildebrandt, Mira Bernstein, Vin de Silva, David Richter, 
and Dan Duddy. A web page with links to photos of some of these constructions is maintained by Dave 
Richter. [26] Recently, the larger models have been possible, due to Zome’s redesign for tighter 
connections and a shorter length of parts. The largest of the fifteen has 21360 parts. It was first 
constructed at the London Bridges 2006 Conference [1] in all-day event organized by Hildebrandt, 
Duddy, and Richter. We expect the model will be displayed at the London Science Museum. 

For others who may wish to organize such events, I offer the following suggestions. First, become 
familiar with Zometool and make the 120-cell. Instructions for it are available in [14] and in a special 
120-cell kit which Zome sells. The truncated 120-cell is also outlined in [14]. When making the 120-cell, 
observe there are four important types of location. The fifteen H4 polytopes differ in terms of what sort of 
cell, if any, appears at each type of location. Name these locations I, T, P5, and P3 as follows: The centers 
of the dodecahedra are locations of icosahedral symmetry (I). The vertices of the 120-cell are locations of 
tetrahedral symmetry (T). The pentagon face centers are locations of pentagonal prism symmetry (P5). 
The midpoints of the struts are locations of triangular prism symmetry (P3). Table 1 shows which sort of 
cell to place at each location in each polytope.  

All fifteen polytopes can be made with the same four types of struts: short red, medium red, medium 
yellow, and medium blue. The parts count for each is given in Table 1, as computed by Richter. [25] 
There is always the same number of the two red lengths, so only one column is given for reds. The strut 
lengths can be scaled down to Zome’s new smaller sizes for more rigid models. 

Ultimately, it would be magnificent to build all fifteen as an exhibit at a single location, so one can 
directly see the connections between them. If this is done, I propose that the fifteen be arranged in space 
in a giant tetrahedron formation, which would be a kind of “periodic table” of their relationships. Coxeter 
provides a construction for these polytopes in terms of a vertex lying on zero, one, two, or three of the 
four mirror planes that generate the group. [2] The four vertices of the tetrahedron formation correspond 
to the four mirror planes. The four polytopes that are generated by the vertex off just one mirror plane 
would be at the corners of the tetrahedron. The six polytopes that correspond to the vertex lying off two 
mirrors would be at the corresponding edge midpoints. The four polytopes that correspond to the vertex 
lying off three mirrors would be at the tetrahedron’s face centers. And the remaining and most complex 
polytope, in which the vertex lies off all four mirrors, would command the tetrahedron’s center. 

Figure 9. A Polytope in Venice Figure 10. Truncated 120-Cell

Each H4 polytope has 14400 symmetries, with a fundamental domain (replicated 14400 times) bounded 
by four hyper-planes which are mirror symmetry planes. [2] If we place a vertex in this fundamental 
domain, we obtain the vertices of the “Omnitruncated 120-cell” (line 1111 of Table 1). If we place that 
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vertex on one of the boundary planes of the fundamental domain, pairs of mirrored vertices coincide and 
we get only 7200 vertices. If that generating vertex falls simultaneously on more than one mirror plane, 
we get a larger reduction in the number of vertices. In four extreme cases, when the vertex lies on three 
planes, we obtain the simplest cases, e.g., the 600-cell (line 0001 of Table 1). The Wythoff symbol has 
four bits of information, corresponding to the four generating mirror planes. The entry 0 or 1 corresponds 
to the vertex lying on or off the corresponding mirror. The I, T, P5, and P3 columns list which type of cell 
appears at each location, with cell types abbreviated as: T=tetrahedron, O=octahedron, 
CO=cuboctahedron, I=icosahedron, D=dodecahedron, ID=icosidodecahedron, rID=rhombicosido-
decahedron, t=truncated, and Pn=n-gon prism. In 4D, there are 120 of whatever cell appears in the I 
column, 600 of the cell appearing in the T column, 720 of the cell in the P5 column, and 1200 of the cell 
in the P3 column. But in the 3D projection, because the front and back overlap there are only seventy-five 
type I cells to build. Table 1 includes Norman Johnson’s names. [16]  

5. Conclusions 

The lengths and angles built into Zometool make it relatively easy to build beautiful, large models of 4D 
polytopes from the H4 family. For several years, I have been going around the world leading polytope 
barn raisings. One event, presented as a modern-day sangaku, was described in some detail. Others are 
similar but with different modules. In the process of construction, there are many opportunities to 
introduce the underlying mathematical ideas casually. These hands-on activities introduce mathematical 
ideas in an informal non-threatening way. The interpersonal dynamics of a large group of people working 
over an extended time towards a challenging goal results in a different type of learning experience than 
most people associate with mathematics. Group activities such as this are one way to move mathematics 
in the stream of popular culture. In addition to the colorful attractiveness of the 3D model, participants 
appreciate abstract ideas of higher-dimensional geometry, which hold their own form beauty.  
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Wythoff I T P5 P3 Parts Balls Reds Yellow  Blue Name
0001 . T . . 351 75 72 120 120 600-cell
0010 I O . . 2196 396 360 600 480 Rectified 600-cell 
0011 I tT . . 2964 780 432 720 600 Truncated 600-cell 
0100 ID T . . 2440 640 360 600 480 Rectified 120-cell 
0101 ID CO P5 . 7200 1860 1080 1800 1380 Cantellated 600-cell 
0110 tI tT . . 5460 1860 720 1200 960 Bitruncated 120-cell 
0111 tI tO P5 . 10800 3660 1440 2400 1860 Cantitruncated 600-cell 
1000 D . . . 950 330 120 200 180 120-cell
1001 D T P5 P3 4860 1260 720 1200 960 Runcinated 120-cell 
1010 rID O . P3 7200 1860 1080 1800 1380 Cantellated 120-cell 
1011 rID tT P5 P6 12540 3660 1800 3000 2280 Runcitruncated 600-cell 
1100 tD T . . 3680 1260 480 800 660 Truncated 120-cell 
1101 tD CO P10 P3 12540 3660 1800 3000 2280 Runcitruncated 120-cell 
1110 tID tT . P3 10800 3660 1440 2400 1860 Cantitruncated 120-cell 
1111 tID tO P10 P6 21360 7200 2880 4800 3600 Omnitruncated 120-cell 

Table 1. Data for Fifteen H4 Polytopes
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Abstract

This project employs mathematical objects in the design for a hybrid building type in Venice, Italy.  Structural 
elements called grid shells are derived from the geometry of minimal surfaces and are proposed as the primary 
structural elements for a museum-bridge spanning the Grand Canal.  An architectural expression that is directly 
influenced by the structural and spatial properties of these objects becomes a large part of the overall design 
challenge.  This paper will describe the conceptual background and design process involved in creating the work. 

1. Site, Program, Context 

The proposal for a museum-bridge for Venice, Italy is an entry to a 2006 architectural competition 
sponsored by the Arquitectum organization [1].  The competition site is at the entrance of the Grand 
Canal at the existing Accademia Bridge, and the program calls for not only a new bridge but also adding 
to it a building housing a museum of the city of Venice.  The competition brief stressed the importance of 
the bridge and its location as a gateway to the city via its most important “avenue”, that of the Grand 
Canal.  It also highlighted its prominent position along a pedestrian axis connecting the Dorsoduro quarter 
of the Galleria dell’Accademia to the San Polo quarter containing the Rialto Bridge and surrounding area 
of San Giacomo.  

The City of Venice exhibits an important early transition in architectural styles.  Its Byzantine origins of 
the 10th and 11th centuries give way to the gothic influenced architectural works of the 12th and 13th

centuries.  It is illuminating to contrast the repose and additive balance of the former to the more active 
and dynamic sensibility of the Gothic style, a style whose hold on the imagination has persisted well 
beyond its era.  In his folio entitled The Stones of Venice, the Victorian era artist and writer John Ruskin 
found an entire city for his muse, celebrating a gothic architecture as “undefined in its slope of roof, 
height of shaft, breadth of arch, or disposition of ground plan, it can shrink into a turret, expand into a 
hall, coil into a staircase, or spring into a spire, with undegraded grace and unexhausted energy . . ..” [2] 
Venice, whose architectural achievements occurred before the Renaissance and its subsequent 
canonization of reinterpreted classical architecture, was from its inception experimental by nature. And 
insofar as the development of architecture acts as a laboratory for applied mathematics [3], the 
architectural-mathematical context of the site continues to exert a powerful influence on contemporary 
creations.

Minimal Surfaces in Arc�itecture - 
Pr�p�sal f�r a Museum Bridge f�r Venice, Italy
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2. Surfaces as Structure 

Having the good fortune of being able to visit the site in person, I found myself in complete agreement 
with a phrase mentioned in the program, that the project should appear to be “serene and poised” in its 
place within the city.  Realizing that the insertion of a building and a bridge onto a delicate site would be 
substantial and possibly negative, I wondered if there was a way to minimize the impact of its bulk. I was 
reminded of how soap films “solve” the problem of finding the minimum surface area between given 
boundary conditions and wonder if this idea, at least conceptually, could be applied to the project.   The 
architectural analog to soap films are shell structures.  Such structures have been around for quite some 
time, but have only recently enjoyed the benefits of structural analyses and innovations in material 
science.  Shell structures rely on their overall geometry to resist external forces; their internal stresses are 
propagated as in-plane forces, and are known for both their inherent strength and beauty.   

Shells differ from the vaulting typical of classical architecture by having double curvature, i.e. surfaces 
curved in both axes of the plane.  For a plane curve, curvature is defined as the reciprocal of the radius of 
a circle touching the curve at any given point.  To define curvature of a surface, consider a plane 
containing a normal vector to any point on a curved surface.  The curve inscribed on this section as it 
passes through the surface varies as the plane rotates around the normal vector.   The extremal values 
obtained from a complete rotation, its maximum and minimum curvatures, are called its principal 
curvatures.  Curvature in the direction of the chosen normal vector is positive in sign by convention.  
Surfaces are mathematically classified by the product and the average of its principal curvatures.  The 
product is called its Gaussian curvature, named after Carl Friedrich Gauss, and the average is its mean 
curvature. Convex surfaces such as a dome have principal surfaces that curve in the same direction, i.e 
that have the same sign.  Surfaces whose principal curvatures are opposite in sign include saddle shaped 
surfaces and hyperbolic paraboloids.  The most rigorous form of this latter class of surfaces, bringing us 
back to the soap films, are minimal surfaces, which are defined as surfaces having a mean curvature of 
zero at every point along the surface (see figure 1).  These surfaces are exceptionally light and strong, 
light due to the minimization of their area integral given 
specific boundary conditions, strong because its internal 
stress paths (in-plane forces) are minimized and smoothed.  
In addition, I found them to have properties of symmetry 
and tiling that were both intrinsically beautiful and full of 
potential with regard to their architectural application. 

Figure 1: The unit normal vector at a point along a 
minimal surface where R1 and R2 are the radii of its 

principal curvatures, positive in the direction of N, 
negative in the other direction.  The principal curvatures 
sum to zero, a relationship maintained as p passes along 

the surface. 

Most uses of shells are self-supporting, and can be found as stand-alone structures or as roof structures 
completing the top of a base building structure.  The Sidney Opera House finished in 1973 comes to mind 
as a celebrated example of a cluster of roof shells.  Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic domes were double 
curvature shells composed of lattice members like a space frame, allowing for new possibilities of 
transparency in addition to decreasing the overall weight. The range of application for these kinds of 
structures was greatly expanded in 1975 when Frei Otto converted an existing horticultural building in 
Mannheim, England into the world’s first timber grid-shell roof structure.  What came to mind for the 
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Museum-Bridge was the possibility of extending the use of shell structures beyond their usual self-
supporting capacity to act as the primary supports at the embankments carrying the entire load of the 
bridge. Bridges, more so than buildings, are subjected to strong lateral forces generated by wind and 
traffic movement that make them prone to torsion.  The ability of minimal surfaces to resist forces in a 
multitude of directions would make them ideal candidates for the primary structural system of the project. 

3. Minimal Surfaces 

Related to the maximum / minimum problems that could be solved with the differentiation techniques of 
the calculus, the problem of finding functional forms whose integral could be maximized or minimized 
was first developed by Leonhard Euler in the mid 18th Century [4].  Although Jakob Bernoulli had solved 
the Brachistochrone problem in 1695, it was Euler who expanded the notion of minimizing a line integral 
to that of a surface.  Meusnier in 1776 discovered the catenoid and the helicoid, and it was well into the 
next century before another minimal surface was found by Scherk in 1834.  Joseph Antoine Ferdinand 
Plateau, a blind Belgian physicist working in the latter half of the 19th century, experimented with soap 
films and developed empirical techniques for solving general problems of surfaces spanning frames [5].  
The catenoid can be continuously transformed into a helicoid using the following parametric equation: 

x (u, v) = cos  sinh v sin u + sin  cosh v cos u
y (u, v) = -cos  sinh v cos u + sin  cosh v sin u
z (u, v) = u cos  + v sin 

with  = /2 corresponding to a catenoid, and  = 0 corresponding to a helicoid.  [6] 

Figure 2: CAD drawings from LISP routines of the deformation of catenoid into a helicoid. 

The transform and its rotational symmetries produce interesting possibilities for architecture.  Using 
Autocad software, I wrote LISP routines to draw various minimal surfaces, then experimented with their 
shapes and combinatorial potential.  Figure 2 shows four minimal surfaces, shown as quartered full 
revolutions- the catenoid, the helicoid and two selected surfaces in between corresponding to a  value of 

/3 and  /4. The catenoid is aperiodic but the helicoid along with the surfaces generated from 
intermediate values of the transform are periodic in one direction, as shown in Figure 3.   
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Figure 3: Views of /3 transform, left, 2  rotational  period;  right, close-up of a trimmed 3
rotational period 

4. Symmetries and Rigid Bodies 

Sites and building programs rarely lend themselves to strict symmetrical treatment and the Museum-
Bridge is no different.  A clear example of this regards circulation and the layout of functional 
requirements stipulated in the program.  The principal use of the bridge is to get across, and the path 
visitors would take is a function of the surrounding urban environment.  In this case, the path originating 
south of the site encounters the south embankment off center to the east, then turns left again parallel to 
the river between the Galleria dell’ Accademia and the bank. The axis of the centerline of the bridge runs 
into the middle of this building- visitors to the bridge enter the site either at an oblique angle if coming 
from the south, or if coming from the west along the alley formed between the bridge and the Accademia 
building which is setback 15 meters from the bank.   

Figure 4: Axonometric drawing showing the project’s main features and its functional division into two 
parts, a museum building and a bridge structure. 
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Regarding the structure itself, a continuous and uninterrupted route across if centered would imply 
dividing the building mass by a public corridor, producing either a double loaded corridor situation or a 
manipulation of floor levels to accommodate the area, connection and visibility requirements of the 
program.  This would have resulted in an architectural strategy defying the logic of the program and its 
attendant site influences.  Placing the route off to the east side, as was eventually done, could become a 
continuation of the oblique principal entry flow emanating from the south.  Space on the other side of the 
route could be exclusively devoted to the remaining bulk of the building. The helical geometry of a 
deformed catenoid could be positioned in such a way as to align its linear axis vertically and then turned 
to any desired orientation that best coordinates with the functional requirements of the program.   

Figure 5: Free-Body diagrams showing external forces and primary reaction concepts. 

In fact it is useful to consider the part of the project that is the building as its own rigid body, supported 
by the other rigid body of the structure.  The exploded axonometric view of Figure 4 shows key features 
of the project and its functional division into two parts, a museum mass and the bridge proper.  Each 
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embankment is composed of a steel lattice structure, a grid-shell, derived from a specific minimal surface 
equation.  The south embankment uses a catenoid-helicoid transform with a value of /4, the north 
embankment uses /3.  Both grid-shells incorporate a half-catenoid which “foliates” out at the top to 
become the steel members that span across the canal.  The museum mass includes 3 floor levels, a main 
mid level which spans over the water and comprises most of the exhibition space of the museum, and an 
upper and lower level that comprise most of the services and ancillary spaces required by the museum.   

Figure 5 shows the bridge in plan, longitudinal elevation and transverse section with accompanying free 
body diagrams [7].  The conceptual division of the project into two rigid bodies is indicated by the dashed 
line of the museum mass.  Along the longitudinal axis perpendicular to the canal, the bridge can be seen 
to be reacting primarily to gravitational forces of both its live and dead loads, including those of the 
museum.  The transverse sections indicate that lateral loads from the side render the structure prone to 
torsion.  These forces can shift, i.e. change sign, and structural elements in tension can find themselves in 
compression as the structure twists.  The double and opposite curvature characteristic of minimal surfaces 
allow the grid shells to handle these variable forces by offering up a variety of alternative stress paths. 
The rigid body of the museum mass also participates in the resistance to torsion.  Its floors behave as 
diaphragms that help preserve the cross section and form the boundary condition for the grid-shells.  The 
thrust of the combined forces due to the combination of live and dead loads, lateral forces and cantilevers 
are the typical stress conditions of the structure, i.e. eccentricity is the norm, and the grid-shell concept 
offers esthetic and structural unity as it communicates these forces to the ground.   

Figure 5: Computer rendering of the Venice Museum-Bridge seen from the south embankment. 

5. Summary of Design Concepts 

By being both a building and a bridge the project complicates any linear approach toward its conception- 
either element can be adapted into the other, but the pleasure lies in a deeper mixture of the two.  Thus the 
project emerges as a structural problem which must be posed in such a way as to be capable of generating 
continuous and categorical variations from which all architectural elements could emanate out of.  From 
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the very start mathematics was used as a source of inspiration, initiated at the beginning of the design 
process for the Museum-Bridge rather than assuming its usual role as a tool in executing the design and 
its fabrication.  The following points included as part of the competition submission summarize the 
overall design concepts of the work. 

Response To Arc Of Canal. The width of the bridge varies, radiating outward in accord with the arc of 
the canal, orienting the disposition of rooms and pathways with respect to principal views. 

Infill And Void.  The bulk of the bridge culminates as an infill structure inserted into the existing 
morphology characterizing the south embankment; the bridge decrescendos in bulk, scale and structure as 
it lands on the north embankment, allowing the void of the Campo and flanking Palace Garden to regain 
their presence along the canal.

Suspended Floors.  In addition to being used as an energy source and sun screen the roof is used to hang 
the floors, optimizing vertical and horizontal circulation and opening up view corridors along the shore by 
defining the primary structural elements as the top surface of the bridge. 

Unitary Architecture And Structure.  The roof structure is supported by steel grid-shells spun out of 
the ground at both embankments, resulting in an overall architecture that is an expression of the load 
transmission of the structure; the shapes of the grid-shells are derived from structural and spatial 
characteristics of a class of geometrical objects called minimal surfaces, yielding an exceptionally strong 
geometric surface that streamlines stress paths and minimizes weight, endowing the building with the 
appearance of floating above the embankments. 

Figure 6: East view of the Venice Museum-Bridge seen from the Grand Canal. 
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Abstract
In this paper we appl� digital image processing s�mmetrization operations to post-process a test suite of gra�-scale
algorithmicall� generated images. Our objective is to transform visuall� promising aesthetic source material into
finished works of art. Because the digital images we consider are defined by density mappings, we are able to
use simple equations for re-calculating densities in such a wa� that the resulting images will be preserved under
prescribed s�mmetr� operations. We give examples and discuss our results.

1 Intr�ducti�n

One of the hallmarks of the math and art movement is its emphasis on, appreciation of, and devotion to
s�mmetr�. Perhaps the earliest — and b� now the most widel� recognized — bod� of work showcasing this
aspect of the genre is due to Mike Field. As detailed in [4], his computer generated abstract art works are
obtained b� imaging iterates of nonlinear d�namical s�stems that are cleverl� pre-conditioned in such a wa�
that the resulting s�mmetries can be guaranteed. Other noteworth� examples of artists associated with the
math and art movement who might be viewed as “champions” of s�mmetr� include Collins [�], Dunham
[�], Kaplan [�4], and �ebb [��]. These artists were selected to illustrate how the importance of the role of
s�mmetr� in mathematics and art can range from sculpture to geometric art to textiles.

Also prominent within the math and art movement is algorithmic art. One of the earliest programmer
artists to consider algorithms with “built in” s�mmetr� was Brill [�, ��]. More recentl� artists such as
Mitchell [19] and McKenna [18] have used space-filling curves to produce computer programmed artwork
that is dominated b� s�mmetr�. We also note that even when we include examples where artists primaril�
rel� on commercial software [�0], much of what passes for “fractal art” can be viewed as an homage to
s�mmetr�.

B� wa� of contrast, there is also a sub-genre within the algorithmic art movement in which programmer-
artists program evolutionar� simulations to produce art where s�mmetr� appears to pla� onl� a ver� minor
role. In this paper, we will consider the problem of using the output from such an algorithmic art s�stem
as source material for post-processing in order to “s�mmetrize” the results. From a mathematician’s point
of view, our method is elementar�, simplistic, and naive. Nevertheless, we will attempt to show that when
post-processing is used expressly for the purpose of incorporating symmetry into the final composition, in
some cases it can transform algorithmicall� generated raw material with a reasonable level of visual interest
and complexity into “finished” works of art. We note that there is some justification based on research in the
field of cognitive science for believing that one can improve the aesthetics of art by emphasizing symmetry
[��, �5].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section � we provide some background on an algorithmic art
making approach called evolving expressions that serves as the foundation for our source images. In Section
� we present our test suite of abstract gra� scale images that was evolved using a variation of this approach
that relies on a co-evolutionar� simulation modelled after hosts and parasites. In Section 4 we provide the
mathematical basis for our post-processing s�mmetrization technique. In Section 5 we present our results.
In Section 6 we give our conclusions and discuss future work.

Symmetrizati�n as a P�st-Pr�cess f�r Alg�rit�mic Art
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2 Ev�lving Expressi�ns

The source material for the final pieces appearing in this paper derives from an algorithmic image generation
method known as evolving expressions that was first introduced by Sims [23]. The basic idea is to assign
either a scalar (i.e., a density value) or a vector (i.e., a color value) to a pixel with coordinates (x,y) b�
evaluating either a scalar or vector valued function f (x,y). The method of evolving expressions constructs
viable functions f (x,y) b� representing them as expression trees and then using a genetic algorithm. The
evolutionar� simulation that implements the genetic algorithm can be either interactive or non-interactive.
There are endless variations on the theme. A nice overview of the state of the art circa �999 is found in [�4].
A more recent print surve� is [�5] with [�6] being the most comprehensive on-line source that we are aware
of.

3 Test Suite �f Gray Scale Images

The building blocks, or primitives for constructing the functions, or genomes, f (x,y) that were used to
generate the images in this paper are described in [�0]. The underl�ing genetics for managing populations
of these f (x,y) genomes together with examples showing the kinds of images that can be evolved are given
in [9] which describes the interactive version of the evolutionar� art s�stem for evolving such art works.
A full description of the non-interactive co-evolutionar� version of the evolutionar� art s�stem that was
based on a model of hosts and parasites can be found in [5, ��, ��]. It was used to furnish the test suite
of abstract images shown in Figure 1 that will be used in this paper. Here, it will suffice to recall that our
non-interactive method evaluates the image phenot�pes obtained from expression genot�pes based on certain
patterns occurring within their density values. More precisely, aesthetic fitness of an image is determined
by passing digital convolution filters over fixed portions of the image and maximizing the deviation between
the original image and the convolved image. This scheme controls the wa� entrop� is introduced into the
image population. The simulation is co-evolutionary because both convolution filters and expressions evolve
over the course of the simulation. We note that the six images we chose for our test suite shown in Figure �
were selected precisel� because the� were not the most successful examples of co-evolved images. The� do
however have aesthetic potential. For this reason we have also included them previousl� in test suites for
re-coloring [6, 8] and recombination [7] experiments.

4 Mat�ematical Preliminaries

Consider an N×M digital image I that is defined by a density map

D : [0,N−�]× [0,M−�]−→ [0,�).

In this formulation D(i, j) represents the densit� of the pixel in row i and column j using the convention
that i and j are nonnegative integers with 0 ≤ i < N, 0 ≤ j < M. The image I is pseudo-colored by first
constructing a look-up table of size L. This is defined to be an ordered set of colors T = {c0,c�, . . . ,cL−�}.
Next we define a coloring mapC : [0,�)−→ T . Finall�, we assign to the pixel in row i and column j the color
C(D(i, j)). In this paper, for both reproduction purposes and ease of exposition, we will consider onl� square
images resolved at N = M = �00 pixels per side. We will let the look-up table T be the gra� scale linear
ramp from black to white consisting of L = �56 colors. We will take as our coloring map C the “binning”
map defined by letting C(x) = ck, provided k/L ≤ x < (k +�)/L. Note that our look-up table furnishes �56
levels of gra� that match the usual 8-bit RGB gra� scale values.

The symmetrizing maps we wish to consider assume that the digital image has first been translated in
such a wa� that if N = M is odd, then the origin corresponds to the center of the central pixel, but if N = M is
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Figure 1: The test suite of “unsuccessful” co-evolved images used for our s�mmetrizing experiments.

even, then the origin corresponds the point where the central block of four pixels meets. That is, if N = M is
odd, we re-index the rows and columns so that i and j are integer valued with−(N−�)/�≤ i, j≤ (N−�)/�,
but if N = M is even we re-index the rows and columns so that i and j are half integers with −(N−�)/�≤
i, j ≤ (N − �)/�. In this manner, for both cases, we can now view the image I as being defined by a
translated densit� map

Dt : [−(N−�)/�,(N−�)/�]× [−(N−�)/�,(N−�)/�]−→ [0,�).

This, in turn, allows us to define four new (translated) density maps as follows:

R(i, j) = (Dt(i, j)+Dt(−i,− j))/�,

V (i, j) = (Dt(i, j)+Dt(−i, j))/�,

H(i, j) = (Dt(i, j)+Dt(i,− j))/�,

X(i, j) = (Dt(i, j)+Dt(−i,− j)+Dt(−i, j)+Dt(i,− j))/4.

These symmetrizing maps define digital images IR, IV , IH , and IX respectivel� which are invariant under
rotation b� �80◦, vertical reflection, horizontal reflection, and by all three of these symmetry operations
respectivel�. This is because R(i, j) = R(−i,− j), V (i, j) = V (−i, j), H(i, j) = H(i,− j), etc.

More generall� one can consider for an� real-valued function

F : [−(N−�)/�,(N−�)/�]4 −→ [0,�),

the induced (translated) densit� map

G(i, j) = F(Dt(i, j),Dt(−i,− j),Dt(−i, j),Dt(i,− j)),
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and then test the induced image IG for s�mmetr� b� checking to see which, if an�, of the functional relations
indicated above hold. The reader will observe that the linear s�mmetrizing maps R, V , H, and X are all rather
naive and elementar� examples. The� are just weighted averages where the weights were chosen to be either
ones or zeroes. It is not our intent here to exhaustivel� explore the possibilities. �owever, for comparison
purposes, in the next section we will find reason to consider the following three nonlinear �80◦ rotationall�
invariant s�mmetrizing maps:

I(i, j) = min{Dt(i, j),Dt(−i,− j)},
J(i, j) = max{Dt(i, j),Dt(−i,− j)},
K(i, j) = Dt(i, j)∗Dt(−i,− j)).

5 Results and Discussi�n

Figure � shows the s�mmetrizing map V which induces vertical reflection symmetry applied to our entire
test suite. Figure � shows the remaining six s�mmetrizing maps applied to the upper right image from
our test suite in Figure �. The images corresponding to the maps R, I, J, and K shown in Figure �, all of
which induce rotational s�mmetr�, reveal that even though the composition ma� be improved b� introducing
symmetry, the color balance may be sacrificed. In this example, as a consequence of averaging the map R
admitted too much gra�, while excessive saturation in the source image caused the nonlinear max operator J
to wash out the result. This suggests to us that adding gain and bias controls might be useful when appl�ing
s�mmetrizing maps in order to help achieve “optimal” color balancing.

Before giving more examples, it should be remarked that the underl�ing genetics that we invoke to
modif� expressions f (x,y) during the course of evolving source images is capable of supporting both our
post-process s�mmetrizing operations and our proposed post-process color balancing operations. In other
words, since our primitives provide the abilit� to multipl� two expressions and to compute minimums, maxi-
mums, and averages and since it is possible to include constants in our genome expressions, working entirel�
within the underl�ing image generation s�stem given any expression tree f (x,y), in theor� it is possible to
construct a new expression tree representing sa�, for example, ( f (x,y)+ f (−x,−y))/�. We sa� “in theor�”
for two reasons. First, because of the image translation problem and the wa� constants are handled inter-
nally, even if one were working by hand it would be difficult to determine how to accomplish this feat for
an arbitrar� f (x,y). To help understand wh� this is so, we note that the internal representation of the source
image genome of Figure � is the awkward, unwield�, and decidedl� unfriendl�:

C114 V1 V1 V0 V0 V0 B3 V1 B8 U3 V1 B2 U4 V0 B12 U3 B7 U3 C267 U0
V0 B3 V1 B6 B7 U4 U3 C511 B2 V1 U1 V0 B5 U1 C851 B11 V1 V1 B7 V1
B5 C737 B10 B12 V0 B5 V0 B2 B14 V1 U1 V0 B3 U1 B7 B11 U3 U3 B9 B4

Second, even though it is possible to automaticall� test all of the f (x,y) genomes in an image population
to see how close the� come to satisf�ing the various functional s�mmetr� relationships, because a genetic
algorithm is essentially an optimization technique, experience tells us that it would be difficult to find a means
for evolving genomes that simultaneously satisfy symmetry conditions yet possess a sufficient level of visual
interest and visual detail. That is to sa�, it unclear how to (non-interactivel�) evolve images possessing
s�mmetr� without them becoming “degenerate”. This problem is related to several of McCormack’s open
problems in evolutionar� art [�7]. It is for this reason that the post-processing methods we are investigating
here are warranted.

Figure 4, shows examples of what we feel are some of our most successful s�mmetrizing results. Note
that the two different versions of the same test suite image appearing in the first column of Figure 4 and the
image at the upper right in Figure 4 are improved in large part b� having better color balance. In the former
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Figure 2: The test suite s�mmetrized b� using the averaging map V described in the text to induce vertical
reflection symmetry.

two cases low frequenc� detail is masked while in the later case high frequenc� detail is masked. On the
other hand, the lower right image in Figure 4, even though it has become a better composition, now suffers
from having lost too much contrast. The two images in the middle column of Figure 4 are perhaps the ones
that have become the most visuall� distinct from their (common) original test suite image.

The alert reader ma� have noticed that we had the least success attempting to s�mmetrize the source
image in the middle of the top row of Figure �. This is probabl� due to its inherent s�mmetr� coupled with
its extraordinary luminance profile. The human eye judges luminance contrast by making logarithmic gray
scale comparisons. Evidentl� too much of the original luminance character of the image is being lost when
the digitally filtered densities that arise during symmetrizing are subsequently re-mapping through the look-
up table to our linear gra� scale. Figure 5 further demonstrates the brightness problem faced b� our method
b� comparing the min and max (I and J) operators applied to three of our source images. This results are not
surprising, but the� underscore wh� this must be an important consideration in an� full� automated process.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show a “partial” s�mmetrization approach that does a better job of preserving the
luminance profile of source images and also of capitalizing on any symmetry already present in the source
image b� emphasizing its high frequenc� detail. These images were obtained b� using the untranslated
densit� function D and recalculating the densit� at pixel (i, j) b� averaging it either with the densit� at pixel
(�i,� j) or (i + j, i + j) where these new pixels are defined, if necessary, by invoking periodic boundary
conditions.
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Figure 3: The six remaining post-process s�mmetr� operators applied to the upper right image from the test
suite. Top row: the linear operators R, H, X . Bottom row: the nonlinear operators I, J, K. Although the�
appear to be almost identical, the bottom row images obtained using I and K are are not the same digitall�.

6 C�nclusi�ns and Future W�r�

We have shown how to design post-process symmetrizing equations for gray scale images which are defined
b� pixel densities. We have investigated how a small but select sample of such s�mmetrization equations
can affect image composition and color balance. Due to space considerations we have not considered several
other natural translation maps. Obvious choices include the maps

Dm(i, j) = (Dt(i, j)+Dt(− j,−i))/�,

Da(i, j) = (Dt(i, j)+Dt( j, i))/�,

which preserve reflection across the main diagonal (Dm) or across the anti-diagonal (Da); and the 90◦ rotation
preserving map

C(i, j) = (Dt(i, j)+Dt(− j, i)+Dt(−i,− j)+Dt( j,−i))/4.

These will be considered in future work.
In this paper we have attempted to show how introducing s�mmetr� to source material that has visual

detail, possibl� latent s�mmetr�, and promising composition potential can result in transforming images into
finished art work. Since our model links pixel color to pixel density through color look-up tables, and our
gra� scale image test suite was originall� selected for experiments in image re-coloring, we feel re-coloring
is also a logical next step to consider for this work.
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Figure 4: Examples that were judged to be among our most successful post-process s�mmetrizations. Left
column: The operators K and H were used to provide rotational and horizontal s�mmetr� respectivel� to the
upper left image of the test suite. Middle column: The operators J and X were used to provide rotational
and multiple axis s�mmetr� respectivel� to the bottom middle image from the test suite. Right column: The
operator R was applied to the lower left image of the test suite to obtain the top image and the operator X
was applied to the lower right image of the test suite to obtain the bottom image.
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Abstract
Images that go through transformations have distortion defects. After performing several image transformations
successively on the image, these distortions increase dramatically. This occurs most prominently when, a scaling
down is applied in order to make image size smaller. As a result this transformation, the image will loose many
pixels from its original form. This distortion becomes more pronounced when the scaled down image is scaled back
up again. Owing to the loss of pixels while scaling down, when the image is scaled up back to its original size, new
pixels will be formed matching surrounding pixels colors, causing more distortion to the image.

A system that prevents such information losses while editing images by use of transformations will be addressed in
this study. The proposed system consists of a novel data structure, binding and extracting algorithms and uses vector
based images instead of pixel based images. After these transformations are carried out, these vector images will be
reconverted in to pixel images. Thus much less distortion is encountered.

1 Introduction

One of the methods of the storing image on the memory is using two-dimensional data structures
(i.e. matrices). Each member of the image matrix that contains a color information is one Picture
Element (Pixel). Usually pixels are shown as square dots or circle dots on the computer screen
depending on the type of the monitor. There are two methods for editing images, affine transforma-
tions and image processing algorithms. Affine transformations are basically scaling, rotating and
translating. Some of the image processing algorithms are blurring, sharpening, etc. In this study,
we will focus on affine transformations are considered mostly. However image processing methods
still can also be used in our system. Some commercial programs such as Adobe Photoshop [1],
Painter [2] are well known for editing images.

Some distortions occur when the images are edited. A pixel, which is addressed by the integer
coordinate values, may be erased, copied or moved to another place inside or outside the image
canvas after a particular transformation. Some transformations cause some pixels of the original
image to be erased. However, image processing procedures like blur, noise, sharpen etc. change
only the color information of pixels. Thus, each pixel of the original image is always placed in the
canvas. A particular pixel may be overridden by another pixel after performing transformations like
scale down. So, the color information of the overridden pixel is completely erased from memory.
If a pixel is duplicated by the transformation, then this pixel is copied. If the original location of
the duplicated pixel is overwritten by another pixel, then this pixel is assumed to have moved.

Clarity of the image may depend on the amount of distortion of the image. The clarity could
be increased by using bilinear interpolation which may change color values of pixels of the trans-
formed image, and may create new colors that do not belong to the original image [3].

St�ring t�e Image �n a Data Structure f�r Transf�rmati�ns
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 1: Rotate transformation with Nearest Neighbor method using fixed and flexible canvas. (A) Original
image, (B) rotated 30◦ CW, rotated 30◦ CCW with (C) fixed canvas and (D) flexible canvas

While some transformations may cause image distortion, some transformations may not. Per-
forming these transformations in a sequence can lead to an accumulation of error. For example,
some pixels may be erased after a scaling down transformation where a scaling up transformation
may not be able to bring them back.

2 Affine Transformations For Images

The most important image editing affine transformations are scaling, rotation and translation. Their
definitions and side effects are briefly explained in the following paragraphs:

• Translation: Cutting the whole image or some part of the original image and pasting it to a
different area. The values of x-coordinate and y-coordinate of each pixel in the target area
are replaced with new values from the cut area. For this transformation, pixels of cut area are
moved, whereas original pixels of the target area are erased.

• Scaling up: After increasing the size of the whole image or some part of it, more pixels are
needed to fill this bigger area. The values of the coordinate of each pixel are multiplied by
scale parameter s. The value of s parameter must be higher than 1 for scaling up transforma-
tion. Some pixels of the image must be copied in order to complete the whole image. Also,
the pixels which are placed outside the canvas are erased when the image size is kept fixed.
Working with flexible sized images can prevent this information loss.

• Scaling down: After decreasing the size of the whole image or some part of it, several pixels
may be jammed together in a smaller area. The values of the coordinate of each pixel are
multiplied by scale parameter s. The value of s parameter must be between 0.0 and 1.0 for
scaling down. Since the resulting image is smaller than the original image, there are fewer
pixels in the new image. As a result of this transformation some pixels in the original image
will be erased.

• Rotation: After rotating the whole image or some part of the image, pixels may not be placed
with integer coordinates. The values of the coordinate of each pixel are calculated with respect
to the selected rotation angle. Most of the rotated pixels do not have integer coordinates, so
these pixels are moved nearest integer coordinates. Thus some pixels may be erased.

In order to improve image quality after performing scaling or rotating operation, Gribbon and
Bailey proposed the use of bilinear interpolation [4]. They also showed that efficient implemen-
tation can be achieved using hardware optimization methods. In real time, skew transformation
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 2: Rotate transformation with Bilinear Interpolation method. Because of the missing pixels that are
not correspond to the canvas, there will be some information loss in the flexible canvas. (A) Original image,
(B) rotated 30◦ CW, rotated 30◦ CCW with (C) fixed canvas and (D) flexible canvas,

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3: Rotate transformation using Mesh Structure. This method prevents data loss due to interpolation
after 30◦ CCW rotation transformation. (A) Original image,(B) rotated 30◦ CW, (C) rotated 30◦ CCW

correction by N. Tsuchida [5] and perspective based transformations J. Gluckman hardware im-
plementation executed former studies [6].

Rotation may cause some pixels to be erased or to be moved outside of canvas. The resulting
image distortions are shown in Figure 1 after rotating transformation with Nearest Neighbor method
[7]. and in 2 bilinear interpolation method. In spite of producing new color values, clarity of
the output image is increased on some situations with bilinear interpolation. The proposed mesh
structure especially can fix accumulation errors after several transformations.

3 The Proposed System

In this study, we develop a system that can store original values of pixels which move outside of
canvas or which are overridden by other pixels. Thus, image is protected against distortions after
performing several transformations. Also cumulative distortion due to successive transformations
is decreased and does not affect image quality.

We introduced a novel data structure as an alternative to matrices for storing pixels on the main
memory. The proposed data structure enables minimizing the distortion errors that are encountered
during the editing process. Input image is bind to internal image using our binding algorithm and
the structure of matrices is bound to our data structure, as well. After editing image by applying
transformations and image processing procedures, the internal image can be extracted as output
image with having the same format of input image.

The proposed data structure has two elements that are called nodes and links. A node contains
color information of one pixel and two floating point coordinate values of that pixel. Every pixel
of the original image is bind to a node. A link connects two neighbor nodes. Transformations
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Figure 4: Work pipeline

Figure 5: Application interface

are performed on these nodes so that, the sizes of the canvas are flexible. Nodes can move freely
throughout the coordinate system. Links and nodes are used for creating a mesh structure.

The work pipeline of the proposed systems is explained in following paragraphs:

3.1 Binding Process

A node is created for every pixel of the input image. Links are created with neighborhood informa-
tion of the pixels of the input image. A mesh structure is constructed with these nodes and links.
For each pixels, color information and the values of x and y coordinates are also copied to the node.

3.2 Transforming Process

Transformations alter the coordinate components of the nodes. Some transformations such as ro-
tation and translation can be performed via simple calculations. Because, moving is the most im-
portant operation in these types of transformations. Displacement values are calculated and added
to coordinate values for every node. 2D mesh structure is enough to perform these transformations
on internal image. Floating point coordinate values for each pixel allow limiting of the cumulative
error at an acceptable level.
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Figure 6: Showing pixel, node and link relations

A B

Figure 7: (A) Original mesh structure, (B) Homogenized mesh structure

Particularly the moving transformations change the lengths of links. Links with longer lengths
creates bigger triangle areas where links with smaller lengths creates smaller triangles on mesh
structure. In order to protect the homogeneity of mesh structure, a big triangle is transformed into
smaller triangles as shown in Figure 7.

3.3 Extracting Process

Output image is obtained from internal image by using process power of graphics hardware con-
sidering performance and simplicity.

The mesh structured internal image that is stored in main memory extracted to output image
by using DirectX. DirectX is a well known graphic library that enables us to use all the features
of the graphics hardware [8]. The mesh structure that consists of nodes and links is transferred to
graphics hardware by using DirectX APIs. Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) can calculate pixel
coordinates and values and show the output image on the screen by using color values of every
node and triangle from the mesh structure. Output image is also read from graphics hardware and
saved to disk.

The graphics subsystem of computers also calculates every pixel in big triangle area or selects
one of several pixels and applies interpolation to neighbor pixels.

Sample application can be shown on Figure 5. Some result images are achieved after performing
several transformations can be shown on Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Some images that can be achieved with the proposed mesh structure

4 Conclusion

Distortion of the images increase rapidly, according to the number of performed transformations on
the pixel based image. In our work, transformations can be performed on a vector based image. So
cumulative distortion is decreased. However, in our system, the amount of memory and the process
time increase relatively to an ordinary method. Never the less, we hope that, we can create images
that can not be created by other softwares.

Many complex transformations can be achieved by using formal language. In this case, the
defined simple scripts can be executed by our system with given parameters.

On the other hand, we work on a different data structure for images that consists of stack based
pixels. This structure has some advantages for transformations like as copy and move.
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Abstract

Last summer’s conference Bridges London and a number of previous visits gave me the opportunity to see the diverse 
architectural masterpieces in London, which is truly an architectural museum. The historical range is wide, from the 
eleventh century Tower of London to the contemporary Swiss Re Building. To the mathematician, or anyone attuned to 
order, there is a sense of geometry that is more pronounced there than in many other cities. This paper will offer 
examples and explore some historical reasons and supporting evidence for this over-riding order and geometric 
premise. 

1  Buildings 

From London’s expansive parks and monumental buildings to her quiet side streets and famous red 
telephone booths there is an orderliness, a sense of structure that pervades the city. It is evident in the 
massive aggregate buildings that extend for blocks, in the detailing on the buildings, in the size and 
presence of her museums and public buildings, and even in the countless doorways tucked along quiet 
side streets with their neatly trimmed hedges and prim black railings. 
 First consider two individual buildings representing different architectural styles and periods of 
construction. 

 One of the oldest buildings, the Tower of London, was of course not designed to be geometric, but 
that quality emerges as a byproduct of its intended purpose. Strong rectangular towers capped with 
conical roofs combine with massive horizontal walls and cylindrical towers to give the impression almost 
of building blocks stacked to form an impenetrable system of defense. Begun by William the Conqueror 

Figure 1: Tower of London Figure 2: St. Paul’s Cathedral 

L�nd�n: An Arc�itectural  Museum
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in 1066, it was originally intended as a fortress, but later served also as a prison with numerous famous 
“guests”.  Today it houses the crown jewels and serves as a popular tourist attraction. 
 An historical circumstance that greatly affected British architecture beginning with the second half of 
the 17th century was the Great Fire of 1666. Destruction of the city was wide-spread and it fell upon the 
Surveyor of Office of Works, Christopher Wren, to lead the effort to reconstruct the churches. Wren was 
appointed to his position in 1661, at a time when architecture was considered “an exercise in the science 
of mathematics”. He had never constructed a building, but Isaac Newton considered him “one of the three 
best geometricians of the day” [2] and he went on to become the major English architect of his time. His 
crowning glory was St. Paul’s Cathedral built in 1675-1720 in a classical style with baroque features. The 
strong vertical lines of the columns and towers and the triangular pediment all complement its dominant 
feature, a massive dome which rises high above the city. The dome was a masterpiece of engineering 
involving construction of an inner and outer dome with buttressing in between. 

2  Building Groups

Turning now from individual buildings, consider ways in which London buildings are grouped together. 
Here is a typical side street of row houses modeled in a style after architect John Nash (1752-1835) who 
designed long, unified sweeps of buildings to create a whole block or more of uninterrupted structures. 
 Nash prepared an 1811 town plan for London which included a ceremonial route from the residence 
of the Prince Regent (later George IV) to Regents Park [5]. Part of this design can be seen still in the 
sweeping curve of Regent Street as viewed from the well-known and popular Piccadilly Circus. 
 Massive collections were not only in the style of Nash. The block-long complex in Figure 4 rises 
majestically over Russell Square in Bloomsbury. It also illustrates another geometric feature of British 
architecture—the bay window. These were introduced in the Elizabethan era--a time of grand houses built 
for show and influence. During the reign of Elizabeth I it became fashionable to entertain the queen and 
her entourage during her annual trip through the countryside to survey her kingdom. A number of great 
houses were built or remodeled for this purpose on a very grand scale [2]. Among the elements of this 
style was the development of large windows which became a characteristic of this period of English 
architecture.

3  Details and Symmetry

Geometry lies within details of London architecture as well. The Early English Gothic style lasted from 
roughly 1170-1280. It was “distinct from contemporary French architecture in that there is a general(ly) 

Figure 3: Row houses Figure 4: Block-long complex
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more rectilinear approach” [1]. Diaper work, a series of carved square flowers placed side by side as 
decoration, was one example from this era.  
 The trim in Figure 5 is found on the Law Courts in central London which were built much later in a 
Gothic Revival style.  Here we see quarter turn rotational symmetry in the top row in squares 1, 3, 5, 6, 
and (repeated) 7 and in squares 2-4 and 6 in the bottom row.  The remaining square designs have a center 
line of mirror symmetry. 

 One particularly extraordinary building even apart from its contents is the Natural History Museum. 
This monumental structure stretches more than 650’ along a block in the South Kensington museum 
complex, next to the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Science Museum. At the entrance one 
encounters the magnificent stone columns carved in ornate patterns (see Figure 6). One can also study the 
translational and rotational symmetries of these column designs, assuming a design is infinite. 

Figure 9: Roof detail Figure 10: Terra cotta tile

 The exterior of the building is rich in geometric detail as well, from the pattern of the roof tiles to the 
intricate tile-work of the façade. The ironwork in Figure 7 on the top of the roof has basic translational 

Figure 8: Tile detail

Figure 6: Ornate Stone ColumnsFigure 5: Examples of Symmetry

Figure 7: Roof detail
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symmetry with lines of reflection. There is also an interesting wallpaper pattern in the triangle above the 
arches in Figure 8. 

The museum was built in the late 19th century as part of a cultural campus envisioned by Prince 
Albert, consort of Queen Victoria, and it was the first building in Britain to be covered entirely in terra 
cotta. [3] 

Modern street scenes also exhibit a wealth of geometric detail. In Figure 11 a doorway exhibiting  
familiar bilateral symmetry has a transom and window insets with the same symmetry. These combine 
with six over six windows and a perfect fence to create a tidy, ordered entryway. Only the flowers add 
nature’s touch to the symmetry. This is typical of numerous scenes tucked away on London’s side streets 
waiting to delight the eye. Figure 12 extends this same symmetry and repeats it in the well-known frieze 
pattern, pm11 with two vertical mirror lines. 

4  Modern Vignettes

On a contemporary, more personal level one can also find geometric examples in everyday life. 
 A simple building side provides this glimpse of circles, rectangles, and nature’s flowers seen in 
Figure 13. 

Figure 13: Interesting Window Design Figure 14: Warming hut

Figure 11: Doorway with bilateral symmetry Figure 12: Frieze symmetry
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A charming “warming hut” for bus and cab drivers is shown in Figure 14. Covered with rectangles 
nested three levels deep, triangular pediments and a decorated cupola, it sits at a busy intersection waiting 
to give shelter from the elements. 

5  Future Trends: Architecture as Sculpture 

London also offers a taste of modern architecture which suggests a trend away from the symmetrical, 
regular geometry of the past. The Swiss Re Headquarters for example, points to a new direction in design, 
no less attractive, but using the old geometry in new ways. And the recently built City Hall breaks new 
ground in style for civic buildings. Both of these futuristic buildings were designed by the firm of Foster 
and Partners under the guidance of leading architect Norman Foster. Each one very effectively breaks 
away from the standard rectangular box shape to challenge our idea of what a building “should” look like.  

Summary

 What gives London its unique character, its orderly architecture? There are a variety of 
influences…its history, location, natural causes, its people. 
 The city’s occupation by Romans set the stage for early Greek and Roman influence. Then conquest 
by the Normans further allowed outside cultural ideas to translate to local architecture as demonstrated by 
the Tower of London. 
 “Natural” events such as the Great Fire also played a role by providing an opportunity to start anew 
and giving an impetus to fresh ideas and innovation. 
 London’s location to the north of Europe was influential as well. As a result of this location the 
excesses of the Baroque and Rococo styles were filtered first through other countries such as France, so 
that their effect was minimized or greatly diminished by the time they reached England. 
 Finally, a number of influential individuals led the way toward a more restrained approach which 
found acceptance in England. The architect Inigo Jones (1573-1652), for example carefully studied the 
work of Italy’s Andrea Palladio and from it developed a classical style that eventually developed into a 
national style unique to England. Other influential architects include Robert Adam (1728-92) and his neo-
classical interior decorative style of the later 18th century. 

Figure 16: City HallFigure 15: Swiss Re Building 
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 Like other great cities, London is a combination of many factors which give it a unique and special 
character and make it such a joy to explore. 
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Abstract 

The geometrical aspects of optical vision had already been studied since the times of Euclid, and among the 
surviving Roman murals there can be found some of the earliest examples of Trompe-l'œil which attest to the 
availability of the perspective technique in Antiquity. Yet it was with the Renaissance, and especially in 16th and 
17th centuries, that creating optically correct representations of the three-dimensional physical world on two-
dimensional surfaces became a top-of-the-agenda item for the artist. The same period also witnessed the rise of the 
scientific revolution fueled by the invention of new mathematical methods like calculus. This article looks at two 
different artworks, a seventeenth century ceiling fresco from the Baroque Period and a painting from the 
Conceptual Art era of 1970’s, both of which make extensive utilization of perspective techniques, and using 
references to how mathematics and art contribute to the representation of what we perceive as physical reality, it 
compares them from the perspective of Heidegger’s philosophy of art.  

Putting Baroque Reality in Perspective 

When Leon Battista Alberti (1404–1472) set out to explain how to construct a perspective image of a 
three-dimensional object on a two-dimensional plane in his treatise titled De Pictura (On Painting) (1435), 
one of the first texts ever written on the subject, he chose a square checkerboard pavement for his 
demonstration [2]. Artists of the fifteenth and later on sixteenth centuries conveniently followed this 
example, and produced countless paintings and frescos that featured various derivations of Leon Battista’s 
checkerboard pavement. As more artists got involved in optics and mathematics, more advanced 
perspective construction techniques were developed, and it was already regarded as standard for the 
sixteenth century artists to have “sufficient mathematical skill” to create a convincing illusion of three-
dimensionality in their paintings.  

We know that later in the seventeenth century there were artists who excelled in these techniques so much 
that they produced some marvelously illusionary pictures in which various elements of the picture were to 
be seen as part of the actual architecture of the room. One striking example of such excellence is the 
ceiling fresco in the nave of the church of Sant’Ignazio in Rome, depicting the Glorification of St. 
Ignatius. The artist is Fra Andrea Pozzo (1642–1709), an acclaimed Baroque master of ceiling decoration. 
Completed at the turn of the seventeenth century, the fresco is a passionate and ecstatic depiction of the 
opening of the doors of Heaven, as St. Ignatius, accompanied by figures representing the four corners of 
the world, is lifted towards the waiting Christ (Figure 1). The artist has put his magic to work by 
employing all means of architecture, sculpture, and painting, to offer an extremely convincing illusion for 
the congregation that would gather below; the illusion that the roof of the church has disappeared and the 
earth and the Heaven, the mundane and the Holy, have merged together above their heads.  

A Heideggerian Perspective
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Figure 1: Fra Andrea Pozzo, “Glorification of St. Ignatius”. Ceiling fresco in Sant’Ignazio, Rome1

Pozzo, in his lifetime, must surely have had a glimpse of the spectacular rise of the scientific revolution, 
gradually claiming power in all fields of life. The culmination of this rise is marked by Newton’s famous 
book Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica, (Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy), 
which was published in 1687 [3]. A new and almost mystical mathematical tool set forth by Newton in 
this monumental work2, namely Calculus, was quickly hailed as the language of nature; and man was 
suddenly convinced that by gaining full command of that language he would finally be able to demystify 
the cosmos. Calculus offered a mathematical method to analyze the temporal and spatial arrangements of 
things so that they could be isolated from one another in space and time, and be treated as separate 
objectively present entities; and that one could now gain complete knowledge of their totality [5]. In 
representational arts, strict adherence to the principles of perspective was conceived as the most definitive 
method to depict separation and relocation of things in space as ‘real’ as possible. It is not, therefore, 
surprising that optical vision was the supreme faculty in the seventeenth century art and science, where 
man, analyzing, measuring, calculating, and modeling things ‘objectively’, externalized every being and 
every phenomenon3.

1  It must be stated that any illustration of this type of an artwork in printed form results in a significant loss of its 
actual effect, firstly because photography makes it very hard, if not totally impossible, to tell whether a certain 
architectural or decorative element is real or just painted; and, secondly, because any major change in scale almost 
always reduces the strength of the illusion. 

2 Just about the same time, Leibniz had developed his version of Calculus, causing the never-ending debate in the 
history of science about which man would be credited for the invention of the technique. 

3 This externalization would eventually result in full-scale alienation, which later would become the most heavily 
criticized aspect of the Western thought. 
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It is also not surprising that the appearance of the so-called “man of taste” in the European art circles 
happens exactly in the same time frame. The term “man of taste” designates a new figure, a 
“disinterested” spectator, who is supposed to be gifted with a certain talent that allows him to objectively 
measure the “aesthetic” quality of any given artwork, and either pass it for a ‘good art’, or fail it as a bad 
one [1].  

Representation of Reality and Origination of Truth 

As we walk in the nave of the church of Sant’Ignazio, we notice that the artist, who was an undisputable 
master of perspective (and who had also written an influential treatise on the subject), had clearly marked 
with a metal plate on the church floor the best standing point to fully enjoy the promised experience. 
Standing there and looking up, we quickly loose the distinction between what is terrestrial and what is 
celestial. For the faithful of the Baroque then, it must have been like all Heaven had already been brought 
before their eyes, albeit in a very much earthly-like representation. They didn’t need to aspire to Heaven 
anymore as it had just been made visible to their outward sights; it had come down to their turf where 
they might see it and even inspect it. So they didn’t really need to bother anymore to embark on that 
mystical inward journey one used to make within oneself, searching for that which was mysterious and 
divine.  

In his essay “The Origin of the Work of Art” [4], Heidegger states that “art lets truth originate”, because 
“the nature of art, on which both the art work and the artist depend, is the setting-itself-into-work of 
truth”. Heidegger reminds us that we are familiar with standing in front of collections of qualities, 
familiar with experiencing unified sensations, and we are familiar with seeing things which are 
combinations of form and matter. And yet some artworks allow us be someplace we are not so familiar 
with being, a place where there is a clearing through which we feel the presence, and where that which 
has so stubbornly remained uncommunicative suddenly comes into unconcealment.  

Standing under the roof of Sant’Ignazio, in our post-modern times today, with our gaze fixed at the 
ceiling, are we, like Heidegger says, really in some place we are not accustomed to being? Yes, it is true 
that we find beauty and awesomeness in what we see, just like we are accustomed to, but do we ever find 
the unconcealment of the Being of some being, the unconcealment of the truth? Is the ceiling decoration 
of Sant’Ignazio such a work of art today, or has it now become only what it’s just been called, a fancy 
decoration? 

Putting Contemporary Reality in Perspective 

Having registered these questions, we will now move forward in time some three hundred years, and look 
at another work of art, this time by the conceptual artist Sylvia Plimack Mangold (b. 1938). In her work 
Two Exact Rules on Dark and Light Floor, Mangold has used Battista Alberti’s centuries-old square-tiled 
pavimento to “demonstrate the paradox of illusionistic painting by presenting the paradox itself” [6]. 
Looking at this meticulously rendered painting, we see from above in delicate perspective, a section of a 
black-and-white tiled floor sloping away from us (Figure 2). As we are just about to enjoy a perfect 
illusion of depth, this perception of three-dimensionality is suddenly destroyed by two apparently 
identical metal “Exact Rule” yardstick fragments, secured to the surface of the canvas. These rulers which 
appear to lie outside the illusionistic painted space, i.e., on our side of the canvas surface, initially suggest 
they are the real-life precise measuring tools that the artist has used to draw the orthogonal and transversal 
perspective lines in the painting. But when we realize soon enough that the top ruler is in fact smaller in 
scale, making it seem to rest farther back in space, we then understand that each ruler is actually a painted 
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replica of a ruler. The illusion of depth is still there; the eye is still deceived. Yet now, it somehow feels as 
if we’re standing in the middle of a twilight zone between what is real and what is illusion.  

Figure 2: Sylvia Plimack Mangold, “Two Exact Rules on Dark and Light Floor, 
1975, Acrylic on Canvas, 24” x 30”, Brooke Alexander, Inc.

Following the orthogonal lines from one ruler to the other, and looking at the painting up and down, we 
go back and forth between one representation – that of a three-dimensional tiled space with its orthogonal 
lines getting away from us, converging to an unseen vanishing point, and the other – that of a two-
dimensional surface abruptly constructed with black and white trapezoids. The rulers act like gateways 
between these two different perceptions, creating a virtual circular path in which we keep going round 
and round. Although our path looks like a holzwege, a dead-end path in the woods that reaches nowhere, 
recognition of such circularity is but a moment of truth according to Heidegger, who suggests that staying 
in this circle and contemplating the equipmental nature of the artwork could reveal a new insight. 

Such a contemplation sounds easy for our particular case, since the equipment which Mangold’s work 
immediately presents us is the ruler; a very basic, very familiar tool that we use to measure separation 
between things. Its construction had long been defined by standards, so we take it for granted that every 
ruler will measure the same given length of space the same, every time. Simple, standard; no ambiguities, 
no surprises… 
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Yet in “The Origin of the Work of Art” Heidegger repeatedly warns us that truth, by its very nature, 
always remains uncommunicative. 

“Truth is always concealment, since ‘untruth’ is always its other ‘side’, since 
world is but the illuminated ‘surface’ of an uncharted and unbounded region of 
epistemological darkness, truth is essentially a ‘mystery’, ‘uncanny’. Ordinarily, 
however, we forget the mystery of truth. We believe we dwell in ‘the immediately 
surrounding circle of beings’, of things, that are ‘familiar, reliable and ordinary’ 
(…) Heidegger calls this ‘Seinsvergessenheit’ – forgetfulness of the ‘depth’ of 
Being, forgetfulness that our realm of beings is just one disclosure of a reality 
that contain within itself the possibility of infinitely many alternative realms of 
beings.” [7] 

Looking from our ordinary standpoint of such ‘forgetfulness’, what could ever be more ‘familiar, reliable 
and ordinary’ then a ruler stick, or a tiled floor, or, for that matter, a representation of them in a properly 
constructed perspective? Mangold’s painting, on the other hand, ‘disrupts’ this forgetfulness, since it 
bluntly forces us to question the reliability of everything we see; the ruler, the floor, and finally the 
separation of things in three-dimensional space. Our everyday reality, commanded in the background by 
‘the scientistic hubris’ which dictates, as eternal truths, locality, disconnectedness, and separateness of 
things in space and time, suddenly recedes, and in that clearing, the ‘loving-to-hide characteristics’ of 
Nature shows itself to us, as we ‘remember’ in awe, the oneness of every being’s Being, the Unity which 
transcends all space and time. 

A Moment of Truth 

Heidegger defines art as the happening of truth, but later on in “The Origin of the Work of Art”, he posits, 
in addition to ‘happening of truth’, another definition, ‘opening up of a world’. The artwork is something 
which ‘opens up a world’. “The work belongs, as work, uniquely within the world opened up by itself.” 
Following Heidegger’s examples, the Greek temple at Paestum belongs to the Greek world; Bamberg 
Cathedral belongs to the medieval Christen world; ceiling of Sant’Ignazio belongs to the Baroque world, 
and Mangold’s painting very much belongs to our contemporary world. Worlds rise and fall; the Greek, 
Medieval and Baroque worlds they were all subject to the process of decline and fall; they have ‘decayed’ 
and ‘perished’, as so will our contemporary world. This means that a great artwork is a ‘predicate which 
comes and goes’ too. A work can lose its greatness through ‘world-withdrawal’. Since their worlds are 
gone, the temple, the cathedral, or the Pozzo’s fresco, can no more accomplish their ‘work’ of ‘opening 
up’. We rather see them now as belonging to ‘the realm of tradition and conservation’. They have, in 
other words, become museum objects. 

Today, through Mangold’s painting, we may, with just a bit of luck, still “grasp … ‘the ungraspable’, and 
ourselves ‘in the face of the ungraspable’.” And today, standing under the roof of Sant’Ignazio with our 
gaze fixed at the ceiling, we may admire Pozzo’s artistic virtuosity, and find beauty and awesomeness in 
what we see above our heads. And yet sometime in the future, long after our world is gone, standing in 
front of Mangold’s painting, what will a spectator find? This, only time (and whatever that may be) will 
tell. 
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Abstract
The Tartini Project at the University of Otago has been established to investigate ways that automated analysis of
sound can help practicing musicians. Starting with an accurate measurement of pitch and loudness, we now have a
tool that can provide instantaneous, objective feedback from musical sounds to help technical development. We can
display pitch and compare choices of intonation with different standard scales. We can display common defects in
sound production and we can analyze sophisticated decorations such as vibrato. The system has been demonstrated
to various groups and used experimentally in ‘performance’ courses in our music department. We have made some
significant discoveries about the nature of string sounds and laid the foundations for further analysis of timbre.

Introduction

The use of computers by artists comes as no surprise. Throughout recorded history, artists of all kinds
have invented, improved and quickly exploited new technology. We see examples from the legendary
invention of stone block construction by Imhotep in about 2780BC [1] – used by all the subsequent
Egyptian Pyramid builders - to the leap in technology between 1930 and 1960 that gave us acrylic paint.
The new materials and techniques of each generation join the traditions of the next in a remarkably short
time.

This process of improving technology affects all forms of art. And it applies equally to the development
of the technical skills needed for art. Each generation learns from the last and on average our skills are
steadily improving.

The focus of this paper is music. And technology has served music no less than any other form. New
instruments have been invented and existing instruments have been improved. At the same time our
understanding of the physics of sound has had a direct influence on artistic choices by composers and
performers.

Guiseppe Tartini reported that he discovered “terzi suoni” (third sounds) in 1714 [2]. These are difference
tones that may be heard when two notes are played together. He subsequently used this discovery as a
device for teaching ‘correct’ intonation. We have named our project after Tartini as an iconic figure in the
direct application of science to music rather than to the tools of music.

Tartini didn’t report  his discovery in writing until 1754 in his “Trattato de Musica” [2] and this led to
various claims that he wasn’t the first. The fact that others wanted to claim this ‘invention’ is an
interesting indication of the fact that the early eighteenth century was an extraordinarily exciting time for
musicians and music teachers. and there was a great deal of interest in tuning systems. The first practical
pianoforte was produced by Chrisofori in about 1709 and J.S. Bach produced the first set of 24 preludes
and fugues, Das Wohltemperirte Clavier, in 1722. 

Musical Analysis f�r Perf�rmers
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Tartini’s terzi suoni are used to find notes and intervals in the just scale, while Bach’s preludes and fugues
running through every major and minor key absolutely demand the system of equal or even tempered
scales. Modern teachers of the violin seem to agree that a performer should master at least three systems
of intonation. Pythagorean, just and even tempered. [3]

The just scale is ideal for creating beautiful harmonies and was identified by Gioseffo Zarlino around
1560 [2]. It is built from three overlapping major triads and has the interesting property that every note of
the scale when played together with the dominant, produces a Tartini tone which is also one of the notes
of the scale. How is the musician to identify these different notes and intervals objectively? And how do
we teach beginners what the different intonation systems should sound like?

In 1799, the great double bass player Dominico Dragonetti visited his friend Joseph Haydn in Vienna and
met Ludwig van Beethoven. Beethoven’s fourth and fifth symphonies, 1806 and 1808, both feature
formidably difficult and prominent parts for double bass and indeed Dragonetti later led the basses in the
seventh symphony performed in 1813 [4]. These parts would appear to represent the highest technical
level on the instrument at the time but today, they are universally practiced by students and even
performed by good school orchestras. What has happened to make this possible?

Certainly, the instruments have improved. Many of the great violins of the Italian schools have had necks,
bass bars, fingerboards and other components replaced so they can be played with modern strings and
string tension and in a modern style. Few modern performers play without chin and shoulder rests as did
Paganini. But the overwhelming reason why relatively ordinary performers can play the virtuoso works of
earlier times is that teaching has improved almost beyond belief. Margaret Campbell [5] has constructed a
‘family tree’ showing how the great violinists since Corelli (1653-1713) and Vivaldi (1678-1741) are
linked by the relationship of teacher to pupil. One line, for example, links Corelli, via Viotti, Baillot,
Haberneck, Léonard, Marsick, Enesco and Menuhin to Nigel Kennedy; a continuous teacher/pupil
sequence stretching over three hundred years.

Along the way, many of the great teachers wrote methods and/or studies carefully designed to focus on
particular techniques. Each generation of virtuosi has added its inventions and discoveries to those
learned from its predecessors.

Computing and Music are now associated in many university courses and several international
conferences. Areas of interest include architectural acoustics, instrument design and analysis, sound
synthesis, composition tools, mechanical performance and automatic notation. 

Our objectives seem to be different from all of these. We seek to use the computer to provide a new set of
tools for teaching and understanding. If you can teach previously inaccessible skills to a group of the
music community or if you can teach the same skills more efficiently, then you can contribute to the
process of improvement and development of the art.

Technical background

The first and most important problem was the robust determination of the musical pitch of a note. Good
musicians can distinguish differences in pitch of about two cents, that is one fiftieth of the even-tempered
semitone, and they can accurately identify the pitch of amazingly short notes. Yet not all sounds have a
pitch and we can manufacture artificial sounds that are ambiguous in the sense that different listeners will
identify different notes although listening to the same sound. This problem becomes important when we
deal with two notes an octave apart. Imagine a mixture of two such notes, perfectly in phase. All the
overtones of the upper note also appear as overtones of the lower. If we make the lower note quiet enough
then the upper one gives us the pitch. As we make the lower note louder, there comes a point where most
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musicians would agree that the lower note is the pitch. If our software makes the same choice as most
musicians, then we have correctly identified the note.

Unfortunately, this can also depend on context. A good musician will identify an ambiguous note as
belonging to the octave in which it makes best sense in a musical passage. And for some notes, the
harmonic structure changes as the note is sustained. So a note can acquire the characteristics of a note in a
different octave but if there is no break in the sound, we hear a continuation of the original pitch.

Various researchers have reported that perceived pitch depends to some extent on the loudness of the note
[2]. However, trained musicians seem to play the notes they want to and the vibrating frequencies of
pipes, strings and most natural systems do get a little higher as the sound gets louder because these
systems are not linear oscillators (which we often assume for descriptive simplicity). So unless the
frequency of the ‘louder’ notes is very carefully controlled, we will correctly observe an increase in pitch
with loudness. I have yet to see evidence that a good musician’s perception of pitch depends on anything
except frequency.

How do we measure the frequency of a short note? We want to achieve, at least, the accuracy of a good
human listener. That is two cents, 1/600 of one octave or the six hundredth root of two, roughly 1.00116.
Our raw data is commonly digitized at 44100 samples per second and in a reasonably fast musical
passage we can have up to 16 notes per second. Let us assume ten notes per second and a pitch
somewhere around the concert A: 440 cycles per second. In the duration of the note we have 44 cycles
represented by 4410 samples, or about one hundred samples per cycle. If our note were a pure sine wave,
there would be no problem. We could simply measure the time between ‘zero crossings’. That is adjacent
values of the signal with one positive and one negative. Eighty zero crossings would be forty cycles and
this time is known to one part in 4000.

But the sounds of voices and musical instruments are much more complicated than this. They contain
many frequencies and choosing the right one is not simple. If we use a Fourier Transform, we can convert
a sequence of samples over a suitably short time, the ‘window’, into a set of frequencies that are multiples
of the window frequency. In effect, we are dividing the window into 1, 2, 3, 4 ... equal ‘periods’ and one
of these will be the nearest approximation to the wave period we are estimating. In the example given,
4000/100 and 4000/101 are possible adjacent periods and these differ by 1%. This is not accurate enough.
Of course, if we know the fundamental frequency, we can choose a window the right size and find the
note and its harmonics accurately, but this begs the question. Yet Fourier Transforms are attractive
because ready made code exists and they can be very fast.

The mathematical detail and reasons for our selection of method of frequency calculation have already
been reported [6] and further detail will soon be available when Phil Mcleod’s PhD is complete. It is
sufficient here, to explain that we use the concept of a ‘delay space’. We calculate a normalized mean
difference function between the signal and a delayed copy of itself for a range of delay times:

(1)

where  is the value of sample  is the time,  is the delay and  is the window size.

The pitch of the note corresponds to a delay, where is a minimum. Choosing which minimum

requires some interesting logic and it is here that we sort out the octave ambiguities and similar problems.
Figure 1 shows a raw plot of input samples from a violin note and Figure 2 shows the delay space.
Whenever the signal fits well over its delayed copy we get a maximum correlation (minimum of d) and
this occurs at 1, 2, 3, 4... whole periods of delay.
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Figure 1: A raw sound track of a violin note.

Figure 2: Delay space from Figure 1. Correlation Maxima are marked by dots.

Because the function, , is a sum of terms, we can reorder and regroup those terms however we

like. In particular we can preserve all the intermediate results and this enables us to move the window by
subtracting the effect of the first sample and adding in the calculated effect of a new sample following the
last one. Again the details will be published later [7]. The effect is that we can now determine pitch
accurately and so fast that we can update our pitch determination at our sampling rate of 44100 times per
second. So we can track changes in pitch associated with ornaments such as glissando and vibrato.

The Tartini Application

A typical screen layout from the Tartini application is shown in Figure 3. A student violinist is playing a
scale. The top graph shows the pitch, the lower one shows the loudness. The F# is shown to be too high
by 17 cents. But the G immediately before was also above pitch by about six cents. The error of 11 cents
is within the range that we would consider to be ‘in tune’. It is quite common to play the seventh note of
the scale a bit high as an aesthetic choice, but the pitch variation during this note, compared with the
preceding G, which is very steady, suggests that the performer was not quite satisfied and trying to make
an adjustment.
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Figure 3: A Tartini screen shot.

The loudness curve attempts to reflect the properties of the human ear. Simply showing energy doesn’t
work because the ear is more sensitive to some frequencies than others. The note, G, just played shows a
distinct crescendo. This is a technical error and not what the performer intended. Notice the drop in
loudness between notes. This is not too much and shows a good legato.

The Tartini application will display in real time but it also records and saves the sound files so they are
available for subsequent analysis. Different sub-windows can be chosen that provide a range of tools for
studying sound. The latest of these is the vibrato tool that utilizes our fast incremental pitch
determination.

Figure 4 shows four examples of the vibrato tool window. Simultaneously you can see two dials that show
the width and speed of the vibrato, an expanded wave picture showing the detailed pitch variation. This
also displays a centre line of the local average pitch and an envelope shadow that shows how the vibrato
width is varying. The four samples are: (a) Extract from Jascha Heifetz playing Bach, (b) Student
violinist, (c) Student cellist and (d) Professional teacher in a technical demonstration.

The program, Tartini, is under constant revision. The vibrato tool was installed only last year and we have
yet to discover how useful it may be. We don’t really know how the measurable properties of vibrato
should be chosen for aesthetic effect, but the tool is certainly useful for showing untidy or irregular
vibrato.
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Figure 4: Views of vibrato.

Application in teaching

As part of the project, we have begun to work with various music teachers including a class of
performance students in the Department of Music at Otago University. These students start at about the
standard of a qualified music teacher and are training to become soloists or professional orchestral
players.

So far, all of the teachers I have worked with seem to agree that this software should not be used with
beginners. The common view is that watching the screen and adjusting to be in tune is counter-productive
and likely to slow down the development of a critical ear. However, they all see it as a wonderful tool for
self-examination at a higher level.

A musician needs to be constantly listening to many different aspects of the sound he or she produces. Is
it in tune? Does it really get quiet enough in this passage? Is there an unwanted accent on a note after a
big leap? Are these fast notes really even in timing? Tartini can provide the same kind information to a
performer that a proofreader does to a writer.

Sometimes one display offers help in an unexpected area. The loudness graph, for example, has been very
useful in training string players to make smooth changes of bow direction. The slightest gap in motion or
loss of bow pressure causes a dip in the sound. Tiny improvements can be observed visually and this can
lead to discovering the feel of a good direction changing gesture.
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A video showing part of our first experimental class and including some interviews with students is
available on the Tartini website [8]

Application in Research

Figure 5: Instant Fourier Spectrum as a function of time.

Figure 5 shows another window available to the Tartini user. We call this the 3D Harmonic Track. Once
we have the true pitch, we can extract the overtones of a note by using a Fast Fourier Transform. Since the
pitch and the waveform are changing with time, it makes sense to plot this instantaneous spectrum as a
function of time. In the figure, the frequency axis is labeled with the piano keyboard and the time axis
runs away at right angles into the distance. The vertical axis gives the amplitude of each harmonic
detected.

Studying the harmonic track, we have observed that the change in pitch associated with vibrato is
accompanied by a variation in amplitude of the various harmonics. It is as though the harmonics change
phase and interfere with each other. Because the human ear is more sensitive to some notes than others,
this is perceived as a change in loudness. It may be caused by an effect in the original vibrating string or
pipe, or by some later effect of resonance in the instrument or in the room where the sound is made. In
any case, it would seem to explain why a vibrato always includes a change in loudness as well as pitch.

This result suggests that Tartini may have many other uses in sound research. Examine the waveform in
Figure 1. Every period is a slightly different shape. This is typical of the sounds of real instruments.
Another way of looking at it is that the signal is not truly periodic or, if you prefer, the overtones are not
exact multiples of the fundamental frequency. We have started to investigate this idea as the basis of a
better model of musical sound from which we hope to unravel some of the mysteries of timbre.

In Figure 4, the centre or average pitch of the varying note is marked as a guide to whether the player is
holding a steady pitch during vibrato. But all string players know that the perceived pitch is not the
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average. Standard teaching is that the perceived pitch is the highest  in the vibrato, but that does seem
physically unlikely. We have just started a project in conjunction with our Psychology Department to find
out where the perceived pitch is and how this varies with pitch and with speed and width of vibrato. 

Conclusion and Future Plans

We have a robust and efficient sound analysis tool that is of practical use to performing musicians. It is
presented as open source under the Gnu General Public License (GPL) and available as a free download
from the Tartini Website [8]. We hope to encourage others to use and develop this tool.

We are using it to develop experimental teaching methods and it shows great promise for accelerating
musical and technical development for some groups of students. It could also be used to compare
instruments and accessories like bows, strings or reeds.
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Abstract
More than �5 �ears ago combinatorial algorithms were designed that could replicate each of M.C. Escher’s four
h�perbolic “Circle Limit” patterns. These algorithms were based on tilings of the h�perbolic plane b� regular
pol�gons, and were used to create other artistic h�perbolic patterns. This paper describes a more general algorithm
that can generate a repeating pattern of the hyperbolic plane based on a tiling by any convex (finite) polygon.

1 Intr�ducti�n

Figure � below shows the Dutch artist M.C. Escher’s Circle Limit III pattern with the regular tessellation
{8, 3} superimposed on it. Figure � shows an Islamic-st�le pattern also based on the {8, 3} tessellation, the
two kinds of �-fold rotation points l�ing at the vertices of regular octagons. The purpose of this paper is to

Figure 1: Escher’s Circle Limit III pattern with the
{8, 3} tessellation superimposed.

Figure 2: An Islamic-st�le pattern based on the
{8, 3} tessellation.

describe an algorithm that can draw patterns based on tilings b� a pol�gon that is not necessaril� regular. We
can assume that such a polygon is convex, and we will further restrict attention to finite polygons (without
points at infinity).

An Alg�rit�m t� Generate Repeating Hyperb�lic Patterns
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We begin b� reviewing some h�perbolic geometr� and regular tessellations. Then we describe the new
algorithm and show some sample patterns. Finall�, we conclude, indicating directions of future research.

2 Repeating Patterns, Tessellati�ns, and Hyperb�lic Ge�metry

The �-dimensional “classical geometries” are the sphere, the Euclidean plane, and the h�perbolic plane,
of constant positive, zero, and negative curvature respectivel�. A repeating pattern in one of the classical
geometries is a regular arrangement of copies of a basic subpattern or motif. One fish forms the motif in
Circle Limit III (disregarding color), and half of one white fish plus half of an adjacent black fish forms a
motif in Figure �.

Figure 3: The tessellation {6, 4} underl�ing the Cir-
cle Limit I pattern and superimposed on it.

Figure 4: An arabesque pattern based on the tessel-
lation {6, 4}.

We let {p, q} denote the regular tessellation b� regular p-sided pol�gons, q of which meet at each vertex.
For {p, q} to be a tessellation of the h�perbolic plane, it is necessar� that (p− 2)(q− 2) > 4, which follows
from the fact that the sum of the angles of a h�perbolic triangle is less than π. Figures � and � show the
tessellations {8, 3} and {6, 4} superimposed on Circle Limit III and Circle Limit I respectivel�. Similarl�,
Circle Limit II and Circle Limit IV are also based on the respective tessellations {8, 3} and {6, 4}. In addition
to Escher’s Circle Limit patterns, other h�perbolic patterns have been b� generated b� a program based on
regular tessellations [�, 4].

The mathematician David �ilbert proved in �90� that there was no smooth distance-preserving embed-
ding of the whole h�perbolic plane into Euclidean �-space. Thus we must rel� on models of h�perbolic
geometr� that distort distance perforce. Escher used the Poincaré disk model for his “Circle Limit” pat-
terns. In this model, h�perbolic points are just the (Euclidean) points within a Euclidean bounding circle.
��perbolic lines are represented b� circular arcs orthogonal to the bounding circle (including diameters).
For example, the backbone lines and other features of the fish lie along hyperbolic lines in Figure 3. One
might guess that the backbone arcs of the fish in Circle Limit III are also h�perbolic lines, but this is not
the case. The� are equidistant curves in h�perbolic geometr�: curves at a constant h�perbolic distance from
the h�perbolic line with the same endpoints on the bounding circle, and are represented b� circular arcs not
orthogonal to the bounding circle.
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3 T�e General Replicati�n Alg�rit�m

Given a motif, the process of transforming it around the h�perbolic plane and drawing the transformed copies
to create a repeating pattern is called replication. To our knowledge, the first combinatorial replication
algorithm was invented more than �5 �ears ago. That algorithm was based on regular tessellations and was
used to replicate each of Escher’s four “Circle Limit” patterns. This was discussed in the paper Creating
Repeating Hyperbolic Patterns [�]. Unfortunatel� there is an error in the Pascal pseudocode describing the
algorithm. There is a correct algorithm given in the later paper Hyperbolic Symmetry [�]. We call these
algorithms combinatorial since the� onl� depend on the values of p and q in the underl�ing tessellation
{p, q}, and how the edges of the pol�gon are matched up.

A fundamental region for the s�mmetr� group of a repeating pattern is a closed topological disk such
that transformed copies of it cover the plane without gaps or overlaps. The motif of an Escher pattern can
usually be taken to be a fundamental region for its symmetry group — for instance a fish for Circle Limit
III. �owever, for ease of understanding, we use a convex pol�gon as a fundamental region instead, as can
alwa�s be done [6]. Of course such a pol�gonal fundamental region will contain exactl� those pieces of
the motif needed to reconstruct it. Thus ever� repeating pattern has an underl�ing tessellation b� convex
pol�gons. Figure 5 shows a natural pol�gon tessellation underl�ing a transformed version of the Circle Limit
III pattern. Figure 6 shows the pol�gon tessellation b� itself, with a fundamental pol�gon in heav� lines.

Figure 5: A pol�gon tessellation superimposed on
the transformed Circle Limit III pattern.
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Figure 6: The pol�gon tessellation, with a funda-
mental pol�gon emphasized and parts of la�ers �, �,
and � labeled.

We can see in Figure 6 that the pol�gons are arranged in layers (often called coronas in tiling literature).
The layers are defined inductively. The first layer consists of all polygons with a vertex at the center of the
bounding circle. The k + 1st la�er consists of all pol�gons sharing an edge or a vertex with a pol�gon in the
kth layer (and not in any previous layers). In Figure 6, all the first layer polygons are labeled “1”, and some
of the second and third la�er pol�gons are labeled “�” and “�” respectivel�. The algorithm we describe will
replicate all the layers up to a cutoff limit (of course theoretically there are an infinite number of layers).

As in the p, q notation for regular tessellations, we specif� the fundamental pol�gon b� the number of
edges (= number of vertices), p, and the number of pol�gons (the valence) at each vertex, q1, q2, . . . , qp.
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We denote this tessellation b� {p; q1, q2, . . . , qp}. Thus the interior angle at the ith vertex is 2π/qi. The
condition that {p; q1, q2, . . . , qp} be h�perbolic is that

p
i=1

1
qi
< p

2 − 1 (which generalizes the condition
(p − 2)(q − 2) > 4 for regular tessellations). Figure 7 below shows a {4; 6, 4, 5, 4} tessellation with
corresponding valence arra� q[ ] = (6, 4, 5, 4) (that is, q[1] = q1 = 6, q[2] = q2 = 4, etc.). The edges of the
fundamental pol�gon are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4. In general, the ith vertex is the right-hand vertex of the ith
edge when looking outward from the center of the pol�gon.
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m

Figure 7: The (6, 4, 5, 4) tessellation showing a
fundamental pol�gon, and with some minimall�
exposed and maximall� exposed pol�gons marked
with m and M respectivel�.
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Figure 8: A first-layer polygonA, two of its vertices
labeled 2 and 3, and some pol�gons adjacent to A.

To describe the replication algorithm, we define the exposure of a pol�gon b� its relation to the next
la�er. In Figure 7, we sa� the pol�gons labeled m, sharing onl� one edge with the next la�er, have minimum
exposure, and the pol�gons labeled M , sharing two edges with the next la�er, have maximum exposure. In
particular all the la�er � pol�gons have maximum exposure.

The algorithm will draw the first layer at the top level and then recursively draw the other layers by
drawing all the pol�gons adjacent to the exposed edges and vertices of the current pol�gon. The idea of the
recursive part is to draw all the pol�gons in the next la�er that are adjacent to the right vertices (looking
outward) of exposed edges of the polygon except that some of the first polygons are skipped since they will
be drawn b� the recursive call to an adjacent pol�gon in the current la�er. Also, about an exposed vertex,
some of the first polygons are skipped since they would have been drawn by the previous vertex (if there
was one). Figure 8 shows how the recursive calls work for the first-layer polygon A. Pol�gon D is the onl�
one drawn adjacent to the vertex 2, because B is in the same la�er as A and C will be drawn b� a recursive
call from B. Thus B and C will be skipped over and D will be the onl� pol�gon adjacent to vertex 2 to be
drawn b� the recursive call. Similarl�, about vertex 3, D will be skipped (it was just drawn), and then E,F,
and G will be drawn. It seems easier to skip pol�gons at the beginning rather than at the end (it is necessar�
to skip some pol�gons to avoid drawing them more than once).

We break up the algorithm as follows: an initial “driver” procedure replicate() calls the recursive
procedure replicateMotif(). For each edge of the fundamental pol�gon there is a transformation
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of the pol�gon across that edge, and thus an arra� of p such transformations, edgeTran[]. We assume
edgeTran[], p, q[], and maxLayers to be global for simplicit�. Also, we will use a function
addToTran() (discussed below) that computes an extension of a given transformation from the center b�
one of the edgeTran[]’s. �ere is the C-like pseudocode for replicate():

replicate ( motif )
{

for ( j = 1 to q[1] )
{

qTran = edgeTran[1] ; // qTran = transformation about the origin

replicateMotif ( motif, qTran, 2, MAX_EXP )

qTran = addToTran ( qTran, -1 ) ; // -1 ==> anticlockwise order
}

}

The first operation in replicateMotif() is to draw a transformed cop� of the motif, so this guarantees
that the first layer gets drawn.

In order to understand the code for addToTran(), we note that our transformations contain (in addi-
tion to a matrix) the orientation and an index, pPosition, of the edge across which the last transformation
was made (edgeTran[i].pPosition is the edge that is matched with edge i). �ere is the code for
addToTran():

addToTran ( tran, shift )
{

if ( shift % p == 0 ) return tran ;
else return computeTran ( tran, shift ) ;

}

where computeTran() is:

computeTran ( tran, shift )
{

newEdge = ( tran.pPosition + tran.orientation * shift ) % p ;
return tranMult ( tran, edgeTran[newEdge] ) ;

}

“%” is the mod operator, and tranMult( t1, t2 ) multiplies the matrices and orientations, and sets
the pPosition to t2.pPosition, and returns the result.

The basic idea of replicateMotif() is to first draw the motif, then iterate over the exposed vertices
(except the last one which will be handled b� an adjacent pol�gon in the current la�er), and for each exposed
vertex to iterate about it, calling replicateMotif() to draw the exposed pol�gons/motifs. There are
five global 2-element arrays that are used in replicateMotif():

pShiftArray[] = { 1, 0 } ;
verticesToSkipArray[] = { 3, 2 } ;
qShiftArray[] = { 0, -1 } ;
polygonsToSkipArray[] = { 2, 3 } ;
exposureArray[] = { MAX_EXP, MIN_EXP } ;
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The first two depend on the exposure (one of the values MIN EXP, MAX EXP), and give the initial shift and
number of vertices to skip respectively. The next two depend on whether this is the first vertex to be done
or not, and give the initial shift about a vertex and the number of pol�gons to skip respectivel�. The last
one, exposureArray[], gives the exposure of the new polygon, and depends on whether this is the first
pol�gon about the current vertex to be done or not.

�ere is the code for replicateMotif():

replicateMotif ( motif, initialTran, layer, exposure )
{

drawMotif ( motif, initialTran ) ; // Draw the transformed motif
if ( layer < maxLayers )
{

pShift = pShiftArray[exposure] ; // Which vertex to start at
verticesToDo = p - verticesToSkipArray[exposure] ;

for ( i = 1 to verticesToDo ) // Iterate over vertices
{

pTran = computeTran ( initialTran, pShift ) ;
first_i = ( i == 1 ) ;
qTran = addToTran ( pTran, qShiftArray[first_i] ) ;
if ( pTran.orientation > 0 ) vertex = (pTran.pposition-1) % p ;
else vertex = pTran.pposition ;
polygonsToDo = q[vertex] - polygonsToSkipArray[first_i] ;

for ( j = 1 to polygonsToDo ) // Iterate about a vertex
{

first_j = ( j == 1 ) ;
newExposure = exposureArray[first_j] ;

replicateMotif ( motif, qTran, layer + 1, newExposure ) ;
qTran = addToTran ( qTran, -1 ) ;

}
pShift = (pShift + 1) % p ; // Advance to next vertex

}
}

}

where drawMotif() simpl� multiplies each of the point vectors of the motif b� the transformation and
draws the transformed motif. We note that the algorithm above is a simplified version that draws multiple
copies of the motif for the special cases p = 3 or qi = 3.

Since the algorithm above onl� depends on {p; q1, q2, . . . , qp} and which edge of the fundamental pol�-
gon is matched b� transformation across that edge, we consider it to be a combinatorial algorithm. There
are other kinds of replication algorithms. Two algorithms work b� creating a list of transformations without
duplicates, thus avoiding drawing the same copy of the motif twice. The first algorithm uses the theory of
automatic groups to eliminate words of “generator” transformations that reduce to the same transformation
that has alread� been used [5]. The second algorithm to eliminate duplicate transformations uses the fact
that the� are often represented b� real n × n matrices. The matrices used so far are kept in a list. Possible
new transformations are created b� composing each matrix in the list with the generator matrices (a small
set). Each new transformation is compared with ever� transformation in the list. If the new matrix and some
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“list matrix” are within some small distance in Rn2 , the new matrix is a duplicate and is discarded, otherwise
it is added to the list. The same technique works for complex matrices.

4 Sample Patterns

Figure 9 shows a h�perbolic version of Escher’s notebook drawing number 85 based on the “three elements”:
air represented b� a bat, earth represented b� a lizard, and water represented by a fish (page 184 of [7]).
Figure 9 is based on the regular tessellation {6, 4} (superimposed on it), and thus can be generated b� the
simpler algorithm described in [�]. In this pattern, three bats meet head-to-head, four lizards meet nose-to-
nose, and four fish meet nose-to-nose. The simpler algorithm suffices because both the lizards and fish meet
four at a time. In Escher’s notebook drawing, three of each animal meet at their heads. Figure �0 shows the
“three elements” pattern based on the {3; 3, 4, 5} tessellation, with different numbers of animals meeting
head-to-head, and is drawn b� the more general algorithm.

Figure 9: A “three elements” pattern based on the
regular tessellation {6, 4}.

Figure 10: A “three elements” pattern with different
numbers of animals meeting at their heads.

Figures �� and �� below show two other variations on the “three element” pattern, with different num-
bers of animals meeting head-tohead, that can onl� be drawn b� the new algorithm. Figure �� is based on
the {3; 3, 5, 4} tessellation, and Figure �� is based on the {3; 4, 3, 5} tessellation.

5 C�nclusi�ns and Directi�ns f�r Future Researc�

We have described an algorithm that can draw repeating patterns of the h�perbolic plane in which the fun-
damental region is a finite polygon, and we have shown some patterns drawn with the use of this algorithm.
It would be interesting to extend this algorithm to allow some of the vertices of the fundamental pol�gon
to be points at infinity. A special program has been written that can transform a motif from one triangular
fundamental region to another with different vertex angles. It would be useful to generalize this capabilit� at
least to transform between fundamental pol�gons with the same number of sides but different angles. Trans-
forming between polygons with different numbers of sides would be desirable, but seems more difficult.
Another difficult problem is that of automatically generating patterns with color symmetry.
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Figure 11: A “three elements” pattern with � bats,
5 lizards, and 4 fish meeting at their heads.

Figure 12: A “three elements” pattern with 4 bats,
3 lizards, and 5 fish meeting at their heads.
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Abstract
The foremost goal in the education of an architect is to prepare and sharpen one’s ability ‘to see’ and to use that 
vision to constructively imagine architectural ideas (construing) and have the technical confidence and ingenuity to 
build those ideas into physical form (constructing).  It has been said the ‘gift’ of the architect is his/her ability to 
transform a simple line or dot—a cold abstraction drawn on a two-dimensional surface—into a concrete three-
dimensional reality—a building. The ability to move back and forth between the two-dimensional representation 
and the three-dimensional interpretation takes great skill, talent and experience.  It is the primary lesson all students 
of architecture must learn.  Whether it is the dimensions of the space we inhabit and move within or the space 
defined by the objects or forms that occupy it; there can be no visual communication that is formless and space-less.  
As artists and architects, we are concerned with giving graphic expression to the perception and expression of space 
and form as representation.  The continuous movement back and forth between these dimensions is the first step 
toward the development of design thinking/making.  [2]  Form making can begin with the derivation of basic 
elements of architectural form and space—architectonics.  These elements can provide a ‘search field’ within which 
interrelationships are discovered, promoting structuring strategies or concepts that demonstrate ‘how’ they are to be  
manipulated in the act of making.  Although architectonics supports the overwhelming desire to make a building 
(the noun), it could dangerously result in a design inquiry that parallels stereotypical production and preconception.  
When building, as a verb, is pursued, tectonic making results in forms of investigations, discoveries and formal 
dialogs where innovation occurs as a result of design negotiation.  The design process is freed from preconceived 
outcomes or deterministic methodologies; it reveals itself through choice.  The process is one of design research 
where the choices are made on the basis of a search for meaningful relationships, their premises and consequences.  
It is then a series of approximations born out of possibilities.  Architectural knowledge, here, is ‘tacit knowledge’, 
acquired by doing rather than by being instructed in the rules of doing.  Experimentation and transformation 
provide irresistible stimulus to the formation of new ideas.  The process of transformation, the concept that all 
forms or ideas can be rearranged, synthesized, and put back together to make a new whole, increases the likelihood 
of making ‘intuitive leaps of invention’.  In this architecture of Play, learning becomes fluid and open ended and 
innovation starts with the question: What if?  Knowledge is drawn from wonder — giving form to answers, 
redirecting stereotyped thinking towards a search process where hidden intentions and accidental discoveries lead to 
new alternatives and solutions.  Through many forms of deduction, abstract relationships are tested and defined as 
they materialize into and demonstration—of intent. 

To see one engages a more inclusive vision, a multi-
directional mental faculty where contemplation, 
imagination, forethought, and true understanding are 
possessed. It is awareness that allows vastness to exist, 
unlimited by conscious sensors but clarified by 
discernment.  Seeing moves beyond expectation to 
imagination and allows for revelation and transformation 
to exist. Dougan [1] 

F�rm fr�m F�rm
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THE HIGH VARIETY MODEL

Figures 1, 2 and 3 High Variety Model

‘Design’ is the form of architectural thinking that traditionally is considered paramount in the architect’s 
education.  The design studio is typically the place where students bring together the practices, concepts, 
and knowledge that are introduced in other areas of the curriculum.  Consequently, it is necessarily a 
synthetic process.  Form, function, and content (meaning) have long been critical constituents of the 
process of design.  In the past, architectural design academies dictated a specified order to the critical 
constituents of form, function, and meaning (content) resulting in a deterministic means of design inquiry.  
In the current heterogeneous state of the architectural design studios in academia, the hierarchical 
prescriptions, or sequence, of the three notions of form, function and content (meaning) have been freed 
from the strict boundaries of former theoretical paradigms.  Although the separation of these three notions 
is admittedly artificial, it allows beginning design students to immerse themselves into the task at hand 
without relying on self-conscious preconceptions.  If we begin to view these components as metaphorical 
portals that the student opts to pass through, their order becomes particular to the personal design route 
for the project at hand.  Thus, one can choose form from meaning, form from function, or form from form 
itself.  This becomes a point of departure that frames a particular perspective with which the student can 
proceed in his or her design process.  Alberto Perez-Gomez calls this theorizing the inventing of an 
‘enabling theory’; it enables the designer ‘to make’, serving as a rationale for ideation and fabrication.  As 
the project develops, a design scaffolding it is able to support the other architectural constituents of design 
theory.  It becomes a vehicle for the student to initiate creative associations and evaluations to direct 
decision-making.  Most students entering beginning design have already experienced at least 18 years 
within the designed world.  The knowledge gained from that experience and the skills developed become 
valuable assets to the design student.  Viewing education as a process of discovery, design education 
orients toward a “search process” and allows one to use personal history as both a knowledge base and a 
procedure for designing.  In the act of making, an immediate dialog is established with the project at 
hand.  The hand directs the eye and existing knowledge is used free of the limitations of an architectural 
form “image.”  Making is a process that reveals thinking, embodying in the work and in the doing, the 
self.

As an initiation into this design realm of thinking/doing, I have employed an exercise I had as a student of 
Professor Tom Regan at VPI, called, “The High Variety Model”[3].  On the first day of their first 
architectural design studio the are directed to the hobby shop to buy a 1/25th scale model kit, some felt 
tips, a roll of yellow tracing paper and return to class in an hour.  When they return they are told to build 
something architectural from all of the parts (box and instructions included) in their kit.  There is one 
stipulation; the parts cannot be used in such a way to resemble the intended image depicted on the original 
model kit as bought.  In other words, an immediate and random set of variables are injected into the 
creative play.  Use of the model forces one to select representative parts, to organize them, to evaluate 
and re-evaluate their suitability in relation to the new project at hand, and then to modify inconsistencies, 
thus differentiating between what is understood and what requires further search.  As the detail of the 
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element is modified, so is the totality of the organization in reference to one’s new knowledge and 
decisions.  The construction is continually in the process of re- creating itself in the process of its own 
creation.  In the end, the significance of using the High Variety Model is that it necessitates decision 
making as a design activity, forcing the introduction of random information to be used or discarded, and it 
directs a focus on organizational concepts as opposed to architectural form images.   

OPENING THE ARTIFICE 

Figures 4 and 5 Invisible Cities

A students’ introduction into their first design studio is of immense consequence upon the initial 
impressions one receives about the creative design process.  In order to short circuit the beginning design 
students propensity to rely on preconceived ideas and images, “an enabling theory” can be immediately 
introduced in the design process that can allow form to beget form.  I have referred to this process of 
design initiation as ‘The Opening an Artifice’ [from the Latin artificium, a trade or profession, ars, art, 
and facere, to make].  As Kristopher Takas, one of my former students, put it in his recapitulation of his 
previous design experience called; “ARTIFICE INSEMINATION,” as published in our student design 
magazine, eyelevel:
Figure 3. cityscapes 

“A theory of making must be invented: it will either elucidate how to construe or how to 
construct…this is called the process of opening of an ‘artifice.’  The concept of artifice, 
of course, must be understood in several manners.  Usually it denotes skill or ingenuity.  
However, it also connotes something more: trickery and craft.  Since a productive 
enabling theory commences with an artificial separation between form, content, and 
function, this [threshold] to design can be seen as a clever expedient from ideation to 
creation.  To separate content and function from the syntax of form, for example, means 
to deal initially with a formalist, repertory of tangible vocabulary.  Hence, the artifice is 
device.  In the artifice-al (and ergo,artificial) scenario, meaning is theoretically 
subtracted from materiality so that the designer may manipulate the tangible constituents 
of formalism—-i.e., materials, space, form, shape, color,et al—without getting wrapped 
up in the infinite chain of signification’s inherent to any system of making.  For some 
architects, this is natural and unquestioned act; for others, however, the conception of an 
artifice is a conscious art through which formal components of form are exploited and 
then abandoned to collude as they might.  Yet, this design purism is not architecture yet.  
The artifice relies on deception: its purpose serves to suspend belief, and to postpone 
reality, so that the designer may first enter through the imaginative portal.  Architecture 
begins on the other side.”  [4] 
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TRANSFORMATION OF FORM 

Figures 5 and 6  Formal bibliography and 8”x8” squares 

I would like to describe diagrammatically the design methodology employed to manufacture this 
particular ‘artifice.’  It will document the process of a beginning design studio that I have been teaching 
and crafting for the last 12 years at the Department of Art and Architecture of Lehigh University.  This 
should facilitate an understanding the design pedagogy I am exploring.  Beginning with a 2-dimensional 
design improvisation, each student composes visual constructions based on the formal characteristics of 
the circle, square, and triangle to establish a formal bibliography.  The game begins with perpendicular 
lines (the square) in the first row, the diagonal (triangle) in the second row and finally in the third row 
enters the curve (the circle).  The play allows the formal language of each subsequent row to be carried 
down to the next ending with all three in the final row.  A nine square grid sets the play for formal moves 
in black and white, which builds upon itself to become a record of its own making or, a map.  The map 
becomes the construction; the construction becomes the map.  The reading of this map opens the 
beginning of a ‘rhizome’ allowing for many transformational multiplicities.  In their description of the 
‘rhizome’ in A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guitarri refer to the distinction between a map and a 
tracing, in that “a map is entirely oriented toward experimentation in contact with the real.  The map does 
not reproduce an unconscious closed in upon it; it constructs the unconscious….A map has multiple 
entryways, as opposed to the tracing, which always comes back ‘to the same’... The map has to do with 
performance, whereas the tracing always involves an alleged ‘competence’….The tracing should always 
be put back on the map…otherwise tracing will reduce the map to an image …and when it thinks it is 
reproducing something else it is in fact only reproducing itself.”  [5].  The studio commences from this 
point as one navigates through the transposition of their formal map guiding derivative compositions into 
transformational acts of formal interpretation—form from form.

In order to help the student perceive the formal depth of the solid and void of their 2 dimensional space, 
two of the best squares of the nine are chosen and enlarged to 8”x 8” squares and reconstructed as 
reversals.  The ability to perceive depth and eventual form within the solid and void of a 2-dimensional 
graphic is sharpened and extended through these exercises.  Spatial ambiguity provides the entrance into 
the transformational series of formal readings.  Students are warned to avoid pure extrusion and consider 
the form in relation to space and time.  As each student investigates the various formal arrangements the 
2D map (plan) can generate, they begin to visually and manually acquire an acuity that transcends their 
initial expectations.  After a series of 3-D sketches exploring the unfolding and repacking of their 2D map 
of solids and voids, each student prepares several small paper models to test their formal convictions 
before they begin their final full-scale model.  For most of these students, this model is their first and 
issues of craft become critical in the expression of their understanding and conception of architectonic 
space and form.  With the increase in scale, the structuring of their planar components must be considered 
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to stabilize and to provide formal joints between volumetric and spatial relationships.  This introduces 
structure as an integral part of the design process.  Upon completion of their models each student must 
draw full-scale plans, sections and elevations-- first freehand in pencil on newsprint, then mechanically in 
pencil on Mylar.   

Figure 6 3-D Transformations

Once each student has completed the mechanical drawing of his or her object form through orthographic 
projection, a series of large charcoal drawings of specific details of their form/object are executed to 
trigger a more visceral perception.  Gaston Bachelard refers to formal and material imagination in the 
book Water and Dreams.  “Formal causes tend to stem from intuitive and associative image production.  
These images derive from psychological projections and picturesque forms.  They usually provide an 
analytical reading to create an object.  Yet besides these images of form, a certain type image is provoked 
solely and directly from our immediate confrontation, interpretation, and manipulation of matter.  These 
images may be assigned category by the eye but only the hand truly reveals them.”  [6] While one is 
farsighted, capable of expanding the field of vision to create webs of complex geometric precision in 
caverns of virtual space’--the other is nearsighted and caresses the imagination.  Another type of seeing is 
required at this point, a vision of touch.  “Haptic is a better word than tactile since it does not establish an 
opposition between two sense organs but rather invites the assumption that an eye itself may fulfill this 
non-optical function” [7].  Haptic vision calls on all the senses to release the phenomenal potential of the 
materiality of space, form and light and coerces it to collude in our total understanding of an architectural 
encounter.  The proper medium of expression must be extremely sensitive to touch, revealing intimate 
surface and texture, so as, to have one’s eye be equivalent to the touch of the hand.  I have employed an 
exercise for several years now that I developed after teaching with the late Giuseppe Zambonini at 
Georgia Tech. I have called them, “looking small and Drawing Big.”  It involves looking at a very small 
portion (from ½” to 2”) of a larger object in sharp light and in charcoal drawing that portion to fill a full 
sheet of 18”X 24” newsprint.  The actual size and shape of the charcoal in the hand while drawing with 
the edge of the charcoal causes the hand to gesture valued planes that define space rather just outlining 
planes to be filled in.  Doing large drawings with the medium of charcoal allows one’s vision to become 
visually tactile.  Now through light and shadow the beginning design student caresses the form with a 
medium that is sensitive to the lightest touch.  The line now exists as the boundary between planes of 
value.  It is revealed through an absence, rather than a presence.  A line no longer describes the perimeter 
of shape but the intersection of light, space, and form.  It lies in-between.  The solid and void relationship 
is expressed through gesture and touch.   
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    Figures 6, 7 and 8  Multiplication Exercises     

The second modeling exercise takes the same 2D map and subjects it to growth by generating rhythmic 
permutations regulated by basic symmetrical principles of multiplication: Translation, Reflection, 
Rotation, and Extension.  Different from the first exercise where subjective interpretations led to formal 
conclusions, this time objective rules of organization will translate the idiosyncratic nature of the 
individual element into networks of smooth and striated space.  In this instance, the grid provides the 
network of operation to transform individual elements into fields of space where new orders locate around 
shifting centers.  “The two spaces in fact exist only in mixture: smooth space is constantly being 
translated, traversed into striated space; striated space is constantly being reversed, returned to a smooth 
space.”  [8] The transformation seems to unfold automatically, forming symbiotic unions of fortifying 
orders, as well as, parasitic formal relationships that dissolve and reveal new overlapping orders 
simultaneously, as can be seen in the grids and drawings of the artist/mathematician, M.C.Escher.  These 
two formal exercises conclude in a weekend charette where each student invents a formal translation of 
one of the stories from Italo Calvino’s, Invisible Cities.  Now through an axonometric sketch drafting 
technique, analogous to the rhythm exercise, each student derives collective form through repetition as a 
power and not symmetry as a form.  The extension of their plan element as it moves within and without 
the warf and woof of a striated field that “unleashes the power of repetition as a mechanic force that 
multiplies its effect and pursues an infinite movement.”  In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari 
point to a comparison of patchwork to embroidery and though they may display equivalents to themes, 
symmetries, and resonance that approximate each other, their space is not at all constituted in the same 
way.  There is no center in the patchwork; its basic motif (block) is composed of a single element; the 
recurrence of this element frees uniquely rhythmic values distinct from the harmonies of embroidery…  
[thus] raising “mechanical” relations to the level of intuition”  [9].  The process of evolving the drawing 
along with the model opens up a continuous feedback loop between the two distinct forms of vision.  The 
haptic vision attained through the act of making is verified in the process of recording its coordinates in 
the graphic visual plane.  This transforms the drawing from being merely a document of images to a 
constructing drawing where the act of drawing is one where form is drawn from form.  The drawings of 
the 20th century Venetian architect Carlo Scarpa are a poetic example of this form of architectural 
analysis where every mark on the paper assists in the construing and leads in the constructing of an idea.  
Scarpa’s way of seeing/drawing continues creative design thinking through the entire process toward the 
realization of form.  The design process is non-linear, acquiring a cyclical reverberation with itself.  When 
drawing is given the opportunity to go beyond representation, it becomes fluid and forges a multiplicity of 
relationships and conditions.  This type of analytical drawing requires a farsighted perspective in order to 
recognize a system of peripheral formal proportions and relationships.  Pencil on Mylar is used in a 
sketch/draft space as a trajectory of form creating an architectural network of interconnecting ordering 
systems.  As a net, it reveals geometric assemblages through the intersection of lines extending into 3-
dimensional space.  Within this wire frame, volumes seem to be forged by lines and planes intersecting in 
a process of growth.  All the formal laws ascribed by Paul Klee in his Pedagogical Sketchbook come into 
play as form forms form in time and space. 
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DRAWING AS A SELECTION PROCESS 

Figures 8 and 9 Form through projection 

KIT OF PARTS 

The next series of exercises use orthographic projection as a technique to draw-out a new kit of parts.  
Through a scaffolding of lines that act as trajectories of the original visual map, formal elements are 
extracted, modified, construed, and constructed.  The scaffolding must be clearly drawn to extend the 
field of 3-dimensional readings of form.  Through a series of analytical drawings, each student develops a 
formal language into a personal ‘kit of parts’.  This selection process provides a syntax through which the 
student can negotiate a multiplicity of new formal assemblages.  Because all the parts are derived from 
the same spatial generator, they inherit a formal semblance.  This facilitates the construing of strong 
compositional assemblages.  Each drawing develops through the intersections of a formal matrix.  
Elevational facades are cut from the solid/void relationships as they meet the limit of the membrane of the 
4X4 cubic frame.  Each student is encouraged to make a minimum of 20 parts that range in size and scale.   

Included in this set is a derived base that serves to imprint a new field of play (or building plane).  The 
drawing is drawn in the process of its own making, leaving as a trace, a map of one’s formal meandering.  
The drawing is now catalogued through a process of inventorying each individual part.  A plan, elevation, 
and axon of each part are compiled on several sheets of Mylar.  At this point, the drawing is used as a set 
of construction documents in order to build the new kit of parts out of cardboard, twice the scale depicted.  
The increase in scale is very important because it forces the student designer to build up elements of 
constituent parts to provide appropriate structural stability to the enlarged form.  At this point, we have 
come full circle from the High Variety Model kit of parts originating from a model car kit, to a set of 
components also with their syntax of form, genealogically derived through a rigorous transformation of 2-
D and 3-D form.  Now that each student has constructed a set of architectonic building blocks, they are 
ready to play the game.  “In childhood each of us mastered creation in space.  Playing with blocks is 
intuitively close to the central act of making architecture.   

Whereas children position solid forms to make their castles, the architect composes volumes, which may 
be either solid or void.  This study of design picks up where we as children left architecture--with blocks 
of special shape and dimension, coordinated so that complex ideas of spatial order can be expressed 
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directly and eloquently”[10].  These blocks will now act as constituent forms subjected to increasing 
constraints that get more rigorous.  With the introduction of programmatic readings and narrative, what 
began as a lesson in the art of reading form, eventually weaves together the once artificially autonomous 
components of form, content and function in the making of an architectural project. 

Figures 10, 11 and 12  House from Kit of Parts

THE ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT

Each student has formulated an individualized architectonic vocabulary of form—some cool blocks!  It is 
now, when one needs to appropriate a grammatical context in order to construct the form of an 
architectural project in time and space.  I must return to the ways a child builds with blocks, building a 
wall around their space, or building it up as high as possible.  The wall and the tower are projects that 
provide the text for some of the more primary tenants of architectural space making; defining the 
boundaries and limits of space (the horizontal) and defying gravity in our struggle to build upright into the 
third dimension (the vertical).  The following is the project description as given to the students: 

“THE WALL” 

              Figures 13 and 14.  Wall House Project 

The wall itself is the most “present “ condition possible.  Life has to do with walls; we’re continuously 
going in and out, back and forth, and through them.  A wall is the quickest, the thinnest, the thing we’re 
always transgressing, and that is why I see it as the “present, the most surface condition.” John Hejduk
figure

Project Description: 
You are to design a portion of a wall from your kit of parts.  This portion of a wall can meander within an 
8"x 16" base but has to imply closure or at least mediation with adjacent portions.  A scale of 1/4"=1'-0" 
is assumed.  At issue is the character of each side of the wall, the passage from one side to the other, the 
journey along the wall, the experience of the dimension of the wall (its thickness, depth, and height). 
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Considerations:
On one side of the wall (the past) the circulatory elements-ramp, horizontal walkway, stair, ladder are 
positioned.  They are considered in the public realm, relate to entry, passage, and arrival, and are in 
perspective to the ground.  They are protective in nature, meaning they act, as a transition from public to 
semi-private space therefore, may be enclosed or opaque in nature.  Once you pass through the wall, you 
are in the private realm.  You are to imagine these spaces overlooking a landscape (trees? water? earth? 
sky?) which are private, contemplative, and reflective.  They may seem suspended or cantilevered from 
the collective wall.  You might imagine the materials on this side as being more transparent and reflective 
(fluid), where as, on the collective side, more hard, tough, and rigid.  In function, a duality can be seen.  
Each function is to be separated on different levels.  Level 1-entry and dining; Level 2- living and study, 
Level 3-bath and sleeping.  You must go in and out of the wall to function.  You can add new elements to 
your kit of parts but they can only act as auxiliary support for your initial formal moves.  Such as columns 
& thin enclosure walls (opaque or transparent) but not major volumes.  Once you are finished 
constructing your blocks into the wall house you are to draw it freehand in axon and elevation.

TOWER as TIMEPIECE 

“. . . all building shares the daring sin of hubris or encroachment, committed by the sons of Adam when 
they built the Tower of Babel, ‘whose top may reach unto heaven.’ It represents the intrusion of the realm 
of matter into that of empty space, the raising of the basis of human action beyond the safety of common 
ground.” Rudolf Arnheim, The Dynamics of Architectural Form. 

The rich history of images associated with the idea of tower is matched by its specific formal presence.  A 
tower presents a strong vertical against our ordinarily horizontal movement; its base and crest interact 
with ground and sky, while the connecting shaft mediates between them. 

                 Figures 15 AND 16.  Tower exercises 
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With your new kit of parts, make a tower that measures the changes of time in space.  Create a set of 
ordered architectural spaces in which people may observe, celebrate, and appreciate the cycles of time as 
revealed by the movement of the sun and the casting of shadows.  As you construct your tower, realize 
that it becomes like a gnomon in a sundial, therefore, it will cast traces of its own construction.  You are 
to record those traces incrementally (every 10 minutes) on a large piece of white bond paper under your 
base.  Structurally, you are to rely mainly on gravity for sturdiness of your structure.  Rubber cement can 
be used sparingly, for the structure will have to be dismantled and the parts used again.  Express your 
feelings about the meaning and mystery of time through the plastic order of mass and void in the spaces 
you create. 

Considerations:
• Movement: the dance of life through space includes places of arrival, entry, passage, repose (stillness).  
Ramps, stairs, and ladders facilitate vertical circulation. 
• Site: start with your base oriented toward the four cardinal directions. 
• Time of action: Construction must be designed within two sessions, morning, and afternoon, with keen 
attention paid to the angle of the sun and its changes over the cycle of a day. 
It is at this point, where the provision of specific models of programmatic readings introduces issues of 
human scale, function, content, and place to the architectural project.  I will categorize three such models 
as; Citing the Object—reading of the object as a site generator, The Confined Site---urban vest pocket in-
fill lots, and The Collective Site—suburban block development.  Each model shifts the focus of our form 
readings.  One model continues the form-reading process in that the place and content are implied from 
the extension the object, formally, figuratively, or conceptually.  The second introduces another pre-
existing layer to be superimposed formally upon the syntax and reading of your particular form 
vocabulary.  The confining limitations of this model allow for subtractive processes of form making to be 
exercised along with the more typical additive means.  In this process, space and form are initially 
delineated through section rather than plan causing the designer to conceive space as interlocking, 
overlapping, and transparent.  In the final model, the notions of a common boundary, as well as the space 
between public and private, are conditions for design negotiation.  The nature of the ‘wall’ and its 
porosity are at issue.  The formal character of each student’s individual project builds incrementally to 
form the collective façade with its neighbors.  This forces a collaborative design dialogue between the 
students, building ‘bridges’ between their forms and ideas.  Jonathan Friedman in his texts on the 
fundamentals of architecture speaks of eidetic vision.  “Children build drawings.  Child psychologists 
have identified the process whereby an image is built up of elements, which represent an idea; to make a 
whole picture….The image is not copied directly from life.  Rather, it is drawn from the mind’s 
understanding and memory of significant elements and relationships between them….  This primordial 
union of architectonics and graphics is called eidetic vision. Eidetic, comes from the Greek term Eidos
which denotes the form or space of a figure, and which is akin to idein, meaning to see, hence idea.  This 
connection implies that the form and idea of a thing are the same” [11].  The projects I have articulated in 
this paper are my attempt to rediscover this vision of the five year old and rejuvenate it as the creative 
vision of the beginning design student. 
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Figure 17.  The Collective Site

To make space well, one must cultivate vision, the ability to foresee events in the three 
dimensional world and act on that prescience.  Whereas poets are students of language, 
playwrights are students of drama and comedy, and opera singers are students of voice, 

architects are students of vision [12].
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Abstract

Geometry, influenced by the principles of dynamic symmetry, is the conceptual and visual map which guides

the creation of my series of folding screen sculptures. Viewers interact with the folding screens to form

multiple 3-D configurations of the same piece. Hyperseeing, change, and movement are integral to the

artworks and essential for understanding the artworks.

1 Historical Introduction

For more than 250 years, Western fine artists have drawn inspiration from folding screens of both

Chinese and Japanese origin. Museum artists, from Jean Baptiste Camille Corot and Pierre Bonnard in

19
th

Century France, to 21
st

Century artists living in America such as Ellen Lanyon, Francesco Clemente,

and David Hockney, have produced interesting artworks based on folding panels. [1]

The principles of dynamic symmetry were articulated by ancient Greeks and used for the design of their

architecture and vases. [2] Early in the 20
th

Century, Jay Hambidge rediscovered the notation of dynamic

symmetry and taught it to fine artists. [3]

2 Geometric Creative Process

I utilize a generative process which I designed for 2-D artworks [4]. It begins with 2-D drawings of

linear grids representing the proportions of areas and the divisions of space of √2, √5, or √6 rectangles as

defined by dynamic symmetry principles. The grids provide the underlying composition for decisions. I

use the grids to determine the exterior dimensions of the folding screen panels and the placement of wood

shapes or wood lines within them. The grids are invisible in the final product.

To fabricate the panels I use basswood, with the occasional addition of Japanese unryu paper, color

etchings, or paintings on archival paper. The panels, when hinged together, form a continuous strip which

can be manipulated. The hinging system allows a 360° rotation of each panel.

The connected panels are easily identified as 3-D folding screens (Figures 1, 2, and 3) when in an upright

position on a horizontal surface. Each screen can be arranged in multiple ways, as in Figures 1 and 2.

They differ from previous fine artists’ folding screens, however, by allowing light and air to pass through

spaces within the panels. Additionally, many of my screens have panels of variable widths. Some panels

have the same exterior dimensions of the aspect ratio of their square root rectangle; others represent ½
that space divided vertically. For example, in Figure 3 the panels with the curved forms are 12” h x

5.5”w; the hollow panels are 12”h x 2.75”w.

F�lding Screens: An Interacti�n �f Sculpture and Ge�metry
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Figure 1: Screen for Grasses 4. (Form 1) Figure 2: Screen for Grasses 4. (Form 2)

Figure 3: Screen for Grasses 5

The lines of my folded screens are organized to assist the viewer in looking at the sculpture. They focus

the viewer’s attention. They delineate the interior space and perimeter of each panel. The spaces are

organized for the viewer to look through. Together, the discrete spaces and various lengths and kinds of

lines create a whole panel. The hinged combination of panels compounds the effect of lines and spaces.

In addition, the viewer becomes aware of the exterior and interior spaces of the polyhedral form

suggested by the faces of the connected panels. The conceptual and visual geometric map is complete.

3 Sculptural Contemplation and Discovery

Usually, we seek resonance with a piece of sculpture by looking keenly at the work while walking around

it. Part of the delight of hyperseeing occurs when we blink and something else happens. Our focus shifts

from sharp to blurry or from blurry to sharp. Our eyes roam in a scattered way across the surfaces or
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pause at viewpoints in and around real spaces. New information is constantly available as vision and light

move in, around, and out of the spaces.

With these folding screens the visual experience is heightened. The viewer is encouraged to seek

resonance by looking actively and by physically moving the work of art. The folding screens, once

positioned, need not be stationary. As such, they respond well to solving the two basic problems of

sculpture: stasis and gravity.

To overcome stasis, the pieces can change as the viewer changes location and mood. Each screen can be

transformed along continuums (such as opened to closed, reduced to enlarged, folded to unfolded,

expanded to collapsed) by the physical action of the viewer moving panels. Folding a screen is folding

information; in these cases, the information is a particular map of space. The variations of form, whether

discovered by re-configuring the upright piece, or suspension from multiple points, or rotating at the base,

add to a sense of wonder and possibility. The variations of form also control the rate of seeing the

consecutive panels and seeing the whole sculpture which they comprise. The eye may move quickly or

slowly in order to understand the spaces and lines.

Gravity is overcome by the small footers attached to each panel. They physically and visually lift the

piece off the horizontal surface. Additionally, the ability to look through each panel creates interest. In

the cases of panels with unryu paper, noting the light transmitted through the translucent surface of the

paper literally lightens the screens.

Looking either at an angle or from a bird’s eye view at the perimeter of the base (Figures 4, 5, and 6) we

can see a 2-D shape formed by the arrangement of the line segments for the panels. We may respond by

intuition or by learning to the geometry of the perimeter. Is it concave? Convex? Neither? Perhaps we

see a pentagon, or a triangle, or an irregular polygon, or a line which partially encloses space, or does not

enclose space at all. In the examples below, Figure 4 reveals a quadrilateral, Figure 5 reveals a nonagon,

and Figure 6 reveals a hexagon when viewed as such.

Figure 4: Screen for Grasses 3 Figure 5: Screen for Grasses 6 Figure 6: Screen for Grasses 7

A further area to explore with these sculptures is the network of cast shadows that appear under various

lighting conditions. They have fascinating shapes and forms of their own, as well as a curious

relationship to the polyhedral forms of the sculptures.
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Abstract

A group theoretical decomposition of one of the major canons of architectural production in the twentieth century, 
the Smith House by Richard Meier. This paper briefly traces the history and logic of the abstracted formal 
vocabulary of the early white Meier houses and focuses on the Smith House as the generator of the language. The 
formal theory for the generative specification of the language of the house is based on group theory.  

Introduction 

The 1967 Exhibition New York Five (NY5) on the early work of five New York City architects, namely 
Peter Eisenman, Michael Graves, Charles Gwathmey, John Hejduk and Richard Meier, and the 
subsequent book Five Architects published in 1972, have indelibly stamped the course of the history of 
modern architecture of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century. The explicit reference of NY5 to 
the work of Le Corbusier in the 1920s and 1930s and its ironic allegiance to a pure form of architectural 
modernism made the exhibition pivotal for the evolution of architecture thought and language in the 
subsequent years and produced a critical benchmark against which other architecture theories of 
postmodernism, deconstructivism, neomodersnism and others have referred, critiqued or subverted [1-3]. 
Among this early work of NY5 the Meier's buildings were closer from all on the modernist aesthetic of 
the Corbusian form and in fact even the later buildings that Meier produced since then have all remained 
truest to this aesthetic. This work traces the history and logic of the evolution of Meier’s early language 
and its direct relationships to spatial and formal investigations of early-twentieth-century modernism as 
well as its direct reciprocal relationships with the rest of the NY5 languages. The departure for this 
inquiry of such centrifugal relationships between rules and products, between notation and performance, 
for the purposes of this work is Richard Meier’s Smith House, an early pivotal work, an acknowledged 
forerunner and embodiment of the full repertory of Meier formal strategies and language [4]. 

The formal theory for the analysis of the language of the house is based on group theory [5-7]. The 
specific methodology for performing this analysis relies on partial order lattice representations for the 
decomposition of a design [8, 9]. Here this methodology is extended to describe complex spatial 
configurations characterized by architectural concepts such as layering transparency and collage [10, 11]. 
More specifically, the analysis here uses three different levels of representations for the description of the 
house, each one specifically designed to bring forward different aspects of its spatial composition. These 
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different levels of representation allow the analysis to describe shapes at different generative stages and 
establish links which are not immediately available to the viewer [12].  

A major motivation of this work is that there is a correspondence between the evolution of 
architectural languages and the formalisms that can be used to describe, interpret and evaluate them. 
Classical modern buildings can be and have already been successfully described by group theoretical 
techniques. In the same way that Richard Meier’s work constitutes a hyper-refinement of the modernist 
imagery that has been inspired not by machines but by other architecture that was inspired by machines 
and especially Le Corbusier [13], the group formalism that can describe Meier’s architecture constitutes a 
hyper-refined construction that relies on specific representations and mappings that foreground internal 
complex relationships of the structure itself, i.e. the symmetry subgroups and supergroups of any given 
spatial configuration. Here, all plans of the house are analyzed in terms of corresponding group structures 
and all are represented in partial order lattices using axonometric orthographic projections to illustrate 
notions of complexity, ambiguity and emergence and the ways they all inform design.  

White geometries 

The Smith House is in Darren, Connecticut, and it is situated on a 1.5 acre site overlooking Long Island 
Sound from the Connecticut coast. The house was built during 1965-67 on a site literally adjacent to the 
water and it was designed for a family with two children. The entrance area and master bedroom are on 
the middle floor. The lower level is for dining, kitchen, laundry and domestic help. Both the living and 
dining areas open directly to outdoor terraces. The top floor contains children’s bedrooms, guest-room 
and library-play. The house is finally topped by an outdoor roof deck. An axonometric view of a three-
dimensional digital model of the house is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Axonometric view of the Smith House
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The house itself appears to be a hyphenation of two canonical structures: the Citrohan house and the 
Domino house [14]. The Citrohan zone is a series of closed cellular spaces and the Dom-ino zone is 
leveled as three platforms within a single volume enclosed by a glass skin. Meier investigates a language 
of oppositions of a denied dialectic between the total transparency of the panoramic façade and the solid 
compartment of the entrance façade. The handling of the layer stratification of the building parallels the 
post-Cubist conception of spatial relationships. On this basis, we can conceive the spatial arrangement of 
the house as the development of combinations and assemblages of lines, planes and volumes, independent 
of what the given elements may represent.  

Among several competing frameworks for analysis, it is suggested here that the major element of 
composition is the two-dimensional surface of the wall. Meier himself has attested to his preference to 
spatial elements rather than construction elements and especially his predilection for the wall to be a 
homogeneous plane [15]. A close examination of the instances of the wall in the house and their spatial 
relations suggests compositional processes such as parameterization, dematerialization, deformation, 
defragmentation and alternatively the design of an overall framework for a critical description and 
interpretation of the house. This suggestion is based on a series of experiments upon the representational 
elements of the house and their consistent typological reduction in the planar unit of the wall.  

Rewind 

The analysis proposed here proceeds along visual computations that are all based upon 
representations that capture some, but of course not all, conventions characterizing a design. The key idea 
behind these computations is that they are designed to decompose the house in sets of basic elements that 
are then recomposed to redescribe the house or reflected upon to consider other possibilities and help 
interpret the basic assumptions about the system itself. More specifically, this work considers three 
aspects of representation: shape, weight, and projection. Shape captures the geometrical characteristic of 
the architecture object described and is defined by sets of lines. Weight denotes the physical 
characteristics of the architectural object such as opacity, translucency, or transparency and their relation 
with the observer and is defined as sets of weighted lines in the representation; three types of notations of 
lines are used here: Solid, thin, and dotted. Projection denotes the specific orthographical or oblique 
mapping of the model of the architecture object upon the plane of depiction. Other aspects of architecture 
representation routinely used in architecture notation are omitted here.  

All three aspects of representation are used here in three levels of abstraction respectively that are 
designed along successive deletions of features of architectural representation. Abstraction aims a state of 
simplification by differentiating two types of descriptions [16]; first, a state description that characterizes 
the world as sensed, essentially a collection of the criteria for identifying objects. Second, a process 
description that characterizes the world as acted upon and it is a means for generating defined objects. 
Abstraction here is exemplified by the notational schema used to describe the architectural features; the 
three levels of abstraction are considered here as generous enough to capture key stages in the description 
and interpretation of the design. These levels are organized respectively as notational languages that 
describe some but not all features of the architecture space.  

The first level of notation, the architectonic level, is the level that approximates in some way the 
original notation used for the language of the Smith House and for the most part the rest of the NY5 
designs. The notation privileges functional elements such as walls, slabs, columns, and beams, walled 
furniture, handrails, and openings of various kinds such as windows, doors, stairwells, chimneys, and so 
forth. The architectonic representation of the Smith House for all three floors is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Architectonic level: a) Lower floor; b) Middle floor; c) Upper floor.

The second level of notation, the spatial level, privileges space divisions and corresponding openings 
in these boundaries, and discards all other information. This level essentially picks up planes that function 
as walls and slabs and so on, the connections between them and their interface with context for 
ventilation, light and so forth. The spatial representation for all three floors is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Spatial level: a) Lower floor; b) Middle floor; c) Upper floor.

The third level of notation, the diagrammatic level, foregrounds underlying, emergent boundaries of 
space and discards all connections between them. This level of notation, closely related to the parti of a 
design, the geometrical diagram or pattern that emerges when all details have been dropped out, is the 
most abstract version of the model and functions as a scaffolding of the design. Metric distances between 
boundaries are taken into account. The diagrammatic representation for all three floors is shown in Fig. 4. 

Figure 4. Diagrammatic level: a) Lower floor; b) Middle floor; c) Upper floor.
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Pause

The basic unit of the composition of the Smith house, the wall, has been defined so far in a series of 
successive subtractions of features from a given representation that approximates the original pictorial 
language of the house. The subtractive process is paused here and the basic unit is approached 
constructively as a geometrical object that is subject to a given set of rules. The major argument is that the 
basic unit of the Smith house and all its variations comprise a subset of a specific set of topological 
transformations of rectangular prisms and correspondingly of the full vocabulary of the NY5 architecture. 

The initial function of the wall is to enclose space, so openings appear as punched out holes or as 
cut-outs. Through voids, missing walls are virtual elements or space elements treated as solids. A vertical 
wall is a wall whose height is greater than the distance from floor to floor. A horizontal wall usually 
serves as interior partition. Wall and block together constitute a hybrid unit. Here, the frame-infill walls 
comprise all of the above types too: the window wall open frame, and the glazed curtain wall. There are 
three fundamental instances of geometric cuboids: a) massive block - space volume; b) opaque wall - 
opening; and c) surface - plane. All these bodies can be parameterized through density and permeability 
to create binary oppositions: opacity–transparency, solid–void, and in-between or hybrid entities. 
Oppositions emerge including block–space, wall–opening, surface–plane. Parametric procedures generate 
geometric elements in this particular design style. The parameterization of the block produces variations 
in dimensions, density and edge condition. Interesting cases emerge: A massive piece of wall or block can 
generate any of the most unlike elements: chimney, closet, recess, threshold, staircase, and so on by 
subtractive operations. A solid opaque wall can be subject to operations of filtration, permeability or 
translucence. A solid transparent wall may instantiate either a glazed curtain wall or a window wall. 
Finally, a virtual wall as an abstract plane is then defined by its edge condition. A line on the plan may 
mark the separation of inside–outside, but it can also signify the edge of the volume, a change in material 
or level, or the presence of something above or beyond. A combination of a solid - opaque wall and a 
transparent glazed wall may yield a translucent wall. The combination of the solid wall with space 
volume yield to a hybrid wall. Examples of hybrid walls represented at two levels are shown in Fig. 5. 

Figure 5. Substitution rules for hybrid walls for the spatial level. 

The frontal wall of the house is a triplet of planar and volumetric elements imbued with materiality 
and permeability. The glazing element incorporates open frames of wood| steel with an infill of glass. The 
trabeated element plays the role of concentric shell which acts as another filter. In-between is found an 
appended volume of space. The lateral window facade is layered same as the frontal one. Hybrid units are 
layered in parallel. Here, all the enclosing walls are hybrid. In the middle, there is the medial wall to 
create a vertical layer for the promenade architecturale and to structure deep and shallow space. Two 
more examples of hybrid walls represented at the spatial and the architectonic level are shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Substitution rules for hybrid rules for the architectonic level.
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Fast Forward 

The basic mechanism to abstract the elements of the house and foreground their relationships as they 
are translated from level to level has been put in place. What is interesting in this process is the re-
working of the compositional machinery of the design and the exploration of the possibilities that this 
system allows. This section starts the whole project from scratch and explores the formal possibilities in 
the bridging of these languages that are constructed in-between these consecutive notational levels. For 
the purposes of this analysis, the formal representation of the wall is taken to be a geometric cuboid 
parametrically defined in terms of characteristics including height, length, thickness, and degrees of 
permeability, density and openness. This primitive is a mathematical object that is described in a finite 
rectangular Cartesian system. Variations of this single schema may give rise to a range of essential 
elements used in the vocabulary of Meier’s architecture and of course a great deal of other modern 
architecture works.  

A formal definition of the geometric cuboid to denote a block or panel or other parametric variations 
of a wall component can nicely be captured in terms of matrices [17]. In a Cartesian coordinate system, a 
wall as a modular block is a 3×3 matrix. When any two of these dimensions are small compared to the 
third, we have a column or a beam. If only one is very small, we have a wall or a slab. A component A = 
[a1, a2] or interval is the intersection of two half-lines such that A= H1 H2. The intersection of the band 
AR and RB is rectangular and is called a panel: AB = (x, y) R2 | x A, y B. So such a panel is abstracted 
in (1). 

Panel P = 
21

21

bb
aa (1)

Similarly, a slice is the intersection of two halfspaces H1R2 H2R2 = AR2 in 3D; and a block is the 
intersection of three such mutually perpendicular slices: ABC= AR2 RBR R2C. The elements of the 
block – solid, planes, edges, vertices, are generated by the product of power sets P(A) P(B) P(C). So we 
may express a block, its faces, edges and vertices in full in (2).  We note the edge condition (2 edges at 
least) as a determining factor to the existence of the plane. 

Block K = T

zyx
zyx

222

111 (2)

Face Kf = T

zy
zyx

22

11

Edge Ke = T

z
zyx

2

1

Vertex Kv = Tzyx

If the cuboid and its parametric variations provide the basic vocabulary of the diagrammatic 
representation of the house its gradual fragmentation provides the basic vocabulary for the spatial 
representation of the house. The types of the fragmentation have to clearly foreground the relationship of 
the part-to-whole and should clearly evoke the fact that the parts belong in larger entities that they have 
been detached from [18]. The specific decomposition of the three-dimensional cuboid considered here is 
based on a decomposition of the two-dimensional square into specific gridiron systems. By de-
fragmenting the modules of vertical planes to determine the classes of openings in a plane, we can easily 
extract from this set the subset Meier uses. Among all possible gridiron systems the 3×3 was chosen here 
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as the most generous for architectural purposes. The basic cellular grid and its cycles of permutations 
under the symmetry group of the square are shown in figure 7. 

Figure 7. The cycles of permutations for the 3×3 cell

The method of counting of non-equivalent configurations based on a given permutation group of 
vertices of a geometric shape has been given by Polya in his theorem of counting [19]. Nice applications 
of this theorem in architectural design can be found in March [20] and Economou [21]. The core of the 
theorem is that any shape can be represented as a function of the cycles of permutations of vertices fr that 
are induced under the symmetry group of the shape. The sum of all the cycles of permutations and their 
products divided to the sum of permutations of the symmetry group of the figure provides the cycle index
of the figure. This cycle index provides the blueprint for the enumeration of all the possible subsets. More 
specifically, for a figure inventory x+y where x and y represent the quantities that will be enumerated, its 
expansion according to the theorem is given in (3). 

fr= xr + yr (3)

If we substitute the figure inventory into the cycle index by replacing a cycle fr with xr + yr, and 
expand the cycle index in powers of x and y, the resulting coefficient of xryr is the number of distinct ways 
of configuring the x cells and y cells with respect to the permutation group. The equation can be solved in 
a straightforward way by taking advantage of the multinomial theorem (4). 

sr

nsr

n yx
sr

nyx
!!

!)( (4)

In the specific case here for the 9-cell grid the computation of the equations (3) and (4) for the figure 
inventory given in Figure 7 provides the complete set of solutions and that is a total of 102 distinct 
configurations. These configurations are symmetric regarding the quantities x and y. The 102 n-cell
configurations for x+y  9 are shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8. The 102 n-cell configurations of a nine square-grid for x white cells and y black 
cells and (x+y)  9. 

  The exciting part of this enumeration is that it provides the complete set of all possible 
configurations of all binary systems embedded upon a given grid and therefore it provides a systematic 
framework to explore all the possibilities implicit in the system. It is clear for example, that some of these 
configurations have been used in many different circumstances in the design of the Smith house; these 
configurations consist of arrangements of black and white cells that denote respectively open and closed 
spaces or some hybrid in-between spaces. The reworking of this material provides a rich palette to visit 
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not only the composition of the house itself but to contemplate on the possible configurations that are not 
used in this specific case but are used in other cases either by Meier himself or any other of the NY 
architects. A sample of these rules and the ways they apply to the abstract configurations computed above 
is given in Figure 9. 

Figure 9. Correlation of some of the non-equivalent configurations of a 3×3 cellular grid and 
Meier’s planar units. 
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Discussion

The study of Meier’s Smith House has explored the possibility of using formal tools from group theory 
and lattice theory to discuss symmetry properties of designs that do not yield immediately their 
underlying structure. Three levels of notations were used to tackle constructs of composition such as 
layering, transparency, and collage. 
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Abstract
We surve� several approaches to the digital image color retargeting problem — the problem of transferring color
from a source image to a destination image in such a wa� that the color “st�le” of the source is transferred to the
destination. We consider various instances of the problem.

Summary

Digital image recoloring is a complex and difficult subject. In part this is due to the fact that the ph�sics
of color theor� is not well understood. Image recoloring refers to more than simple color correction. Color
correction usuall� means adjusting tone, contrast, or balance using, sa�, spline tools to modif� scalar valued
curves dedicated to each of the color channels in a familiar color space such as RGB, �LS, YIQ, Luv,
or Lab. Image recoloring means the wholesale substitution of colors. For 8-bit pseudocolored images the
image recoloring problem is commonly understood to be the problem of defining color look up tables, or
CLUTS, that enable such color substitutions. There is both commercial and research software available for
carr�ing out this task. More experimental interactive [5] and non-interactive [6, 7, 8] methods have also been
investigated.

�ere we focus on the image recoloring problem for �4-bit true color images. In particular, we are
interested in the problem of color retargeting. This problem is also referred to as color transfer or color
st�le transfer. Color retargeting is the ill-posed problem of using a source image to recolor a destination
image in such a wa� that the “st�le” of the source is transferred to the destination. The color retargeting
problem was first introduced by Reinhard et al. [16] who viewed it as the problem of changing the mood of
a scene b� exporting the color from source to destination based on user supplied color cues. Their methods
relied on statistical profiles of the color in the source and destination images. Much of the subsequent work
has carried on with this tradition. Statistical approaches t�picall� involve moment statistic comparisons
between the source and destination images or histogram matching schemes. For comparison purposes, when
considering the results of color transfer, it is important to distinguish between semi-automated approaches
[��] and full� automatic ones [�5]. Interestingl� enough, it appears that the problem of recoloring �4-bit
gra�scale (i.e. continuous tone)images [��, �7], or the equall� vexing problem of converting �4-bit color
images to gra�scale [4], should be treated separatel�. We note that gra�scale colorizations, where color
images are produced from gra�scale density maps, are of particular interest in mathematicall� inspired art
applications. Examples include fractal art [�] and d�namical s�stems [�].

An entirel� different approach to image recoloring and color retargeting is suggested b� considering
the problem from an artist’s point of view. In this context it can be seen as the problem of first analyzing,
and then modif�ing, an image’s color on the basis of an underl�ing color palette. This point of view has
inspired research into both semi-automated [�, �4] and full� automated [8, 9] image recoloring methods. For
non-photorealistic rendering applications such as re-targeting color from, sa�, impressionist st�le images to
expressionist st�le images, while this approach makes logical sense, in practice it becomes quite challenging,
because instead of rel�ing solel� on color channels, the color information must be-reorganized losslessl� in

A Survey �f C�l�r Retargeting
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Figure 1: Thumbnails of source Van Gogh Starry Night and destination Cezanne Skulls images together
with retargeted coloring result.

such a way that following palette modification image reconstruction is still possible. Figures �-� show
recolorings using the full� automated palette-based color retargeting algorithm described in [8].

More recentl� the problem of recoloring “time based images” has been studied [7]. These images are a
curious amalgam of CLUT and �4-bit color. A time based image has three properties: (�) it uses a ver� small
CLUT; (2) the CLUT gives rise to a final image that is a 24-bit true color image, not an 8-bit pseudocolored
image; and (�) the image is generated from a sequence of images in such a way that for each pixel in the final
image there is a data structure that specifies how to color that pixel and that can be accessed independentl�
of the generating sequence.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present an approach to a pipeline for time lapse photograph� using conventional digital images
converted to HDR (High Dynamic Range) images (rather than conventional digital or film exposures). Using this
method, it is possible to capture a greater level of detail and a different look than one would get from a conventional
time lapse image sequence. With �DR images properl� tone-mapped for displa� on standard devices, information
in shadows and hot spots is not lost, and certain details are enhanced.

1 Intr�ducti�n

This paper presents an approach for the creation of �DR (�igh D�namic Range) time lapse image sequences.
A few frames of an example of �DR time lapse photograph� are shown in Figure �. Such exposures would
not be possible with conventional time lapse photograph�.

Figure 1: Four frames from the ”Candles” time lapse sequence. The candles become shorter over the course
of the sequence. For larger versions of these images see Figure 6.

Conventional digital photographs are Low D�namic Range (LDR) images in which a single exposure
can capture onl� a small part of the range of light intensities visible to the human e�e. An�one who has ever
taken an indoor picture of someone in front of a window on a sunn� da� has witnessed this effect. Camera
can onl� get the exposures correct for the indoor or the outdoor scene, but not both. This means that either
the outdoor scene will be overexposed or the indoor scene underexposed. (See Figure �.(A) and (B)). With
�igh D�namic Range (�DR) images, it is possible to record the range of dark to light that is detectable b�
the human e�e just for one image. Figure �.(C) shows that using �DR it is possible to simultaneousl� record
detail in both shadowed and highlight areas.

�

Time Lapse Hig� Dynamic Range (HDR) P��t�grap�y
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(A) Overexposed Image (B) Underexposed Image (C) �DR Image

Figure 2: With conventional photography, the user must choose between exposing for indoor or outdoor
objects as seen in (A) and (B). On the other hand, Tone-mapped version of HDR image constructed from five
LDR images in (C) shows full range of brightness with details.

1.1 HDR Images

Real scenes have alwa�s high d�namic ranges, however our displa� devices do not provide such high d�-
namic ranges. Because of the limitations of displa� devices, until recentl� it was acceptable to represent
colors b� a limited range of integers (0-�55), which we call LDR image formats. Most common image
formats such as jpeg, gif, png or ppm are LDR image formats. LDR image formats are useless for accurate
representation of scenes that have high d�namic range of color values. To represent color values with high
dynamic range we need image formats that use floating point numbers without a limit. Such floating point
representations are called �DR image formats.

�DR image formats can be used to represent both s�nthetic and real scenes. Ph�sicall� accurate render-
ers such as Radiance create high d�namic range of colors. In fact, the native format for Radiance is still one
of the most prevalent �DR image formats toda�. As we have mentioned earlier, real scenes almost alwa�s
have high d�namic ranges. �DR images of real scenes can either directl� be captured using �DR cameras
or indirectl� be constructed from LDR images that are captured b� conventional cameras. An example of
�DR cameras is ”SpheroCam �DR,”. This �DR camera is capable of capturing �6 f-stops of d�namic range
in a single exposure. Unfortunatel�, such �DR cameras are ver� expensive. The most common method to
making �DR images is to set up a conventional camera on a tripod and take multiple exposures of the same
scene, var�ing the shutter speed for each exposure. The sequence of photographs can then be assembled into
a single �DR image b� using the data from each of the individual images, combined with the knowledge
of the relative exposures of each image. The intensit� of each pixel can be calculated b� looking at the
same pixel in each different exposure[�]. Paul Debevec developed �DR Shop for assembling LDR images
to construct an �DR image. Greg Ward, creator of the Radiance software package, developed Photosphere
that also assembles �DR images from multiple exposures. �e also released a command line utilit� called
hdrgen, which we found to be the most useful for time lapse �DR purposes, since command line interface
allows for scripting automation.

2 Displaying HDR Images wit� T�ne Reducti�n

The problem is that an �DR image could ver� well have a d�namic range of �06/�, but conventional com-
puter monitors have a d�namic range of �00/� [��]. So not onl� is the data in a format be�ond the capabilit�
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of the displa� devices, the amount of luminance the device can put out is not even close to the d�namic range
of the �DR image. A various tone-mapping methods have recentl� been developed to give the viewers the
illusion that the� are looking at an image with a high d�namic range, while in fact, it is a low d�namic range
image.

In �99�, Tumblin investigated a method for displa�ing computer generated images that accounted for
the difference in human vision and conventional displa� screens[��]. In �997, Ward introduced a method
for tone-mapping �DR images to LDR images that involved altering the histogram of the image to suppress
brighter areas without losing detail in the image[�7]. This method produces smooth clean images, and works
fairl� well, but when looking at an area that is directl� sunlit next to an area completel� in shade, the image
looks as if all the pixels have been divided into bright and dark. This makes the image too ”contrast�,”
as there seems to be no midrange, which is where we are accustomed to viewing the details of an image.
Tumblin introduced ”Low Curvature Image Simplifier (LCIS)” in 1999 [13]. LCIS uses a model for heat
dissipation (anisotropic diffusion) to determine how to reduce the contrast between large gradients while
keeping details. The method works well for bringing ever�thing into a clear visuall� appealing intensit�
range, but introduces some noise and halo effect to the image.

Durand and Dorsey introduced ”Fast Bilateral Filtering”. This method uses an edge preserving filter and
separates an image into a detail la�er (high frequenc�) and a base la�er (low frequenc�), and then reduces
the contrast of the base layer to fit into LDR space, while leaving the detail layer unchanged in order to
preserve detail[�]. Reinhard et al. introduced ”Photographic Tone Reproduction”. This method tries to
duplicate The Zone S�stem which was developed b� Ansel Adams, and is a method used b� conventional
photographers in order to get a properl� exposed photograph even in unusuall� bright (or ”high ke�”) scenes
and in dark (or ”low ke�”) scenes. The method works b� pushing the average intensit�, or ke� of the image
into the middle zone. It also looks at areas bounded b� high contrast, and uses ”dodging” and ”burning,”
two terms borrowed from conventional photograph�, to preserve detail in bright and dark areas. To do the
digital version of dodging and burning, it treats these areas as separate images, choosing a local ke� for such
areas[9].

In our work, we have implemented, ”Gradient Domain �DR Compression,” method which is introduced
by Fattal, Lischinski and Werman [3]. Gradient Domain HDR Compression method first compute at the
gradient of image intensities and compresses onl� large gradients, while leaving the small gradients alone. It
method preserves detail, while bringing the image’s d�namic range down to the point where it can be shown
on conventional displa�s. While this method can provide the most impressive results it is technicall� ver�
hard to implement. Aside from our work and that of Fattal, Lischinski and Werman, we know of no other
successful implementations of Gradient Domain �DR Compression method.

All these methods depend on the fact that the human visual s�stem can detect ver� subtle differences
in light intensities over a small localized area, but is not good at judging absolute brightness [�4]. In other
words, the human visual s�stem can detect subtle differences in brightness when the areas are directl� next
to each other, but it cannot tell how bright a scene is in general. Before digital images, computers, or even
photography, artists have exploited this fact [5, 6, 7, 10]. It is possible to paint a picture that contains fire or
some other light source, where the painting is properl� ”exposed” (to borrow a photograph� term) to capture
detail in the light source, and to also capture detail in shadow on the other side of the picture [�5, 6, 7, ?].
The artist pulls off the illusion b� var�ing the brightness of the image locall� to express detail, and can use
the same values elsewhere in the image to express detail in a darker area, as long as the two areas aren’t
directl� adjacent to each other.
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3 Time Lapse HDR P��t�grap�y

In this paper, we applied tone-mapped �DR to time lapse photograph�. Time lapse photograph� offers a
view of a scene across time, while conventional photograph� onl� provides one slice of time. With time
lapse photograph�, objects that are in transition are apparent to the viewer, so a greater understanding of
what is happening in a scene is possible. In this wa�, it is shares a characteristic with �DR photograph� in
that more information is captured than in a conventional photograph.

Another similarit� shared b� �DR and time lapse photograph� both techniques can create novel effects
not seen in ordinar� photographs. �DR images have a surreal qualit� about them, almost as if the� were
painted or computer generated, since the� look like photographs, �et the� displa� the world in a wa� that it
is not normall� seen in photographs. The same is true of time lapse photograph�. The viewer sees the world
in motion, but at a rate that is not normal. Things that normall� happen too slowl� to be observed are quite
apparent in time lapse sequences, and events that normall� happen at a comfortable pace for the viewer are
suddenl� so fast that the� are blurred, and pass in an instant.

Combining the surreal qualities of �DR and time lapse photograph� enhances the surreal qualities of
each without adding any perceptual difficulties for the viewer. The viewer has already seen, and is there-
fore alread� familiar with time lapse photograph�. Likewise, the viewer has alread� seen paintings and
illustrations that represent a higher d�namic range of light than one would see in a photograph.

4 Implementati�n

As an �DR format we use OpenEXR, the open-source �DR format created b� Industrial Light and Magic
[4]. OpenEXR provides a librar� for read and write operations, and also offers the option of reducing the
amount of storage required by using the ”half” data type. Half is a floating point data type, but it cleverly
rearranges the way data is stored so that it only uses 2 bytes for a number, as opposed to 4 bytes for a float.
It does this by sacrificing the precision of numbers with higher values. More information is available at
http://www.OpenEXR.net. OpenEXR also has a viewer that allows the user to view a clipped LDR version
of the image. The user can select what exposure to view, and thus confirm that an OpenEXR file contains
the data that it should. For converting a set of images to �DR format, we use Greg Ward’s hdrgen, which is
available for both Linux and Macintosh [�6]. For tone mapping, we have implemented Fattal’s method [�].

Our user interface work on both Macintosh and Linux platforms, it is based on gtk, a gnome-based
interface. We can load sequences of images, set ke�frames, and appl� them to the sequence.

Time lapse requires a large number of images. Each �DR image requires up to �� LDR images. Since
one second of animation requires �0 frames, it follows that a time lapse sequence that will take onl� �
seconds to view requires approximatel� ��00 photographs without moving the camera. It is not onl� hard
to take this man� pictures changing shutter speed in each step, it is also impossible not to bump or move
the camera slightl� when adjusting the shutter speed. Thus, the onl� practical solution is to hook up the
camera to a computer via USB (or FireWire) cable and control the camera remotel�. Since the memor�
card in cameras is insufficient to capture enough exposures to do a time lapse of any significant length in
�DR, it is also necessar� to download images as the� are captured. Even when hooked up to a computer,
adjusting the shutter speed via mouse and ke�board is too repetitive a task to do be practical. Although we
can thereb� overcome the problem of moving the camera, there is still the possibilit� of clicking the wrong
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Figure 3: Single image captured by the Canon G3, assembled with hdrgen, and tone-mapped in gct.

speed, naming the file improperly, or overwriting other files is too great. Consequently, the capture process
must be automated.

For automatic capture, we use a software b� Sean O’Malle�, called A�DRIA (Automatic �igh D�namic
Range Image Acquisition), which controls Canon cameras and takes a sequence of LDR images specifically
designed for �DR image creation [8]. A�DRIA controls the aperture, shutter speed, interval between ex-
posures, and captures all the frames as fast as the USB interface will allow. For Time Lapse photograph�,
Robert James Knopf wrote an utility to simulate a click on the AHDRIA button at specified time intervals.
As a camera, we use Canon G�. There are limitations to this process. It takes between �5 seconds and 4
minutes to capture a single �DR frame’s worth of data with the camera. The variation in the capture time
depends upon how many exposures are taken, which affects the quality of the final image.

5 Results

Since it takes so long to capture data for one �DR frame, the subject matter is limited. Moving objects need
to move slowly enough that no significant change takes place during the capture otherwise artifacts will be
introduced. Therefore, it is difficult to include people or animals in a time-lapse HDR scene. It is extremely
difficult for even a willing subject to sit still enough that no artifacts are introduced. Figure 3 shows a single
image that is created with our s�stem.

Figure 4 shows another time lapse �DR that is shot in front of a window. In conventional time lapse
photography, the subject or the background would not be exposed properly. The flowers open up over the
course of the image sequence, which takes place over the course of an afternoon. The sun also moves from
overhead to the horizon, and while the sun itself is not in the sequence, the shadows of buildings and trees
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around tell the stor� of the passage of time. Detail is visible both in the outside world, and in the objects on
the window sill, which normall� would not be properl� exposed with the outdoor part of the scene.

Figure 5 show a more chaotic scene from a local restaurant, The Blue Baker, which has large windows
suitable for a time lapse �DR experiment. An image sequence is captured in front of one of these large
windows. Ever�thing including tables in the interior of the building, a light bulb on the interior, tables on the
patio, the parking lot, and buildings in the distance are visible. The artifacts resulting from the speed of the
process are usuall� not desirable. �owever in this restaurant case, it works to see the patrons as blurs.

Figure 6 shows a romantic dinner scene, lit b� candles, christmas lights, and lights on artwork. While
it was too dark for someone sitting in the actual scene to comfortabl� read, the darkness of the scene is
ambiguous, even mysterious in the final image sequence. Detail is visible everywhere, even in corners and
under the table. Yet, the image maintains the characteristics of a dark place. For example, small lights
and candles casts a glow on objects around them, which wouldn’t be noticeable in a brightl� lit room.
Colors seem subdued as the� are in lower light situations. The candles are slowl� burning down and works
surprisingl� well when the air is still around the candles.

6 C�nclusi�n and Future W�r�

The results �ield images that are somewhere between photograph�, painting, and computer generated images.
This is because a time-lapse �DR image is an image with the detail of a photograph, but is describing scenes
that the viewer has never been able to see in a photograph. The person viewing knows that there is something
unusual about the image, but can’t immediatel� decide what it is. The results tend to look look somewhat
idealized, like a Norman Rockwell painting [�0].

Though there is room for improvement, this approach for creation of time lapse �DR image sequences
works quite well. Once the tools are assembled, the pipeline makes the process efficient, and minimal user
input is required to create the image sequences. This frees the user to concentrate more on subject matter,
rather than the tools for creating the images.

There are man� wa�s to improve this process, including hardware, software, and exploring more sub-
ject matter. For hardware improvements, we imagine a camera capable of capturing enough data for high
d�namic range images in a few seconds. It could be a commerciall� built camera, or one constructed from
several conventional cameras firing at the same time. Perhaps the parallax between cameras could be over-
come b� mirrors.

A simpler solution, of course, would be to find a camera with higher download speeds. Since the majority
of the time capturing is spent downloading, not exposing the camera’s CCD, perhaps a FireWire camera could
download almost as fast as the image is captured, meaning a much higher frame rate would be possible.
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Figure 4: Six frames from the ”Flowers” time lapse sequence. The flowers open and the shadows move as
time passes.
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Figure 5: Six frames from the ”Blue Baker” time lapse sequence. Note that the patrons are blurred if they
are moving when different exposures for the HDR frames are taken.
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Figure 6: A sequence of images in a time lapse series captured by the Canon G3, assembled with hdrgen,
and tone-mapped in gct.
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Abstract
The hendecachoron is an abstract 4-dimensional pol�tope composed of eleven cells in the form of hemi-icosahedra.
This paper tries to foster an understanding of this intriguing object of high s�mmetr� b� discussing its construction
in bottom-up and top down wa�s and providing visualization b� computer graphics models.

1. Intr�ducti�n
The hendecachoron (��-cell) is a regular self-dual 4-dimensional pol�tope [�] composed from eleven
non-orientable, self-intersecting hemi-icosahedra. This intriguing object of high combinatorial s�mmetr�
was discovered in �976 b� Branko Grünbaum [�] and later rediscovered and anal�zed from a group
theoretic point of view b� �.S.M. Coxeter [�]. Freeman D�son, the renowned ph�sicist, was also much
intrigued b� this shape and remarked in an essa�: “Plato would have been delighted to know about it.”

Figure 1: S�mmetrical arrangement of five hemi-icosahedra, forming a partial �endecachoron.

For most people it is hopeless to tr� to understand this highl� self-intersecting, single-sided pol�tope as an
integral object. In the �990s Nat Friedman introduced the term hyper-seeing for gaining a deeper
understanding of an object b� viewing it from man� different angles. Thus to explain the convoluted
geometr� of the ��-cell, we start b� looking at a step-wise, bottom-up construction (Fig.�) of this 4-
dimensional pol�tope from its eleven boundar� cells in the form of hemi-icosahedra. But even the
structure of these single-sided, non-orientable boundar� cells takes some effort to understand; so we start
b� looking at one of the simplest abstract pol�topes of this t�pe: the hemicube.

Hyperseeing t�e Regular Hendecac��r�n
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2. T�e Hemicube
The hemicube is constructed b� starting with onl� half a cube (Fig.�a), in particular the three faces
clustered around one of its vertices (D), and gluing the six open edges of this �-manifold onto each other,
so that opposite edges and vertices fall onto one another, as indicated in Figure �a with the three pairs of
arrows with matching colors. Thus we obtain an object with 4 vertices, 6 edges, and � quadrilateral faces.
The skeleton of this abstract pol�tope, composed of the vertices and edges of this object, corresponds to
the graph K4, the complete graph with four nodes, in which ever� node is connected to ever� other node
(Fig.�b). In � dimensions this can be represented as a tetrahedral frame, i.e. the skeleton of the �-
dimensional simplex (Fig.�c). If we label the 4 vertices as A, B, C, and D, then the three quadrilaterals
have the contours: ABCD, ABDC, and ADBC. Clearl� these quadrilaterals are not planar, but can be
realized as bilinear Coons patches, and the� will all intersect with one another. Topologicall�, this object
has the same connectivit� as the non-orientable projective plane (on which �ou can walk North, pass
through infinit�, and return from the South – but upside down).

Figure 2: (a) �emicube; (b) complete graph K4; (c) tetrahedral frame with three saddle faces.

3. T�e Hemi-ic�sa�edr�n
In a wa� analogous to the above, we can construct an abstract pol�tope from half an icosahedron (Fig.�a).
Again we glue the open edges along the boundar� onto each other, so that opposite edges and vertices are
being joined. This �ields a structure with 6 vertices, �5 edges, and �0 triangular faces. The skeleton of this
abstract pol�tope forms the complete graph K6 (Fig.�b). This corresponds to the 5-dimensional simplex. It
can be projected into �-dimensional space as an octahedron that has been slightl� warped (Fig.�c), so as
to avoid intersections of the � edges going through its inner space [7]. If the 6 vertices are labeled: A, B,
C, D, E, and F, then the �0 faces will be the triangles: ABC, ACE, ADF, AED, AFB, BDC, BED, BFE,
CDF, and CFE; these are half of all the faces that would appear in the complete 5-dimensional simplex.
The other ten faces also form a proper hemi-icosahedron!

Figure 3: (a) �emi-icosahedron; (b) complete graph K6; (c) as�mmetrical octahedral frame.
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Figure 4: (a) Crosscap; (b,c) two views of the hemi-icosahedron projected into �D space.

In an attempt to visualize the hemi-icosahedron as much as an actual “surface” as possible, one can map it
onto one of the classical representations of the projective plane with the same topolog� – the crosscap
(Fig.4a). The �-manifold composed of �0 triangles shown in Figures 4b and 4c similarl� has a
“hemispherical bottom” with some structure on top of it that lets the surface cross through itself, so that it
becomes single-sided – a so called Whitney Umbrella [9]. In Figure 4c, the middle part of all triangles has
been cut out, so that onl� a narrow frame is left. This let’s us see inside this self-intersecting pol�hedron.

But there is a more s�mmetrical representation of the projective plane which fits the connectivit� of
the hemi-icosahedron even better: Steiner’s Roman surface (Fig.5a). This representation retains four
tetrahedral faces of an octahedron and adds to those the three medial squares that connect the triangles
into a non-orientable �-manifold. These quadrilaterals are partitioned into two triangles each to �ield a
total of ten triangles. Such a hemi-icosahedron is shown in Figure 5b – again with cut-outs in the
triangular faces; but here we look into one of the concavities of the Roman surface, rather than onto a
tetrahedral face as in Figure 5a.

Figure 5: (a) Steiner surface; (b) a “Steiner” hemi-icosahedron; (c) two such cells glued together.

4. B�tt�m-up C�nstructi�n �f t�e Hendecac��r�n
To assemble a complete hendecachoron, one can start with an initial hemi-icosahedron and glue a cop�
onto each one of its �0 triangular faces. In 5-dimensional space the hemi-icosahedron, just as the skeleton
of the simplex, is totall� regular; all edges are of equal length, and all faces are equilateral. Thus two of
these cells can readil� be glued together b� joining two triangular faces. Now we add a third hemi-
icosahedral cell to this assembl� so that it also shares one of the edges that the first two pol�topes alread�
share. Since the dihedral angle of the hemi-icosahedron is 70.5�° (the same as the tetrahedron), there is a
large wedge of empt� space left along that edge between the third cell and the first cell in this assembl�.
If we now tr� to forcefull� close this wedge of free space, then the assembl� of three hemi-icosahedra will
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have to bend into the next higher dimension, where the three pol�topes form a �-fold s�mmetric
constellation around the shared edge. This process must now be repeated on all the edges of the hemi-
icosahedron.

Figure 6: (a) The two cells of Figure 5 with cut-out faces; (b) a third cell added; (c) five cells total.

The assembl� of eleven hemi-icosahedra is thus warped into a higher-dimensional space so that all
the free-space wedges along all the edges can be closed, and ever� cell shares a triangle face with ever�
one of the other �0 cells. The enforced bending is so strong that the whole assembl� curls up through
itself, with opposite faces falling onto one another, so that in the end there is no face left unmatched, and
ever� edge in this structure has exactl� � hemi-icosahedra around it. The resulting abstract pol�tope is the
regular hendecachoron. It has �� vertices, 55 edges, 55 triangular faces, and �� hemi-icosahedral cells;
considered as a 4-dimensional object, it is thus self-dual. Of course all those cells wildl� penetrate one
another, and one would have to go to �0-dimensional space to exhibit this object without an� self-
intersections. In �D space it is difficult to make sense of this cluster of mutuall� intersecting edges and
faces. �owever, if this assembl� is shown step b� step, one hemi-icosahedron at a time, then one can get
an idea how all of this fits together.

Figure 5 shows the start of such a process. In Figure 5c a second hemi-icosahedron has been added
onto the tan surface of a first Steiner cell. In the latter cell onl� the outer tetrahedral faces are shown; the
inner 6 triangles have been omitted to reveal all the edges. This figure also shows the two additional
vertices necessar� to construct the complete hendecachoron; these vertices have been placed at the centers
of the two Steiner cells. To continue the build-up of a complete ��-cell, we next add three more hemi-
icosahedra on the three “sides” of this twin anti-prism structure. These cells re-use two of the outer faces
as well as four of the outer vertices plus the two inner centroid vertices (Fig.6b). The assembl� of the two
original cells and the three new ones is shown in Figure 6c. Finall� we need 6 more cells; the� each need
to use one each of the six inner triangles of the two Steiner cells and various faces from the three outer
cells added in the previous step. But the structure gets rather cluttered after the first five cells, and it is not
clear whether showing all the triangles adds to the understanding of the hendecachoron.

Another approach to assemble a ��-cell is to start with a central Steiner cell (Fig.7a) and, in a first
phase add four additional cells onto the 4 tetrahedral faces of this cell. �owever, since we alread� have
used six vertices to start with, and can add onl� 5 more, these 4 additional cells will have to share man�
vertices. The most s�mmetrical wa� to add 5 more vertices to the original set of 6 is to add a (white)
vertex above each tetrahedral face, and one more (black) in the center of the first Steiner cell (Fig.7c).
The four additional cells thus need to penetrate the original one to reach the three vertices on the “other”
side from the face that the� share with the original cell. Figures 7b and 7c show the state after a first such
cell has been added to the original one; Figure 7c also shows the additional edges that will be used b� the
other three cells added in this second phase. The result can be seen in our frontispiece (Fig.�). Finall�, we
need to add six more hemi-icosahedra, and these are exactl� those six cells that share the (black) vertex in
the center of the structure. But again, the structure gets so cluttered that a small-scale rendering does not
make a useful contribution to the understanding of the ��-cell.
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Figure 7: (a) One Steiner hemi-icosahedron; (b) a second penetrating cell added on the tan triangle;
(c) a view with cut-out faces to reveal the inside and the new edges needed for the next three cells.

5. T�p-d�wn C�nstructi�n �f t�e Hendecac��r�n
In the spirit of hyperseeing, we present �et another approach to gain some more insight into this
intriguing abstract pol�tope. Consider the skeleton of edges and vertices onl�. Since there are �� vertices
and 55 edges, this represents the complete graph, K��, and this graph can be seen as one possible
projection of the skeleton of the ��-Cell – or, alternativel� also as the skeleton of the �0-dimensional
simplex. �owever, the �0D simplex would use all {�� choose �}=�65 triangles; while the ��-cell onl�
uses �/� of those faces. Thus the hendecachoron represents a subset of all the elements present in the �0D
simplex (or its projections into lower-dimensional spaces).

At ever� vertex there are thus present: �0 edges, �5 faces, and 6 hemi-icosahedral cells; and the
vertex figure, i.e. the intersection shape that we would get if we surrounded one of these vertices with a
small sphere, would be an abstract pol�tope with �0 vertices, �5 edges, and 6 pentagonal faces. This
pol�tope does indeed exist and is known as the hemi-dodecahedron [�],[�] – it is the dual of the hemi-
icosahedron and can be constructed in an exactl� analogous manner (see Section 7) as the hemicube or
the hemi-icosahedron (see Sections � and �).

Figure 8: Prismatic arrangements of �� points in �D with (a) �-fold, (b) 4-fold, (c) 5-fold s�mmetr�
– enhanced with the edges of the complete graph K��; some as�mmetr� to avoid edge coincidences.

The above discussion completel� defines the connectivit� of the hendecachoron. But the real challenge
still is to find a wa� to make a �-dimensional visualization model of the whole thing. Clearl�, the
placement of the eleven vertices in �D space is a crucial choice for a good visualization. One would like
to preserve as much s�mmetr� as possible, �et at the same time avoid too man� coincidences that mask
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some edges or vertices. Putting all eleven vertices on a circle in a plane, makes all 55 edges easil� visible,
but �ields a prett� useless visualization of the hendecachoron, since its triangular facets all lie in the same
plane. The ke� is to find a �-dimensional arrangement of the eleven points that �ields a low variation on
the individual edge lengths. The arrangements shown in Figure 8 come readil� to mind: The� all have
prismatic s�mmetr� (rotational s�mmetr� around a dominant axis); the� have �-, 4-, and 5-fold s�mmetr�,
respectivel�, with �, �, and � of the vertices l�ing on the rotation axis.

Figure 9: Sphericall� s�mmetrical arrangement of eleven points in �D space; (a) the Plato shells,
(b) the complete edge graph among all eleven nodes, (c) ten of the nodes lie on a common sphere.

We have also tried to find point arrangements with a more “spherical” s�mmetr�, i.e. based on the
s�mmetries of the Platonic solids. The onl� good solution found has the points located on three concentric
shells: six points in an octahedral configuration, four points in a tetrahedral arrangement, and the last
point at the center of this assembl� (Fig.9a). In Figure 9b we have added all the edges of the complete
graph K�� among the eleven vertices, and a slight as�mmetr� has been added into the octahedral frame to
prevent the edges between opposite poles to pass through the center vertex. In Figure 9c the four vertices
of the tetrahedral frame have been moved outwards to fall also onto the circum-sphere of the octahedron.
This is the arrangement underl�ing the structure shown in Figure 7b. In this framework of points and
edges we can now displa� all 55 faces as narrow triangular frames. The ten faces belonging to the same
hemi-icosahedron have been given the same color (Fig.�0). �owever, since each face is shared b� two
cells and the hemi-icosahedra are single-sided (non-orientable) surfaces, the resulting visible coloring is
somewhat arbitrar�, and each face would have two different colors on its two sides. Tom Ruen has
recentl� added a corresponding coloring [6] to the hemi-icosahedron faces visible in Coxeter’s diagram
(Fig.� in [�]) showing the connectivit� of these �� cells.

6. Ultimate Visualizati�ns
The complete assembl� of �� hemi-icosahedra will alwa�s remain highl� cluttered. It is not clear that
reducing the faces to narrow triangular frames can provide enough visibilit� into the interior structure to
�ield a decent visualization model of the hendecachoron. This structure is so intricate that perhaps no
static visualization model is good enough to represent it. Perhaps a movie has a better chance. One could
show a step-b�-step addition of individual hemi-icosahedral cells. Alternativel� one could produce a
sequence of cut-awa� views of the whole object; this could be done with the final �D projection, or it
could even be done in 4D space b� passing a �D cutting h�per-plane through the hendecachoron. This
might give some deeper insights into its internal connectivit�.

Probabl� even better than a pre-recorded movie would be an interactive computer graphics
application that lets the users move such a cutting plane back and forth through the hendecachoron at their
whim. The proprioceptic feedback between the hand controlling the cutting-plane position and the
observation of the resulting cut-figure �ields an even deeper understanding of the examined structure.
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Figure 10: The full face set of the hendecachoron suspended in the skeleton of the �0D simplex.

7. T�e Cluster �f 57 Hemi-d�deca�edra
Real and abstract pol�topes are often used as visualization aids to demonstrate the s�mmetries of a
particular algebraic group. The hendecachoron has the combinatorial s�mmetries of the projective linear
group L�(��) of order 660 [�]. Ever� cell of this pol�tope can be mapped onto an� other one of its cells,
and in an� orientation permissible b� the s�mmetries of the hemi-icosahedron itself. Since the latter one
has 60 s�mmetries (�0 triangles with 6 s�mmetries), the hendecachoron has a total of 660 automorphisms.

For completeness it should be pointed out that there is one other object of the same kind associated
with the projective linear groups L�(q) where q is a prime power. It is 57-Cell discovered b� �.S.M.
Coxeter [�], and it is also built from self-intersecting non-orientable cells in a combinatoriall� completel�
s�mmetrical manner. It corresponds to the case q=�9. In Section 5 we encountered the hemi-
dodecahedron as the vertex figure of the hendecachoron. This hemi-dodecahedron also is a regular
abstract pol�tope; it has �0 vertices, �5 edges, and 6 pentagonal faces. It is constructed b� starting with
half of a regular dodecahedron (Fig. ��a) and again joining pair-wise opposite points on the open
perimeter of this �-manifold. Figure ��b illustrates how this might be done: take the outer-most vertices
of the 5 pentagons attached to the central pentagon in Figure ��a and pull them across the center and join
them with their opposite twin. This results in the connectivit� of the Petersen graph, in which two such
stretched pentagons join in an edge highlighted with an arrow in Figure ��b. Of course, this edge diagram
should again be seen as a roughl� spherical cluster that can act as a boundar� cell for a higher-
dimensional object (Fig.��c).

57 of these hemi-dodecahedral cells can be glued together to form the boundar� of a “spherical”
object in 4D space. Because in this cluster there are alwa�s five cells joining around a common edge, the
wedge-shaped gap left open is narrower; thus less curvature in 4D space is required to close it, and it
takes more cells to form the 4D “spherical cluster” that closes back onto itself. – It certainl� is astounding
that this 4D shell does indeed close perfectl� onto itself without leaving an� gaps or holes! The resulting
object is Coxeter’s 57-Cell with 57 vertices, �7� edges, �7� faces, and 57 hemi-dodecahedral cells [�].
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Not too surprisingl�, its vertex figure is the hemi-icosahedron; thus at each of its 57 vertices, there join
together six edges, �5 pentagonal faces, and �0 hemi-dodecahedral cells. This object is another regular
self-dual abstract pol�tope. In some wa� it is the big sibling of the regular hendecachoron. Recentl�
Leemans and Schulte have proven [5] that these two pol�topes are the onl� two that belong to the linear
projective group L�(q) with q a prime power, and that there can be no other ones of this t�pe.

Figure 11: (a) �emi-dodecahedron; (b) Petersen graph in the plane, (c) embedded in �D space.

With respect to the hemi-dodecahedron shown in Figure ��, Lajos Szilassi has recentl� solved a puzzling
question originall� raised b� Branko Grünbaum: Can the this abstract 6-sided pol�tope be realized as a
non-degenerate embedding of a self-intersecting pol�hedron in �D space? Szilassi found a solution in
which five of the six faces are simple planar (concave) pol�gons and onl� one face is self-intersecting
(but still planar) [8].
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Abstract

It is well known that the digital techniques used in mathematic calculation and form generation have had a 
considerable impact on architectural design and fabrication. Besides the question of what we can build now, another 
question may be much more significant: why do we build like this in such a situation? Advances in technology have 
given us a new way of storytelling in architecture, and the discussion focuses on three layers: firstly, the 
evolvement of a building’s form beyond Euclidean form; secondly, the change of a space’s text-structure (hyper 
text vs. hyper space); and thirdly, the new way of perceiving and representing a space. These three layers from the 
surface to the interior should help clarify the question at hand, although the answer may not be as straightforward as 
we would like to be. 

1 The Evolvement of Buildings’ Form Beyond Euclidean Form 

As technology evolves in modern society, the form and meaning of architectural space has been enriched 
dramatically by the use of digital techniques such as CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design / Computer 
Aided Manufacture) and the new integrated technologies in fabrication. 

On the one hand, the traditional Euclidean form in architecture still works in shaping our space. On the 
other hand, though, many non-Euclidean forms emerge from the computer graphic world have been 
realized. Non-Euclidean geometry was created by Gauss, Lobacevski and Riemann hundreds of years ago. 
Different from the clearer logical sequence of Euclidean geometry, non-Euclidean geometry (i.e., fractal 
and topological geometry) is much more difficult to be visualized using traditional drawing tools like the 
set square and ruler. However, with the use of CAD/CAM techniques, a form of space which is much 
more complex can be generated and handled easily on the computer. 

According to the way of generating the space shape, the forms of buildings can be separated into two 
distinct categories. The first category is just actualized by digital technologies and generated almost 
completely by the hand and sketch work of the architect. One example is the Guggenheim Museum in 
Bilbao, designed by Frank Gehry. (figure. 1) The form of this type of building is more like a sculpture. 
Advancements in image-building allow an architect to construct a form which was previously too 
complex or difficult to realize. Seemingly, this could be a direct reason for building structures of this 
nature.

W�y D� We Build Li�e T�is ?
A New Way �f St�rytelling in T�day’s Arc�itecture
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Figure 1: Comparison of the two Guggenheim Museums. (left: Guggenheim Museum by F.L. Wright, 
New York, 1959; right: Guggenheim Museum by Frank Gehry, Bilbao, 1997) 

The second type of form can only be calculated and created by using a computer. These forms, 
exemplified by the works of Peter Eisenman and Greg Lynn, may not be as complex as the former. 
However, they have characteristics which never appeared in the traditional case. Not only do these 
characteristics pertain to the non-Euclidean shape or the fractal texture on the surface of a building, but 
also to the non-linear framework of the space. The latter occurs also in the painting, design, and, of course, 
storytelling processes. 

2 The Change of a Space’s Text-Structure: From Hyper Text to Hyper Space 

The structures of traditional texts such as novels, plays, and even movies are usually linear with a single 
direction of time. This method of storytelling is used to be clear and simple, even when it includes a 
minor flashback or multiple threads. The architecture and space that emerged from such a system have a 
special kind of “text-structure” - a structure similar to that of a tree. In life, however, our societies are 
structured more like a web. A city, for example, is organized like a web, not a tree.  (Alexander 
Christopher, 1966) The same applies to a space of architecture. And, this point seems legible with the 
popularization of modern electronic net. 

In comparison, the use of so-called “hyper text” in computers provides a dynamic frame of reference 
and, thanks to the placement of hyper links, allows us to read in a non-linear order. This quality already 
existed in certain texts like the work of James Joyce1 and some movies including Quentin Tarantino’s 
“Pulp Fiction”. The difference here is that such a movie still has several relatively complete stories, which 
intercross with each other. In addition, while a novel may include a number of pictures, it is primarily 
composed of text. A movie, on the other hand, usually integrates a number of different media including 
video images, music, sound effects, etc. Further more, watching a movie requires that we stay in front of a 
screen for about two hours. To read a novel or play with traditional structure, we also have to read it 
through in an order of succession. Although in the near future, such a structure may be kept all along, 
more and more works of storytelling are going to have the characteristics which are similar to hyper text. 
In addition, such a situation is changing the way we read, watch, and understand a story. 

Traditional architecture is similar to the mode of a walnut, while the future space is much more like an 
onion. (see [1]) In traditional architecture, there is always a single, clear center with the exterior 

1 James Augustine Aloysius Joyce (1882-1941), Irish novelist, noted for his experimental use of language in such works as 
ULYSSES (1922). 
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components having their own grades and being perceived from one or several settled viewpoints. While 
the future space maybe has no center anymore and each part of it can focus on itself with an equal order. 
The individual elements of a space are as important as the whole. The meaning of a space has cast the 
subject matter away and replaced it with a representation without specific significance. Architecture is 
simply a media which conveys the utilitarian information of a society, owner or user and has come into 
being itself again. 

Other than the physical space of the real world in which we live, cyber space of the digital world may 
be an extreme example in a mode of an onion. Regardless of whether you’re looking at a visual 
interactive scene from an e-game or an abstract virtual community on the net, cyber space generally has a 
structure that is free from physical limitations like gravity, climate or geography. Therefore, its 
framework is usually more flexible and able to fit different individual needs. The relationship among the 
various components unfolds as a multiplex net. Such a new dimension expands the content of our living 
space, and thereby reflects the requirement to construct the space with a new organizational system. 

From atoms to bits, the current makeup of a space is quite different from its ancient counterpart. If a 
traditional building is a classical novel, the future space will be a hyper text; if a traditional space is just a 
linear story working with multi-media, the future space will be a “pulp fiction” full of montage and inter-
cross threads; if a traditional building only has a normal space, the future building will have a hyper space. 
The changes take place from the exterior to the structure inside. Inevitably, they change the way we 
perceive and/or represent a space. 

3 Design vs. Drawing: The Way of Perceiving and/or Representing a Space 

We have not always perceived space from a three dimensional perspective. It began with a population of 
artists who “conquered space” (Peter Collins, 1965) during the Renaissance period. (figure. 2) In a long 
period after that, the images of a space were always depicted as a series of 2-D pictures from different 
fixed view-points.  

Figure 2: A perspective sketch by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). 
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As architecture has usually been defined as the “art of space”, the creation of architecture has been 
described as a process to develop solid and void of a space. As a result, the illustrations of a space are 
always like a series of instantaneous photographs. A building or place can be experienced through 
different routes, seen from different viewpoints and perceived at different times. In fact, when we 
experience a building we not only watch the external images of the space, but also incorporate subjective 
feelings from our own lives. These feelings exist in the architecture from the Renaissance and Baroque 
periods and even in the digitally generated buildings of today. (Daniela Bertol, 1997) A 2D drawing can 
never equal a 3D space in reality. In other words, architecture is never a picture - although the works of 
Piranesi2 did convey a fantastic feeling of the space. Nonetheless, not even CG (Computer Graphic) 
renderings that use real-time lighting engines are completely believable.  

Traditional and modern architecture have the same set of rules of space, no matter their forms are 
symmetrical or not. Most of them have a set of classical viewpoints about form and so on. With the 
development of aesthetics and lifestyle, the parts of a space are no longer continuous nor well-
proportioned. The relationship between a building (a figure) and its context (background) has been 
changed, too. A building from the digital era is not always as independent as the Villa Savoy, which 
greatly contrasts its environment. Quite to the contrary, a building from the digital era tries to blend in 
with its context. And, in most situations, the background of the building will be a bustling, urban society 
as opposed to a natural environment. Architects have to deal with pure complex space and/or abstract 
form. 

Figure 3: Part of “Qing Ming Shang He Tu” by Zeduan Zhang, North Song dynasty (960-1127), China. 
(The bottom one is a full picture.) 

If we look back to ancient eastern architecture, such as that found in Chinese cities and gardens, it’s 
quite apparent that there existed a very different way of manipulating space. In ancient Chinese paintings, 
for example, there is no perspective, and almost every element of the painting spreads quietly in a planar 
way. For instance, in “Qing Ming Shang He Tu” (figure. 3), the artist depicts a vivid, panoramic scene of 
the city existing about a thousand years ago. The space of different parts of the city and the buildings 
were painted here comparably. This is consistent with the way that space was organized at that time. 

2 Piranesi, Giovanni Battista (1720-78) – Italian etcher, archaeologist and architect. He was famous for his poetic views of Rome
and also his fantastic imaginary interiors. 
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When the construction of a building, a group of buildings, or even a city, was not designed by an architect, 
it grew organically over time. Since the Renaissance, western classical painting emphasizes the use of a 
subjective single viewpoint. A fictitious observer, who is the center of a scene, determines the way of 
representing a space. As a result, we design a space using graphic thinking and a set of professional 
drawings which include plan, elevation, and section, etc.  

Normally, the ways of perceiving representing a space determine the approach to story-telling in 
architecture. Because we primarily observe and represent a space by drawing with paper, pencil and ruler, 
perspective and projective geometry predominate in most domains of architectural design. Of course, 
compared with its ancestor, the drawing system which divides a project into separate components is 
mature and easily handled by different members of a design team. As an effective way of communication, 
sketch painting and working model brought the designers an integrative approach to develop their concept. 
But as the process develops, the mode of graphic thinking inevitably separates the design object into 
several isolated parts. The design of a building is equivalent to drawing a series of different pictures.  

Figure 4: Beijing Olympic Stadium by Herzog & de Meuron, 2003.

From the 15th century to the 21st, the architect has made drawings, models and texts – not buildings. 
(see [4]) By use of computers and integrated digital media, from the CATIA system to Autodesk’s Revit 
Building, the expansion of new tools in architectural design is not just replacing the drawing system with 
computer aided drawing tools obviously. An integrated building information system such as BIM 
(Building Information Modeling) gives the architects the ability to create a space by pure design, not 
through drawing pictures using plan, elevation, and so on. The working drawings are by-products of these 
digital design systems. Using computers allows for construction plans to made at a much higher speed 
and complexity level. This in turn opens the possibility of designing new structures which were 
previously too difficult to build. One might even conceive of new forms without digital techniques. 
(figure. 4) Furthermore, new mathematical instruments like genetic algorithms also provide an alternative 
method of generating architecture, and the digital technologies based on CIMS (Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing System) has changed the mode of our professional cooperation as well. 
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4 Not a Conclusion: an Undertaking Yet To Be Actualized 

When the computer graphic (CG) technologies were being used to create photo-realistic architectural 
renderings, many designers used to ignore such a fact that computers could not produce fantastic 
rendering automatically. CG is just a new tool for architects, while computer aided design systems can 
not generate better concepts by themselves. A beautiful drawing does not equate to a good plan. 
Compared with the glaring form calculated by a computer, the impacts on and new possibilities of space 
organization, the way we perceive and design a space, are much more profound. They are also the reason 
and motivation for designing and building space in a new way. 

There are still a few questions to be answered. Does it mean that if we COULD design with liquid 
form, then we SHOULD build like this? Does it mean that a new way of storytelling in architecture is 
certain to cause a new structure of our living space? Design strategies often lead to propositions that are 
based on what not to do, rather than what is usually expected, or what becomes a norm. (see [5]) Is that 
what we actually want? 

 Thirty years or more have passed since the concepts like SOHO and cyber-community were brought 
forward via personal computers and the internet. Aside from advertisement efficiency and the impacts 
from modern arts, have our lives been changed as imagined with the emergence of the new form and 
structure of today’s architecture? The undertaking, which is still not actualized, will be quite exciting in 
the future if the new digital techniques are used to their full potential. As we have seen, on the other hand, 
the answers to those questions are still not as affirmative as we want. We need to deal with them 
discreetly. 
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a simple method to model pol�hedra with planar faces which are bounded b� edges that
are smooth (quadratic B-spline) curves. This class of pol�hedra is introduced earlier and constructed as limit sur-
faces of a vertex truncation subdivision scheme which was an extension of Chaikin’s construction. �owever, the
construction method based on vertex truncation was not flexible enough. To obtain planar polyhedra, it required the
initial manifold mesh be a pol�hedra onl� with planar faces and �-valence vertices. In this paper, we introduce a new
construction method that guarantees to convert an� pol�gonal mesh, to a pol�hedron with planar faces and curved
edges.

1 Intr�ducti�n

We present a method to generate a wide variet� of unusual pol�hedra; the pol�hedra with planar faces and
curved edges. These pol�hedra are smooth but �et C� discontinuous. Figure � shows a ph�sical sculpture
that is designed b� using our method. The planar pol�hedra with smooth edges closel� resemble one of the
earliest known �D fractal forms called Leibnitz packing of a circle [4].

Figure 1: Three photographs of a ph�sical pol�hedron with planar faces and curved edges. The pol�hedron
is designed using our method in TopMod. This ph�sical sculpture was printed using a Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM) Machine using ABS plastic. It is later painted using an acr�lic paint. The radius of a
circumscribed sphere is approximatel� 5cm.

According to Mandelbrot, Leibnitz described this circle packing in a letter as ”Imagine a circle; inscribe
within it three other circles congruent to each other and of maximum radius; proceed similarly within each

M�deling P�ly�edra wit� Planar Faces and Curved Edges
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Figure 2: � successive vertex truncation and planarization operations applied to a stellated tetrahedron.

Figure 3: A tetrahedron and 5 successive vertex truncation operations applied to the tetrahedron. Courtesy
[1].
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of these circles and within each interval between them, and imagine that the process continues to infinity...”
Our method converts an� pol�hedral shape to a pol�hedra with planar faces and curved edges which looks
like a Leibnitz packing in �D.

2 Previ�us W�r�

Shape construction algorithms of fractal geometr� are often given b� a set of rules that are applied to an initial
shape (see [�]). The problem with these shape construction algorithms is that the� are hard to generalize.
Each algorithm approaches its target shape regardless of the shape of the initial object. These algorithms do
not allow construction of different target shapes from different initial shapes.

Subdivision schemes provide an alternative to fractal construction algorithms. The� are conceptuall�
similar to fractal constructions, i.e., the� are also given b� a set of rules that are applied to an initial shape.
�owever, the subdivision schemes have three advantages: (�) their underl�ing rules (remeshing schemes)
are mesh topological in nature, (�) the rules can simpl� be applied to an� manifold pol�gonal mesh, (�) the
limit shapes depend on initial shapes.

Akleman et. al. presented a subdivision scheme which is a variant of a pol�hedral vertex truncation
scheme to create planar pol�hedra with curved edges [�]. Vertex truncation scheme is commonl� used in
Archimedean pol�hedra construction [7]. It simpl� cuts each vertex with a planar surface. After the ap-
plication of a vertex truncation scheme,(�) each pol�gon with n number of sides converts to an equilateral
pol�gon with �n number of sides; (�) each vertex with valence m becomes an equilateral pol�gon with m
number of sides; and (�) all the new vertices become �-valence. In addition to these topological proper-
ties, the pol�hedral vertex truncation must satisf� one geometric condition: ever� initial and newl� created
pol�gonal face must be equilateral and planar [7]. If the pol�hedral vertex truncation is applied successivel�,
because of the geometric condition each face eventuall� becomes a circle. And moreover the limit pol�hedra
closel� resemble Leibnitz packing (in this case, the circles are not in the same plane).

Figure 4: Three examples that result in non-planar faces in the first iteration. Courtesy [1].

There are two problems using pol�hedral vertex truncation to create smooth fractal pol�hedra. (�) Initial
polyhedra that can be used for such an operation are extremely limited. All five Platonic polyhedra and
some Archimedean pol�hedra.(�) Pol�hedral vertex truncation scheme is not stationar�, i.e. it changes with
each iteration. To solve these problems Akleman et. al. have simpl� adapted Chaikin’s algorithm to vertex
truncation [�]. The� have used Chaikin’s algorithm to determine the positions of the new vertices after a cut
operation, i.e., each line is cut from �/4 and �/4. Figure 3 shows five iterations of this scheme when it is
applied to a uniform tetrahedron.
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Figure 5: � successive vertex truncation and planarization operations applied to a an augmented tetrahe-
dron.
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Unlike pol�hedral vertex truncation, with this scheme, the faces, in the limit, do not go to circles;
Chaikin’s algorithm approaches quadratic B-splines [5, 8] and parametric pol�nomials cannot represent cir-
cles [�]. Compared to pol�hedral vertex truncation, this vertex truncation scheme has several advantages. It
is stationar� and simple to implement. Moreover, the scheme is robust, i.e. it can be applied to an� manifold
mesh.

Although, the scheme can be applied to an� manifold mesh, if each face of the initial mesh is planar and
each vertex is �-valence, then in each iteration it is possible to construct onl� planar faced pol�hedral meshes.
The planar �-valence pol�hedra are not limited to onl� convex pol�hedra [�]. On the other hand, if the initial
meshes do not have onl� planar faces and �-valence vertices, some faces of the constructed pol�hedra ma�
not be planar as it can be seen in the screen-shot images shown in Figure 4.

3 New Met��d

The new method adds a planarization stage after each application of the vertex truncation subdivision. During
the planarization stage, we simpl� compute the convex hull of the vertices of each non-planar face and we
re-mesh the non-planar face using the convex hull. It turned out that this stage is sufficient to get naturally
curved edges as shown Figures 5 and 6.

4 Implementati�n and C�nclusi�n

The algorithm above is implemented and included in our existing �-manifold mesh modeling s�stem [6] as
an option. Our s�stem is implemented in C++ and OpenGL, FLTK. All the examples in this paper were
created using this s�stem.

In this paper, we extended the pol�hedra with planar faces and curved edges. All the faces of these pol�-
hedra are planes that are bounded b� quadratic B-spline curves and the face boundaries are C� discontinues
ever�where. These pol�hedral shapes are limit surfaces of a simple subdivision algorithm that truncates
the vertices and a planarization stage. We obtain an approximation of these smooth fractal pol�hedra b�
iterativel� appl�ing this new vertex truncation scheme to an initial manifold mesh.
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Figure 6: � successive vertex truncation and planarization operations applied to a extruded cube.
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Abstract

The idea of weaving a möbius band occurred to me after seeing a photo in a book, Fragments of Infinity. [1]

But I could find no instruction, and didn’t want to puzzle out what she had done but rather forge ahead to what I could

do. However, it proved far harder than I first thought.

A möbius band is a mathematically oddity. You take a strip of paper and give it a half twist when

gluing the ends together. The resulting structure has only one side and one edge. Therefore it is a

two dimensional object in a three dimensional world because to define an object we need to have

three measurements. We might consider the thickness of a piece of paper as our third

measurement, but would be hard put to find a ruler that fits.

However to weave this I did not want to construct by glue or sewing the edges. There are books

on knitting möbius bands [2] and they are single strands of yarn. I wanted to do likewise, given

that there at two stands of yarn for weaving; one of warp and one of weft. The warp is to be held

under tension and the weft woven through it. Figure 1 shows a möbius strip that I constructed

form bugle beads. The construction is the same as for a flat strip, with the given half twist before

connecting the two ends. Letting the warp be between the edge and running weft lengthwise

seemed to be a good starting point.

Figure 1: A möbius in beads Figure 2: The beginning möbius loom

My first attempt, seen in figure 2, was with a coil of wire as I have seen these used to get möbius

soap bubbles. The problem was that while it defined an edge, it would not stay a certain distance

apart to use as a loom. I stiffened this one with bugle beads and then found that the thread was too

A W�ven M�ebius Band
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fine. The next möbius loom seen in figure 3, was larger with a wire braid as the edge. I stiffened

it with cotton swabs cut in half. I used 3/2 pearl cotton for the warp. 3/2 is a common weaving

yarn, where 3 is the thickness with larger numbers being finer threads, and 2 refers to the ply or

number of threads being twisted together. Sewing thread is 70/4, for example.

I wove it 6 (!) times ending in failure as I kept finding my weft thread to line up with the previous

weft path. The loom is warped but not woven as I kept finding that I would not be properly

weaving i.e.; an over and when come back around an under path.

I went back to my paper model, as I could make as many of those as I needed (figure 4). The

simple mathematical fact that a möbius band is two dimensional will defeat any attempt to weave

a möbius band by this method. If you attempt to weave from the edge in, the band seems to have

a double circuit built in. When you come around to the beginning, you are not back where you

started. So if you have an even number of ‘warp’ threads, twice that is still even. If you start with

an odd number of ‘warp’ threads, twice an odd number is also even. So no matter where you start,

you will not be able to produce plain weave by this method.

I demonstrated this fact at the Bridges Family Day in London in 2006. It is very simple to

construct with paper and ribbon. Cut a strip of paper that is wide enough to cut slits between the

edges. Fold the strip lengthwise and cut slits along the fold taking care not to cut all the way

through. Flatten the strip. Remember to put a half twist when taping the edges together. Now take

a long bit of ribbon and weave, keeping the ribbon close to the edge. When you come back to the

‘beginning’ point, the ribbon will also come back to the exact point in the weaving, whether over

or under.

Figure 3; The larger möbius loom
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Figure 4; Paper to verify warp and weft Figure 5; Plastic loom with no warp

What do weavers do when the ‘warp’ fails? We interchange warp and weft. For this I needed a

different loom. I chose plastic canvas (figure 5) as I would have to cut the ‘loom’ to advance the

weaving. Most weavers have wanted to destroy a loom on occasion, but here it is mandatory.

The final attempt was on plastic canvas, which I destroyed by cutting across the band as I wove

the Möbius band. It is necessary to have tension to weave any warp easily. I wove it very tightly,

but kept cutting the warp as I tried to cut the plastic. If you leave the plastic base, it will be woven

loosely but still be Möbius.

Conclusion

Therefore it is possible to weave to weave a möbius band with some fairly simple tools.
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Figure 6: An actual woven möbius
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Abstract

In this paper we consider the generation of surfaces or “sculpture” formed from the application of kth nearest neighbor

distance functions to generator sites taken from subdivision surface meshes.

1 Introduction

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) A 2nd nearest neighbor contour plot,

(b) a 4th nearest neighbor pattern based on symmetric

generator sites, (c) a 3rd nearest neighbor iso-surface

formed from the positions of atoms in a “bucky ball”,

and (d) a 3rd nearest neighbor iso-surface formed from

vertexes in a dodecahedron.

kth nearest point (or neighbor) queries are a well

known computational geometry problem that finds

application in many disciplines [5]. Many tech-

niques for computing the kth nearest neighbor or

an approximate kth nearest neighbor use auxiliary

data structures such that with some preprocessing

query time is sublinear. One often used structure

in such techniques is the Voronoi diagram. A clas-

sical Voronoi diagram is based on a set of genera-

tor sites (vertexes) and defines a set of convex poly-

topes such that any point within a given polytope is

closest to a corresponding generator site under the

Euclidean distance metric. Many Voronoi diagram

variations exist that consider different distance met-

rics, generator site relationships and generators with

different geometries.

One Voronoi diagram closely related to kth near-

est neighbor queries is the kth nearest point (or near-

est neighbor) whose polytopes can formally be de-

scribed as [8],

V [k](pj) =
�

P
(k−1)
i ∈A(k−1)(P\{p j})

V (P(k−1)∪{pj}),

where P= {pi, . . ., pn} is a set of generator sites and
A(k)(P) = {{p1,1, . . ., p1,k}, . . ., {pl,1, . . ., pl,k} de-
fines a set of size k subsets of P where pi, j ∈ P and

l =
�
n
k

�
and P

(k)
i = {pi,1, . . ., pi,k} denotes one such

subset.

Experimental Results �n �t� Nearest Neig�b�r 
Distance Functi�ns and Subdivisi�n Vertices
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Another closely related Voronoi diagram is the ordered order-k Voronoi diagram. Polytopes in such a

diagram have the same ordered set of k closest sites. Written more formally [8],

V (P(k)
i ) =

�

P<k>
j ∈A<k>(P<k>

i )

V (P<k>
j ),

where P<k>
i is an ordered k-tuple of P and A<k>(P) is the set of all ordered k-tuples of P.

In this paper we specifically consider kth nearest neighbor relationships among vertexes that make up a

subdivision surface. Intuitively, we feel that the structured placement of points in the subdivision process

will yield interesting symmetries and relationships in higher-order distance relationships.

2 Related Work

The figures constructed in this paper rely on efficiently constructing Voronoi diagrams and using the resulting

polytope that corresponds to a specific generator site as part of an intersection operation with a sphere with

a radius corresponding to an iso-value of interest [10].

In two dimensions, efficient construction of order-k Voronoi diagrams is a well studied problem with

many efficient algorithms. For a survey of related Voronoi diagram results, see [3] and the book by Okabe

et al [8]. High-order Voronoi diagrams in higher dimensions are a different story. They have gotten far less

attention than their 2D counter parts both in the literature and practical implementation. As has been pointed

out in [4] concerning 3D generalized Voronoi diagrams, exact computation of such diagrams requires ma-

nipulation of high-degree algebraic surfaces which poses many problems in terms of robustness, complexity

and practical usage.

Thus, approximations schemes are of considerable interest. Lavender et al [7] and Boada et al [4] have

proposed two different 3D generalized Voronoi diagram approximation techniques based on octrees, while

Vleugels et al. [12] have proposed techniques based on other types of subdivision.

Figure 2: A semi-transparent 2nd nearest neighbor

iso-surface for a subdivided cube illustrates the solid

form surrounding the faces of the “source” cube and

the resulting hollow interior.

In previous work we have considered visual-

ization techniques based on iso-curves to visual-

ize higher-order Voronoi diagrams and generate tex-

tures and ornamental designs in two and three di-

mensions [9, 10]. See Figure 1. The actual 2D

tilings obtained from order-k Voronoi diagrams are

extremely interesting. Many of the computational

techniques and the study of tilings that result from

Voronoi diagrams has been pioneered by Kaplan

[6].

Our own two and three dimensional construc-

tions are formed using constructive solid geometry

and are closely related to implicit modeling tech-

niques. We have also studied different distance met-

rics in the context of the Voronoi diagrams produced

under these metrics. The resulting diagrams and

distance field iso-contours are closely related to im-

plicit surfaces that utilize alternate distance metrics.

Such surfaces have also been studied by Tigges et

al [11].
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3 Experiments and Results

Although there is an infinite amount of variation that can be achieved by choosing different meshes as a

beginning point for the subdivision process we have chosen a cube as our exemplary case. We have used

TopMod [2] to subdivide a simple cube using four different subdivision techniques. We then found kth nearest

neighbor iso-surfaces for different k values. The results of this visual exercise are summarized in Figure 3.

There are several interesting things to note. The extraordinary points and coincident edges in Figures 3

(a) and (b) manifest themselves as discontinuities in the iso-surface patterns and symmetries. The variation

on Loop’s subdivision scheme in Figure 3 (c) introduces many densely packed points near the corners of

the original cube which in turn create particularly noticeable features on the corners. The sparseness of

points corresponding to the center of the original cube’s faces create unusual chasms or pits. We were

particularly pleased with the results from the honeycomb subdivision example [1]. See Figure 3 (d). We

note that even though the faces in the subdivision surface are not particularly regular, the resulting contours

are still visually striking and illustrate a high degree of symmetry. In every case the amount of symmetry

and complex distance relationship interplay is dramatically different than results when points are randomly

placed on a cube. The visual success of shapes created in this manner seems closely related to interesting

relationships being preserved in the subdivision process.
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k = 2

k = 3

k = 5

(a) (b) (b) (b)

Figure 3: Surfaces generated for values of k equal to 2, 3 and 5 based on generator sites from a cube after

two rounds of subdivision based on (a) Catmull-Clark, (b) Doo-Sabin, (c) Loop and (d) honeycomb.
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Abstract
Our purpose is to discuss Keizo Ushio’s stone sculptures that are based on the idea of dividing a

Möbius band or a torus. The divided works are an interesting combination of form and space. A

variety of these form/space sculptures through 2005 will be considered. For works in 2006, see

[1] and [2]. This paper is also related to the joint paper [3] written with Carlo Séquin.

Introduction.

Keizo Ushio is a leading international stone sculptor whose work is inspired by

mathematical concepts. His vision is a perfect example of seeing how topological forms

can generate impressive sculptures. He was born in Fukusaki Town, Hyogo Perfecture,

Japan, in 1951. He completed his study at Kyoto City University of Arts in 1976. Since

then he has received numerous prizes and has participated in stone sculpture symposia

throughout the world. His works are in public and private collections in many countries

such as Australia, Denmark, Germany, Israel, Spain and the United States.

Figure 1. .Mobius in Space, 1990, African black granite, h 2 x w 2 x d 1 m,

Mihama Fukui, Japan.

Keiz�� Us�i�: M�ebius Band and T�rus Divided
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1. Divided Möbius Band Sculptures.

To form a paper Möbius band, one starts with a strip of paper. One end is given a half-

twist and then the two ends are joined. The resulting Möbius band will have only one

edge and one side. Mathematicians consider only two Möbius bands depending on

whether the half-twist is right or left. However, for sculptors there are infinitely many

Möbius band sculptures depending on the material used such as wood, metal, or stone, as

well as the shape, dimensions, and thickness of the band. The Swiss sculptor Max Bill

(1908-1994) was influenced by mathematical forms and saw these forms as sculptures. In

particular, he created several sculptures based on the idea of a Möbius band. These

sculptures were in bronze and granite.

It is well known that a paper Möbius band can be cut down the middle and will remain a

single form that is a curled band twice as long and is two-sided. Max Bill’s works did

not include divided Möbius bands. We note that it takes a great deal of technical ability to

divide a stone Möbius band without breaking it. Keizo Ushio has developed the required

technical ability to a high degree. He has carved an impressive variety of granite

sculptures based on the idea of a divided Möbius band. An elegant granite divided

Möbius band sculpture by Keizo is shown in Figure 1. Note that he has drilled through on

the centerline and we see that the divided Möbius band remains as a single form. Since

the granite Möbius band has a thickness, the result of dividing the band will result in a

space that is a band of space. Since the Möbius band has a half-twist, the space band will

also have a half-twist. Thus the space band is a Möbius band made of space, or simply a

Möbius space. Thus dividing the band results in an enhanced sculpture that can be

viewed two ways. Firstly, we can view the divided band as a granite Möbius band with a

Möbius space cut through it. Secondly, we can view it as a sculpture that is a curled band

twice as long. It is an interesting way to obtain a curled band from a Möbius band. In

both cases the drill marks contrast well with the polished surface. Two additional divided

Möbius bands are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

We note that the above divided Möbius band sculptures are completely different. Not

only are they different in shape and thickness, as well as color, but the surface treatments

are also quite different. The sculpture in Figure 1 is highly polished with a slight irregular

surface treatment on the inner lower surface for contrast, which is typical for granite

sculptures. The sculpture in Figure 2 is partly polished and partly rough in the lower

portion. In Figure 3, the surface treatment is mostly rough and gives the form a certain

natural appearance, similar to certain sculptures by the Japanese-American sculptor

Isamu Noguchi. The combination of polished and rough is always an interesting contrast.

One more very different example of a divided Möbius band is shown in Figure 4. Here

the lower part is flat and the half-twist occurs in the upper part. Note the different rough

and polished surface treatments.
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Figure 2. Oushi Zokei 2003, African black

granite, h 2.3 x w 2.5 x d 0.6 m, Bondi

Beach, Canberra, Australia.

Figure 3. Oushi Zokei 2005 One Twist,

Japanese granite, h 2.3 x w 2 x d 1.3m,

Sculpture Park, Veksolund, Denmark.

An arch is a strong architectural form and Keizo Ushio has introduced the arch form in

the sculpture in Figure 4. By varying the shape of the arch, one could obtain a variety of

different sculptures. In Figure 5 we have Keizo with a Chinese granite divided Möbius

band.

Figure 4. Kakehashi (Bridge), 2000,

Japanese pink granite,

h 2 x w 3 x d 1m, Takino Hyogo, Japan

Figure 5. Keizo Ushio with Oushi Zokei 2000,

Chinese granite,

h 1.8 x w 0.9 x d 0 .5m, Hiroshima, Japan

2. Double Twist Bands
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To form a basic Möbius band, one starts with a paper strip and gives one end a half-twist

before rejoining the ends. If the end is given two half-twists = full twist before rejoining

the ends, then the resulting band will be two-sided. If this band is cut down the middle,

the result will be two separate bands that are interlocked. Keizo has exploited this idea in

the granite sculptures shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. In Figure 6 the form is horizontal

and in Figure 7 the form is vertical. The twists are distinctly separated in Figure 7.

Figure 6.Oushi Zokei 1992,

African black granite,

h 2 x w 3 x d 1 m, Seattle,

Washington, USA, 1996

Figure 7.Kyousei

(Symbiosis), 1995,

African black granite,

h 2.3 x w1 x d 0.8m,

Ichikawa Culture

Hall, Japan, 2000

Figure 8.Koryu (Exchange),

1997, African black granite,

h 2.8, w 3 x d 1m,

Kakgogawa City Hall, Japan

A third variation on two interlocked bands is shown in Figure 8. In Figures 6, 7, and 8,

the three variations of two interlocking bands are completely different. In particular, there

is a choice in how to separate and position the two bands. Once again we see how one

idea can be embellished to lead to very different sculptures.

3. Triple Twist Möbius Bands.

If a strip of paper is given three half-twists and the ends are joined, then one obtains a

one-sided surface with one edge. We refer to this band as a triple twist Möbius band. If a

triple twist Möbius band is cut along the centerline, a single band twice as long will be

obtained. Furthermore this band will be a knotted band in the form of a trefoil knot. A

diagram of a trefoil knot is shown in Figure 9. Thus a divided triple twist Möbius band

has the form of a trefoil knot.

Figure 9. Trefoil knot

Keizo Ushio has also carved divided triple twist Möbius bands. A version is shown in

Figure 10. Note that the divided band forms a trefoil knot. As in the single twist case, the

2. Double Twist Bands
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space will also be a twisted band. In this case we obtain a triple twist Möbius space. Thus

dividing the band results in an enhanced sculpture that can be viewed in two ways.

Firstly, we can view the divided band as a granite triple twist Möbius band with a triple

twist Möbius space cut through it. Secondly, we can view the divided band as a knotted

band in the shape of a trefoil knot. A horizontal variation is shown in Figure 11. Here the

dividing space is emphasized.

Figure 10.Tie (Wisdom), 1993,

Japanese white granite,

h 2.2 x w 2 x d 1.2 m,

Kodera Town Library, Japan

Figure 11.Oushi Zokei 3 Twist ,1993,

African black granite,

h 1 x w 2.7 x d 2.7 m, Ube Open Air

Museum, Shimizu Park,

Yashiro Hyogo, Japan,1997

4.Toroidal Sculptures.

Keizo Ushio has also carved a variety of sculptures by dividing a solid three-dimensional

torus, which we will refer to simply as a torus. A doughnut or bagel has a torus form.

The meridian cross section of a torus is a circular disk. The long direction around the

torus is the longitude. At each longitudinal location Keizo will drill through the torus

along a diameter of the meridian cross-section. The angle of the meridian drill diameter

will vary continuously as he moves around the torus in the longitudinal direction. We will

first consider the case that the drill diameter rotates a total of 180º as one moves

completely around the torus in the longitudinal direction. Thus for each 90º change in the

longitudinal direction the drill diameter will rotate 45º. In this case the divided torus will

remain as an interesting single form. An example is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12..Mugen (Dream Field), 1999, Chinese white granite,

h 3.6 x w 3.2 x d 1.8 m, Yachiyo Hyogo, , Japan.

Another example of a divided torus is shown in Figure 13. We note that the space in a

divided torus has the shape of a Möbius band since the space is generated by a drill

diameter rotating 180º, which is a half-twist. Thus the space is a Möbius space. You

could fit a Möbius band into the space. In a phone conversation with Carlo Séquin, the

author suggested to Carlo that he fabricates a divided torus with the Möbius space

enlarged. A short time later Carlo sent me exactly what I had hoped for, as shown in

Figure 14.

Figure 13.Towa

(Eternity),2004,

Japanese blue granite,

h 2.3 x w 1.8 x d 1m,

Nagahama Shiga, Japan

Figure 14. Carlo Séquin,

Divided Torus Möbius

Space, 2000

Figure 15. Keizo with

torus , drill rotated 360º,

Studio, Hyogo, Japan
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5. Divided Torus Interlocking.

We now consider a divided torus where the drill is rotated 360º in the meridian direction

as one moves 360º around the torus in the longitudinal direction. The result is shown in

Figure 15. Actually Keizo drills halfway through from each side meeting in the center.

Drilling all the way through from one side would result in the granite bursting when the

drill came through the surface.

Figure 16. Divided Torus, Interlocked

Halves Separated
Figure 17.Interlocked Halves Positioned

Figure 18.Sculpture Mounted On Base Figure 19.Keizo Ushio, Dream Dance, 2005,

Japanese blue granite,

h 3 x w 3.2 x d 2 m, Uruoi Koryu Hall, Ono,

Japan
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The divided torus will now separate into two interlocked halves, as shown in Figure 16.

Now there are several ways to position the two halves relative to each other. One way is

shown in Figure 17. Moving the two halves into position must be done very carefully so

as not to damage the sculpture. The sculpture is now mounted on its base as shown in

Figure 18.

The title of the sculpture is Dream Dance. Keizo is shown with Dream Dance in its

permanent location in Figure 19. A detail view is shown in Figure 20. Note that the drill

marks have been refined and they contrast well with the textured surface. Thus the drill

marks resulting from the process of dividing the torus have become an important feature

of the sculpture. Dream Dance is truly a powerful sculpture.

Figure 20. Dream Dance, Detail View

We will now discuss another sculpture that has a different positioning of the two halves.

Keizo carved this sculpture at the first conference of the International Society of the Arts,

Mathematics, and Architecture (ISAMA) held in San Sebastian, Spain at the University

of the Basque Country. The conference ISAMA 99 was organized by the author and

Javier Barrallo. The sculpture was purchased by the University of the Basque Country. In

this case the two halves were positioned on the base as shown in Figure 21. One form is

vertical and one form is horizontal. The drill marks match up where the two forms

interlock. It is an ingenious sculpture created from a torus. The stone is Indian red granite

and very hard. Keizo said it was the hardest granite he had carved. He wore out several

carving tools in the process.
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Figure 21. Oushi-Zokei 1999, Indian

red granite, ISAMA 99,

San Sebastian, Spain

Figure 22. Oushi Zokei 1999, Indian red granite,

h 1.25 x w 1 x d 1 m,

University of the Basque Country, San

Sebastian, Spain

The sculpture in its permanent location on the university campus is shown in Figure 22.

The two forms can also be placed in a relaxed horizontal position as in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Oushi Zokei 1995, Japanese white

granite, h 1.2 x w 2 x d 1.8 m, Koduki Town Hall,

Hyogo, Japan

Figure 24. Oushi Zokei 2005,

Japanese blue granite,

h 2.7 x w 2.7 x d 1.7 m, Veksolund,

Denmark
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The two forms can also be positioned vertically to obtain the striking sculpture shown in

Figure 24. As previously noted, the drill marks have been refined and become a very

strong feature of the sculpture contrasting with the textured surface. The effect of sunlight

sharply interacting with the refined drill marks also enhances the appearance of the

sculpture. We have now seen four different ways for positioning the interlocked halves

of the divided torus. The results are four completely different sculptures, where each

sculpture has its own unique presence. They are very impressive sculptures.

6. Divided Torus Knotted

We will now consider a divided torus where the drill diameter is rotated 540° in the

meridian direction as one moves 360º around the torus in the longitudinal direction. In

this case the torus again remains as a single form as seen in Figure 25. The single form is

actually in the shape of a trefoil knot. The space formed by the drill lines is a triple half-

twist Möbius band.

Figure 25.Yume Lenz (Dream Lens),

2003, Japanese blue granite,

h 3.2 x w 3 x d 2 m, Maiko Park,

Kobe, Japan

Figure 26.Oushi Zokei Ikiru (Life), 1996,

Japanese white granite, h 1.5 x w 1.7 x d 0.5 m,

Ikuno Ginzan Mineral Park, Japan

One can view the sculpture Dream Lens as a torus with a triple twist Möbius space cut

through it. Alternatively, one can view Dream Lens as a closely wound trefoil knot. Note

that the sculpture has three distinct surface treatments: polished , textured, and rough.

These distinct surface treatments greatly enhance the sculpture. Dream Lens is a

masterpiece of mathematically inspired stone sculpture.

A second version of the triple twist Möbius space is shown in Figure 26. In this case the

very rough surface contrasts with the more precise surface space curve that winds around

the torus that results from the drilling. The fact that the form is woven into a knot is also

significant for the sculpture having a very strong presence.
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7. Gift from the Earth.

The next sculpture to be discussed is titled Gift from the Earth and is shown in Figure 27.

Note that the upper part is a doubly twisted band. Actually, this shape is inspired by the

shape one obtains when cutting a single half-twist paper Möbius band down the center

and opening it out to obtain a doubly twisted single band. Thus we include this form

since it is related to dividing a Möbius band. The upper part reminds the author of a torso

form with wide shoulders and a narrow waist. The edge of the stone band is wide and is

strongly emphasized in the carving. The lower part of the sculpture can be viewed as root

forms of a tree emerging from the earth and rise up to blend into the upper figurative

torso form. Thus Gift From the Earth can be seen as an impressive combination of natural

form and figurative form.

Figure 27. Gift from the

Earth, 1996, African black

granite,

h 3.2 x w 2.7 x d 1.3 m,

Asago Open Air Museum,

Japan, 1997

Figure 28.Hatuga

(Beginning), 2000, German

sandstone,

h 2.1 x w 3 x d 1 m,

Obernkirchen, Germany

Figure 29. Gift from the

Earth In Norway, 2000,

Norwegian blue pearl

granite,

h 4 x w 2.1 x d 1.2 m,

Norway International

Sculpture Symposium

An enclosed version of Gift from the Earth was carved by Keizo at the Fifth

Obernkirchen International Sculpture Symposium and is shown in Figure 28. The natural

stone surrounding the sculpture is an interesting oval framing of the sculpture.

The enclosed version in Figure 29 has a rectangular framing. The sculpture is carved in

Norwegian blue pearl granite, which is one of the world’s most beautiful stones. The

polished surface results in an absolutely beautiful sculpture.

Conclusion

We have now discussed a variety of sculptures by Keizo Ushio obtained by dividing

Möbius bands and the torus. In particular, he has followed the lead of Henry Moore and

introduced space into mathematical forms, where the spaces are also in the shape of

Möbius bands. Thus he has carved Möbius spaces. Trefoil knot forms have also resulted

from dividing triple-twist Möbius bands and tori. His work is an excellent example of
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how an artist can take a small number of mathematical ideas and embellish them to

develop a variety of very impressive sculptures. I consider him to be one of the leading

sculptors whose work is inspired by mathematics, as well as one of the world’s eminent

stone sculptors in general. (All photos courtesy of Keizo Ushio). For additional

information, see the following websites.

Keizo Ushio, www2.memenet.or.jp/~keizo/

Ivars Peterson, www.sciencenews.org/articles/20031220/mathtrek.asp

Carlo Séquin, www.cs.berkeley.edu/~sequin/SCULPTS/KEIZO/
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Drawing wit� a Mat�ematical Mind

Dick Davison
Department of Architecture

Texas A&M Universit�

Abstract
In this workshop, participants will learn to essentials of drawing curved surfaces, shadows, cross sections and
anatom�. The workshop is intended to address drawing as a means of realizing form in space as well as a means of
generating visual ideas from scratch. In both events, an essential aspect of development involves the exploitation of
the ”specific ness” of certain initial forms. For example, a perspective grid laid out on a ground plane will enable the
user to more easily envision a spatial field so as to invent a scene in that field. This application of specific geometry
in fact enables a more rich development of subsequent ideas. In this spirit, there emerges a dependenc� between
”hard clarit�” and the freewheeling tendenc� of the imagination.

1 P�il�s�p�y �f t�e W�r�s��p

The scientist lives within the realm of ph�sicalit� and fact, making theories, exploring their viabilit�, and
discarding ideas as the� fail to bear up to realit�. The artist, with little respect for lines of data or even
provabilit�, lives in a world of pure imagination, discarding ideas that encumber an� limit to free expression.
Both statements are, at best half true, of course; the scientist’s imagination soars, the artist struggles with the
hard realities of the world in front of the e�es. Indeed, the intersection between science and art is largel� an
invention based on the assumption that each functions in a particular state of mind all of the time.

Speaking from the artist’s perspective, I can safel� claim that art is in fact encumbered b� pure imagina-
tion, and that without ”hard s�stems”, let alone hard realit�, the artist will quickl� exhaust his investigation.
I would like to show here a couple of s�stems which artists have emplo�ed for centuries which are clearl� of
a mathematical nature and help us to better control the visual field.

Figure 1: Drawing Curved Surfaces

This workshop is primaril� about two methods of constructing images which are eas� to learn, are ab-
solutely mathematical in nature and have been employed by artists for centuries. The first is the perspective
grid, specifically the ”one-point” grid. The second has to do with the construction of shadows based on a 2
vanishing point s�stem. Drawing paper and pencils will be furnished.

�

Drawing wit� a Mat�ematical Mind
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Figure 2: Drawing Shadows

Figure 3: Cross sections

Figure 4: Drawing Anatomy
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CD Sculpture Workshop

George W. Hart

Computer Science Department

Stony Brook University

Stony Brook. NY 11794

E-mail: george@georgehart.com

Abstract

In this workshop, we will construct a geometric sculpture from CDs. This activity is designed to be suitable for

classroom use, as a way to teach mathematical and structural ideas with a group art construction.

Design

At the invitation of Prof. Susan Gerofsky, I visited The University of British Columbia (UBC) as artist-in-

residence for a week during January 2007. The agreed-upon project was for me to design a mathematical

sculpture that could be replicated in classrooms. I worked with Susan, student teachers in UBC's

education program, and visiting students from Vancouver-area schools to test the ideas and write up a

lesson plan. In addition, I left one example on display as a reference model, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: CD Sculpture.

CD Sculpture W�r�s��p
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The classroom environment constrains the choice of materials and techniques. Low cost was one

requirement and for safety reasons, power tools and noxious cements are not options. After considerable

thought, I designed the project around CDs, because of their geometric circularity, reflective visual

properties, easy availablilty, and central holes. The most challenging aspect of a CD sculpture is to fasten

the CDs securely. I have made a number of sculptures with CDs, using solvent cements to glue the

plastic, [1] but such cements were not an option here. Upon reflection, I had an insight to take advantage

of the holes in the centers of the CDs and use cable ties as the assembly mechanism. By overlapping CDs

and putting cable ties through the holes, they can be securely joined.

The design I chose is based on the truncated icosahedron. I had made a larger 34-inch diameter CD

sculpture in the form of a truncated icosahedron several years earlier. That sculpture, titled

Chronosynclastic Infundibulum, [1] is glued together. Gluing allows a design in which the CDs are

overlapped just slightly. With cable ties, there is more overlap, so the same number of CDs gives a

smaller diameter, only 22 inches, and so more curvature per disk. This results in greater strain on the CDs

and I was concerned that they might snap. But I made a prototype and it did not snap, so I was

comfortable with the design and focused my visit on developing and testing the educational aspects of the

program.

Figure 2: Students Drawing. Figure 3: Student Drawing.

Class Activity

In the first half of the classroom activity, seen in Figure 2, I have the students draw polyhedra, to

familiarize themselves with the geometrical ideas. While I lead them at the board and review the

polyhedral terminology, they draw a cube, icosahedron, truncated cube, and truncated icosahedron. We

systematically count their components: vertices, faces, and edges. Then the students draw circles (in

perspective, as ellipses) centered on the vertices and edges of a truncated icosahedron, as seen in Figure 3.

This gives them a plan for the sculpture.

In the second half of the activity, we assemble CDs into chains of ten, which are closed into loops, as seen

in Figure 4. These modules are the pentagons in the final structure. The drawings are our guide. The tails

of the cable ties all protrude upwards. Then modules are connected to form the top half of the spherical

form. At the halfway point, it is suspended on five strings to lift it up and distribute its weight. Then the
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lower modules are added as seen in Figure 5. When occasional mistakes are made, the ties are easily

clipped so the modules can be reconnected properly. When the final connections are made, everything

closes up into a sphere. The students seemed happy and their teachers reported later that they thought this

was a worthwhile activity.

Figure 4: Students Drawing. Figure 5: Student Drawing.

Many variations are possible and we experimented with several, e.g., starting with different underlying

polyhedra or making a larger version with longer edges. Another idea for variations is that by using

several colors of ties, one can make patterns, e.g., to create a path on the sphere. In Figure 1, the red path

is a Hamiltonian path—it visits each vertex exactly once.

Outcome

All of my sculptures are experiments in one way or another. This one involved a new assembly technique

and riskier high-stress geometry. Unfortunately, after a couple of weeks the CDs in the model on display

at UBC started cracking. Apparently, curving the disks to a sphere of this smaller radius causes too much

stress. In subsequent experiments, I have observed that small cracks start at the center of some disks and

expand outward. CDs are engineered for recording purposes, not sculptural strength, and are not adequate

to maintain this curvature on a permanent basis. So while this is still a good educational activity and a

great way to recycle used CDs, it does not result in a permanent sculpture. It is likely that a revised design

will alleviate this problem.

Workshop

At the workshop, we will follow the steps outlined above. Participants will be drawing then building from

their drawings. As of this writing, I am working on several new ideas for a longer-lasting construction. I

will soon try them out with various student groups and expect to have a slightly revised construction plan

at the conference workshop.

References

[1] George W. Hart, http://www.georgehart.com
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Knots and Soap Film Minimal Surfaces

Nat Friedman

Overview

We will first give a basic introduction to knots. We will then consider dipping a wire

model of a knot in a soap solution and study the corresponding soap film minimal surface

(sfms) that forms with the wire knot as boundary. In particular, we will discuss whether

the surface is one-sided or two-sided. In most cases the sfms will be one-sided. We will

also discuss deforming a knot with a one-sided sfms to obtain a new configuration of the

knot that has a two-sided sfms.

Knot Diagrams and Checker Boarding.

A knot diagram can be considered as a map where each enclosed region is a country. The

map can be two-colored using shaded and white to distinguish regions that share a

boundary. We refer to the two-coloring as checker boarding. It is easy to checker board a

knot diagram. The checker boarding of the knot diagram can be used to predict the sfms

of a wire knot corresponding to the diagram. Namely, the white regions will correspond

to soap film “disks” that can be punctured to form “windows”. The shaded regions will

then correspond to the surface. Thus the checker boarding predicts the surface (form) and

windows (space) of the sfms.

The shaded regions can also be used to predict whether the sfms is one-sided or two-

sided. If the shaded regions can be colored red and blue so that the colors switch at each

crossing, then the sfms is two-sided. Otherwise the sfms is one-sided. This is because a

crossing corresponds to a half-twist of the sfms. Thus if the surface is two-sided with a

red side and a blue side, then the half-twist at a crossing is equivalent to the colors

switching at each crossing.

Kn�ts and S�ap Film Minimal Surfaces
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Seeing in 3D
A �ne-day c�urse in visual t�in�ing.

Geoff W�vill
Graphics and Vision

Department of Computer Science
Universit� of Otago

New Zealand

Abstract
Most people, even among technical draftsmen, designers and computer graphics programmers, find it very difficult
to visualize �D shapes well enough to reason about them. We demonstrate the problem and take participants through
a series of exercises whereb� the� can begin to acquire this important practical skill. What is the distance between
the non-intersecting diagonals of adjacent faces of a unit cube? If �ou do not understand the question or if �ou think
the answer is half sqrt(�), �ou need this course.

1 Questi�n

”Stand a cube on its corner. What is the shape of a horizontal cross-section taken at half the height of this
object?”

About 4% of us can reason about 3D space well enough to answer this question easily and with confi-
dence. Most of us enter a state of panic when confronted b� �D problems. Yet it is possible to train �ourself
to think and visualize in �D.

We take �ou through a series of exercises over one da� that will start �ou thinking in �D. Once �ou have
the basic principles �ou can develop the skill independentl�.

2 Prerequisites

You should be familiar with some basic geometric ideas e.g: ”two planes meet in a straight line.” It is helpful
if you know how to find distances with pythagoras’ theorem, but this is used for only a few exercises and the
course can be done without mathematics.

3 Bac�gr�und

In �98�, Bob Parslow discovered that a group of computer graphics students at Brunel universit� were unable
to imagine clearl� the shape of a cube.

It appears that about 96% of people cannot even find the corners of an imaginary cube standing on one
corner. Bob described this phenomenon as ”�D blindness” and after testing more than 4000 people, he has
shown that even in such professional groups as engineering draftsmen, fewer than �0% have adequate skills
at �D visualization.

Since �990, Bob and I have been giving a one da� course in visualization skills. We have run this
for undergraduate computer scientists, general public, at conferences in Lausanne, Melbourne, �asselt and
�anover, at SIGGRAP� in �00� and at GRAP�ITE in �00�. We have demonstrated b� these courses that
the abilit� to imagine and reason about �D shapes is a skill that can be learned.

�

Seeing in 3D
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4 Organizer Bi�

Professor Dr. Geoff W�vill one of the most well-known computer graphics researchers. �e got his BA in
Ph�sics from Oxon in �966; his MSc and PhD in Computer Science from Bradford Universit� �969 and �978
repectively. He has more than 60 significant publications in computer graphics and two books. His research
interests includes modelling, csg, antialiasing, ra� tracing, surface design, implicit methods. �is teaching
over �0 �ears has included programming, data structure, theor� of computing, complexit�, compilers, various
languages, computer graphics, histor� of computing, visualization methods. �e is in editorial boards of The
Visual Computer, Computer Animation and Virtual worlds, International Journal of Shape Modeling, and
Computer Graphics Forum.

Figure 1: Geoff demonstrating in Hanover 1998
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Figure 2: Natalie Zhao, one of Geoff’s graduate students, show off the successful construction of Super
Nova Plexus.

Figure 3: Unit Cube Diagonals What is the distance between them? It is not �/


(�)
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Figure 4: After the course in Hanover the participants practise their skills on local sculpture
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Interactive M�deling �f Arbitrary Sm��t� Manif�ld

Vinod Srinivasan and Ergun Akleman
Visualization Sciences Program,

Department of Architecture
Texas A&M Universit�

College Station, Texas, USA
vinod@viz.tamu.edu, ergun@viz.tamu.edu

Jianer Chen
Department of Computer Sciences

Texas A&M Universit�
College Station, Texas, USA

chen@cs.tamu.edu

Abstract
In this workshop, we present an interactive modeling s�stem that allows users to work with smooth surfaces in real-
time b� opening or closing holes, creating handles, and combining and disconnecting surfaces. Figures �, �, �, 4,
and 5 show some shapes that can be created using our s�stem.

Following the tradition in parametric surface modeling, we define the shape of the smooth manifold mesh using
a control mesh. Users interact and change the topological structure of a base control mesh hereinafter referred to
simpl� as the base mesh. The smooth manifold mesh is created from the base mesh using bi-cubic patches. Each
n-sided face of the base mesh is represented b� n bi-cubic Bézier patches that satisf� G� smoothness conditions along
the boundaries. We chose Bézier patches because it is simpler to specif� their boundar� conditions. Control vertices
of the Bézier patches are automaticall� created based on given smoothness conditions and vertex positions of the
base mesh.

Figure 1: Opening holes with edge insertion.

1 W�r�s��p Descripti�n

Recent advances in topological mesh modeling allow us to create high genus smooth surfaces and to interac-
tivel� change the topolog� of a manifold mesh with both elementar� and high level operations. It is possible
to open or close holes, create and delete handles, and combine and disconnect surfaces in a variet� of wa�s.

�
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In spite of its man� advantages, topological mesh modeling has a practical problem when using elemen-
tar� operations such as insert edge or splice. Current graphics hardware works best when all faces are convex
and planar. �owever, “handle-faces”, which are faces that are created b� insert edge or splice operations,
greatl� deviate from a planar surface and cannot be made convex. Users are therefore not able to see the
holes the� open and handles the� create. Restricting users to onl� high level operations does not exploit the
full power of topological mesh modeling.

Figure 2: Topology Changes with edge insertion and splice.

Our approach, in which we use manifold meshes as base control meshes of smooth surfaces, overcomes
this problem. To represent smooth surfaces we return to the roots of shape modeling and use smoothl�
stitched quadrilateral patches. Martin Newell’s teapot consisted of smoothl� stitched bi-cubic Bézier patches.
Smoothl� stitched quadrilateral patches were also common in earl� modeling practice. During the late 80s
and earl� 90s, professional modelers in the special effects and animation industr� used patch modeling
to create complicated surfaces. Visual smoothness along the patch boundaries was primaril� achieved b�
manuall� moving control vertices, a laborious and time-consuming process prone to errors.

Figure 3: Two high genus smooth shapes.

In our method, the control vertices of bi-cubic Bézier patches are automaticall� computed from the base
control mesh that is interactivel� constructed b� the user. With this approach, we provide an interaction
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experience that is a blend of implicit modeling and free-form modeling. As in free-form modeling, users
define a control mesh. In addition, as in implicit modeling, they can change the topology of the mesh giving
the look-and-feel of pla�ing with blobb� surfaces. The major advantage of this approach is that it is possible
to use extremel� simple control meshes to create visuall� complex and interesting surfaces.

Figure 4: Two smooth shapes that are obtained by first adding three multi-segment handles to a cube and
then opening holes.

Representing smooth surfaces with smoothl� stitched patches has advantages over subdivision surfaces
in terms of both the qualit� of resulting surfaces and computation speed. Catmull-Clark subdivision, which
is widel� used, creates visuall� sharp points when applied to “handle-faces”. This is because subdivision
of a “handle-face” creates a composite saddle which cannot be smoothed easil�. Doo-Sabin subdivision
works much better for “handle-faces” and creates smooth looking holes and handles. �owever, Doo-Sabin
subdivision provides onl� C� continuit� – to be precise, Doo-Sabin provides G� continuit� in extraordinar�
faces and C� continuit� ever�where else. Our method provides C� continuit� ever�where except the patch
boundaries. On patch boundaries, our method provides G� continuit�. In our method we create a ver� close
approximation of the Doo-Sabin limit surface using bi-cubic patches. Using Doo-Sabin subdivision, we
automaticall� derive G continuit� conditions from vertex positions of the base control mesh. This allows us
to achieve better visual smoothness with a ver� limited number of patches, resulting in faster computation
and real-time interactive modeling even on modest graphics hardware.
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Figure 5: Smooth and connected Sierpinski Tetrahedra.
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Designing sculptures wit� Sculpture Generat�r

Carlo �. Séquin
CS Division, EECS Dept.,
U.C. Berkele�, California

Abstract
In this workshop, the participants will learn the concepts behind Scherk-Collins sculptures and learn to use an interac-
tive computer program, Sculpture Generator, which has been developed to visualize a large variet� of Scherk-Collins
sculptures with different configurations of saddle rings with different number of holes and different amounts of
twists.

1 Sculpture Generat�r

Some of Brent Collins’ recent wood sculptures can be understood geometricall� as rings of saddle surfaces
resulting from a toroidal warping of a truncated Scherk minimal surface. A computer program has been de-
veloped to visualize different configurations of such saddle rings with different number of holes and different
amounts of twists. Experimenting with different values for the parameters of such a virtual sculpture can
be done at interactive speeds and can save weeks of hard labor needed to build ph�sical protot�pes. It also
may result in more optimized solutions, and it allows to find configurations that one would not likely dare to
explore if the protot�pes had to be built manuall� from ph�sical matter.

Figure 1: Simulations of Brent Collins Sculptures with Sculpture Generator

An intellectual collaboration with Brent Collins has alread� resulted in a couple of intriguing new wood
sculptures. A direct collaboration on more complex sculptures is now under wa� since the protot�ping
program has recentl� been enhanced to deliver construction blueprints in the form of slices through the
sculpture geometr�.

2 S�ftware D�wnl�ad

If �ou would like to pla� with ”Sculpture Generator �” Please note: This is not a supported turn-ke� s�stem!
But �ou can experiment with it, if �ou have a WINDOWS s�stem. Go to: http://www.cs.berkele�.edu/∼sequin/GEN/
and download: SculptGen.zip then run: generator.exe in the bin director�.

�

Designing Sculptures wit� Sculpture Generat�r
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Figure 2: User Interface of the ”Sculpture Generator 1”

PS: If �ou create something beautiful and decide to show/publish/sell �our results, �ou should provide a
reference to the program: ”Generated b� ’Sculpture Generator �’ b� Carlo �. Séquin, UC Berkele�”

3 Organizer

Carlo �. Séquin is a professor of Computer Science at the Universit� of California, Berkele�. �e received his
Ph.D degree in experimental ph�sics from the Universit� of Basel, Switzerland in �969. �is subsequent work
at the Institute of Applied Ph�sics in Basel concerned interface ph�sics of MOS transistors and problems of
applied electronics in the field of cybernetic models. From 1970 till 1976 he worked at Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Murra� �ill, N.J., on the design and investigation of Charge-Coupled Devices for imaging and
signal processing applications. At Bell Labs he also got introduced to the world of Computer Graphics in
classes given b� Ken Knowlton.

In �977 he joined the facult� in the EECS Department at Berkele�. �e started out b� teaching courses
on the subject of ver� large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits, thereb� tr�ing to build a bridge between the CS
division and the EE facult�. In the earl� �980’s, jointl� with D. Patterson he introduced the ‘RISC’ concept
to the world of microcomputers. �e was head of the Computer Science Division from �980 till �98�. Since
then he has concentrated on computer graphics, geometric modeling, and on the development of computer
aided design (CAD) tools for circuit designers, architects, and for mechanical engineers. During the last five
�ears he has collaborated with P. Wright in Mechanical Engineering on the C�berCut/C�berBuild project
with the goal to streamline the path from creative design to rapid protot�ping. Séquin’s work in computer
graphics and in geometric design have also provided a bridge to the world of art. In collaboration with a
few sculptors of abstract geometric art, in particular with Brent Collins, Séquin has found a new interest and
�et another domain where the use of computer-aided tools can be explored and where new frontiers can be
opened through the use of such tools.

Dr. Séquin is a Fellow of the ACM, a Fellow of the IEEE, and has been elected to the Swiss Academ�
of Engineering Sciences
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Teac�ing T�p�l�gical and Ge�metric C�ncepts wit� Paper Stripes

Ergun Akleman
Visualization Sciences Program,

Department of Architecture
Texas A&M Universit�

College Station, Texas, USA
ergun@viz.tamu.edu

Jianer Chen and Yutu Liu
Department of Computer Science

Texas A&M Universit�
College Station, Texas, USA

chen@cs.tamu.edu, alinux@tamu.edu

Abstract
This workshop presents a ph�sical data structure that can represent both orientable and non-orientable �-manifold
meshes. With this data structure using simple examples, it is possible to convincingl� illustrate and teach a wide
variet� of ideas in shape modeling such as curvature and vertex defect; two-gons and one-gons; pol�gons in elliptic
and h�perbolic space; edge twists; half-edges and edge-ends; projective plane and Klein bottle.

1 W�r�s��p Summary

The research and technolog� in graphics shape modeling have heavil� used concepts, terminologies, and
techniques in topology, which is a rather abstract mathematical topic and difficult to understand for students
who are not mathematicall� oriented (in fact, this is even the case for some mathematics students who are
not specialized in topolog�). On the other hand, shape modeling is an important topic for computer science
students in particular for those working on computer graphics. It has been one of the biggest challenges in
teaching shape modeling to explain difficult topological concepts with tangible examples.

Unsnapped Snapped

Figure 1: Sew-on Snaps. These snaps can be found almost any store that sells fabric. Each sew-on snap
costs around 10 cent. They can also be bought as bulk and price reduces around 5 cent. We bought the
sew-on snaps we used in the paper as bulk from a mail-order company.

To overcome this difficulty, in this workshop, we present a new and very simple way to create such
tangible examples for a wide variet� of concepts related to shape modelling. These examples are nothing but
data structures that are constructed b� hand using sew-on snaps and paper stripes with small circular holes
in both hands. Paper stripes are just stripes of paper with two holes in both ends (See Figure �). Roughl�
speaking, the paper stripes present the edges in a graph. When a number of paper stripes are snapped at their
ends, their ph�sical ordering around the snap represents a rotation at the corresponding vertex. Therefore,
this provides a ph�sical representation of a graph rotation s�stem in the �-dimensional space. Note that we
do not have to use snaps as connectors. It is possible to use glue, staple or tape as a connector instead of
snaps.

�
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Figure 2: Paper stripe that represents edges. To create these paper stripes any paper with a reasonable
thickness can be used. Stripes can simple cut by hand using scissors. The holes can be opened by any sharp
metal object. For uniform looking and clean paper stripes, it is better to use laser cutting.

There are a number of advantages for this representation. First, the representation is given in �-dimensional
space. Thus it can provide more intuitive description for the topological structures for the corresponding
shape. Second, the ph�sical structures of snaps and paper stripes have given us more power to control the
geometric shape of the topological surface. For example, using paper stripes snapped together at their ends,
we can not onl� represent a rotation at the designated vertex, but also control the angles between the paper
stripes that have a direct impact on the local geometric structure at the vertex and at the related faces of the
mesh. Finall�, this structure has provided a ver� intuitive representation for understanding non-orientable
surfaces, which are objects not existing in the real world and could otherwise onl� be understood based on
pure mathematical imagination.

The paper stripes are useful to provide tangible examples for some hard to understand faces and provide
ph�sical examples for some of the fundamental concepts of topolog� and geometr� such as Gaussian curva-
ture (see Figure �. Another strange concept that ma� be hard to understand is pol�gons with onl� one vertex
or two vertices, which we call one-gon and two-gon, respectivel�. These pol�gons can frequentl� occur dur-
ing modeling stages. �owever, the� are invisible to viewers since the edges are rendered as straight lines. B�
representing edges with the snap-stripe structures, these two pol�gons become much more understandable
as shown in Figure �.

Using paper strips, it is eas� to show the correctness of Gauss-Bonnet Theorem b� constructing a man-
ifold surface as shown in Figure 4. With paper stripes, it is also eas� to construct orientable �-manifold
surfaces with arbitrar� topolog� as shown in Figure 5.

Non-orientable �-manifolds which do not even have ph�sical counterparts can also be represented b�
paper stripes b� twisting edges of paper stripes. Figure 6 shows two projective planes that are constructed
b� (�) twisting the edge of two sided one-gon (�) twisting the edge of the toroid shown in Figure 5.
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Gaussian curvature is zero Gaussian curvature is positive Gaussian curvature is negative

Figure 3: Gaussian curvature on Triangles, quadrilaterals and two-gons.

Figure 4: Band Representations of three Platonic Solids that also illustrate Gauss-Bonnet theorem
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(4,4,�) (8,8,�)
Toroid Genus-� mesh

with one vertex with one vertex
and one face and one face

Figure 5: Simplest representations of a toroid and a genus-2 mesh.

Projective Plane Projective Plane
with one face with two faces
and one vertex and one vertex

Figure 6: Two projective planes. The one that looks like a Moebius stripe has only one face. The one with
two edges has two faces. Edge twists are exaggerated for better view.
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The Geometry and Art of Tessellation

Reza Sarhangi

Towson University

Towson, Maryland, 21252, USA

rsarhangi@towson.edu

Introduction

A plane tessellation is a pattern made up of one or more shapes completely covering a surface without

any gaps or overlaps. As an art it dates back to the early time of civilization—the time that man started

using stones and clay bricks to cover floors and walls and tried to make the designs pleasing by using

repeating colors and shapes. Many civilizations created and integrated tessellation designs in their

everyday life, from the designs in clothing to patterns on the walls of their houses and temples.

Sumerians used the geometric tilings as decorations about 4000 BC.

The word tessellation comes from the Latin word tessella, meaning the small square stone or tile used in

ancient Roman mosaics. Archimedes and other ancient mathematicians investigated properties of regular

polygons and combinations of regular polygons that tessellated the plane.

As briefly mentioned in Chapter Three, Moorish artists performed some of the most extensive works with

mosaic designs. The Alhambra built by Moorish kings in the 12
th

and 13
th

centuries, is the most famous

building in the western world for its tessellation designs. Contrary to the extensive use of living beings in

the Roman tilings, forbidden by Moorish religious scholars, the Moorish artists’ works were very abstract

and excluded representation of people, animals or real-world objects.

At the same time, Persian and other Middle Eastern artists created impressive tiling designs that can be

found on many tombs, palaces, mosques, and in carpet designs.

Over the centuries, tessellations have appeared in many different media including pottery, wood carvings,

and stained glass. Even though the art of tessellation designs is very old and well developed, the study of

their mathematical properties is recent and many parts of the subject remain unexplored.

Johann Kepler, the great mathematician and astronomer of the seventeenth century studied the tessellating

properties of regular polygons in his book Harmonice Mundi. His studies were not further investigated in

large until the beginning of the 20th century.

Today, the use of computers and sophisticated software has brought this art to the reach of more

audiences, with a lesser background in art, and allows them to be creative. The best-known artist of our

time for the application of tessellation designs in his work is M. C. Escher who popularized this art in the

western hemisphere. Students in all grade levels, by applying some mathematical transformations in

software utilities, such as Tessellation Exploration and TesselMania, may create Escher-like designs that

would take several days for an artist to create using pencil drawings.

In this workshop we are interested in only tessellations whose vertex points are not located on the edge of

any polygon in the tessellation. A usual brick pattern has vertex points that are located on the edges of

rectangular bricks so such a tessellation is not in our interest.

T�e Ge�metry and Art �f Tesselati�n
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1. The Monohedral Tessellations of Polygons

Figure 1.1 presents a base tile and the tessellation that was created using this tile. We say that this tile

tessellates the plane. By that we mean if we have congruent copies of the tile we can cover a surface

without any gaps or overlaps. We say this tessellation is monohedral because we have used only one type

of tile on it.

Figure 1.1

Polygons underlie most tessellations. In this section we will explore the following question:

Which polygons (convex or nonconvex) tessellate a plane?

The simplest polygon is the triangle. Draw a triangle (any triangle that you can imagine). Will this

triangle tessellate the plane? The answer is yes. (Try it by making some copies of your triangle and

placing them next to each other to cover a surface without gaps or overlaps.)

Any triangle tessellates the plane because the sum of its interior angles is 180º. Figure 1.2.a shows an

arbitrary triangle, Δ ABC, with three angles ∠1, ∠2, and ∠3. Figure 1.2.b shows that if we arrange these

three angles to be next to each other, then we have a half turn. Therefore, three copies of this triangle can

be arranged next to each other in such a way as to make a half turn (Figure 1.2c). Consequently, if we

have six copies of this triangle we can arrange them about a point in such a way that the space around the

point will become filled without any gaps or overlaps (Figure 1.2.d). If we continue using more copies of

Δ ABC, we are able to cover the plane without any gaps or overlaps (Figure 1.2.e). The following

statement, then, is the first one that we establish about tessellating polygons:

Any triangle tessellates the plane.
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Figure 1.2

The next polygon under investigation is the quadrilateral. Can we say that any quadrilateral tessellates

the plane? The same as the previous case the answer is positive.

According to what was presented for polygons in Chapter Four, the sum of the interior angles of any

quadrilateral equals 360º. This means if we have four copies of the quadrilateral ABCD in Figure 1.3.a,

we can place them around a point to form 360º, covering the plane around that point without any gaps or

overlaps (Figure1.3.b). Figure 1.3.c presents the tessellation created based on the quadrilateral ABCD.
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4 1
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B

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 1.3
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The same argument is valid for any nonconvex quadrilateral. The following is an example of such a

tessellation.

Figure 1.4

Therefore, the following statement is established:

Any quadrilateral tessellates the plane.

Now let us investigate whether or not any pentagon will tessellate. Figure 1.5 presents a tessellation that

is generated by pentagonal tiles. But our question is whether all pentagons will tessellate the plane.

Figure 1.5

In general, we cannot say that all pentagons tessellate the plane. For example, consider the regular

pentagon. Figure 5.1.6 shows regular pentagons in two different sets that are positioned in the plane so

that each set of pentagons share a common vertex. We notice that for three pentagons there is a gap and

for four pentagons they overlap. The problem is each interior angle of a regular pentagon, as we found in

Chapter Four, is 108º. 360º is not divisible by 108º. This leads us to the conclusion that it is not true to

say, “Any pentagon will tessellate the plane.”
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Figure 1.6

Figure 5.1.7 presents a hexagon, a heptagon, and an octagon. Do any of these figures tessellate the plane?

Use copies of these figures to justify the answer to this question. You may copy and cut them out in order

to experiment with the extra copies that you made from each.

Figure 1.7

We can continue our investigation and find that in general only triangles and quadrilaterals always

tessellate the plane. However, for each polygon we may be able to construct a specific case that

tessellates the plane. See Figure 1.8 for examples using heptagons and nonagons.

Figure 1.8
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2. Tessellating Regular Polygons

Regular Tessellations. In the preceding section

we concluded that every triangle and every

quadrilateral tessellate the plane. Thus, the two

regular polygons, the equilateral triangle and the

square tessellate the plane. Moreover, we noticed

that the regular pentagon does not tessellate the

plane. Now, what about the next regular polygon?

Does the regular hexagon tessellate the plane? The

interior angle measure of the regular hexagon is

120º. Why? 360º is divisible by 120º! Therefore

we can arrange three congruent regular hexagons

around a point with no gaps or overlaps (Figure

2.1). This means the regular hexagon tessellates

the plane (Even bees knew this!).

Figure 2.1

We observe that as we continue and examine regular polygons with more sides than the regular hexagon,

their interior angle measures increase and will be more than 120º. We also notice that in order to fill the

space around a point we need at least three copies of a regular polygon. Thus, none of the regular

polygons with more sides than the hexagon will tessellate the plane.

The tessellation, which is created by a regular polygon, is called a regular tessellation. There are only

three regular tessellations. These tessellations are created by equilateral triangles, squares, and regular

hexagons (see Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2

There are interesting problems that can be posed using any of these regular tessellations. For instance, let

us consider polygons that have been created from a set of four connected congruent squares (Figure 2.3).

They are called tetrominoes. There are five tetrominoes. We can try them to see if each tetrominoe can

tessellate the plane.
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Figure 2.3

Semiregular Tessellations. After monohedral construction of tessellations using regular polygons we are

now interested in studying the polyhedral tessellations of regular polygons: a tessellation constructed by

combinations of two or more regular polygons.

To determine the possibility of such a tessellation, we should first study their arrangements around a

vertex. For example two squares and three equilateral triangles can be positioned around a common

vertex without any gaps or overlaps simply because the sum of their angle measures is 360º. Determining

the angle measure of regular polygons enables us to determine which combinations will fill out the space

around a point. We also notice that in general the following limitations exist for such a combination:

1. There cannot be less than three regular polygons around a vertex.

2. There cannot be more than six regular polygons around a vertex (The most is six equilateral triangles).

3. There cannot be more than three different types of regular polygons around a vertex (If we arrange an

equilateral triangle and a square around a common vertex, the remaining degrees will be 210º which is not

enough for two more different regular polygons).

Therefore, we can find all possible arrangements of regular polygons that will fill the space around a point

without gaps or overlaps (Figure 2.4).

3.3.3.3.3.3 3.3.3.4.4 3.3.4.3.4 4.4.4.4 3.6.3.6

3.3.6.6 3.3.3.3.6 3.4.4.6 3.4.6.4
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6.6.6 4.8.8 4.6.12 3.3.4.12

3.4.3.12 3.12.12 5.5.10 3.10.15

3.9.18 3.8.24 3.7.42 4.5.20

Figure 2.4

Each number in any of the sequences in Figure 2.4 represents a regular polygon. Each sequence

represents an arrangement of polygons around the common vertex. For example, 3.6.3.6 means if we

start from a triangle and proceed sequentially around the common vertex, we will meet a hexagon, a

triangle, and finally a hexagon in a row. However, 3.3.6.6 is a different arrangement and indicates that

there are two adjacent triangles and two adjacent hexagons.

To construct a tessellation of combinations of regular polygons it is necessary that the combination be one

of the above 21 arrangements. But to your surprise, unlike the monohedral case, it is not true that each of

the above combinations results in a tessellation! For example 3.4.4.6 cannot produce a tessellation (Do

you have some tessellation foam blocks? Why not try it!).

We should mention that it is possible to create an infinite number of tessellations of combinations of

regular polygons, each having different arrangements of polygons around their vertex points. However,

for our course of study, we are only interested in those tessellations in which all the vertex points have

identical sets of polygons in the same order.

It can be shown that there are only eight tessellations that are formed by combinations of two or more

regular polygons such that the arrangement of polygons at every vertex point is identical (Figure 2.5).

They are called semiregular tessellations.

Therefore, semiregular tessellations are tessellations that

1. Are formed by combinations of two or more regular polygons.

2. Have identical arrangements of polygons at their vertex points.

The three regular and eight semiregular tessellations are called Archimedean Tilings.
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3.3.3.4.4 3.3.4.3.4

3.6.3.6 3.3.3.3.6

4.8.8 3.4.6.4

4.6.12 3.12.12

Figure 2.5. The eight semiregular tessellations
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3. Tessellation Exploration

To facilitate the process of making tessellations we will employ the Tessellation Exploration software.

On the main menu of this software click on “Create a New Tessellation”. Then “Choose a Base Shape”

screen appears along with a triangle, quadrilateral, pentagon, and hexagon. Select one of them, for

example, the quadrilateral, and click “Quadrilateral” and then “Next” to continue. Then the “Choose the

Moves” screen appears. Now we select the transformations that we would like to use in our tessellation.

The translations that we choose determine the following:

1. How the sides of the polygon are transformed to create the base tile.

2. How the base tile will be transformed to create the tessellation.

On “Choose the Move” you have the choice of selecting a single transformation or a certain combination

of transformations. We choose, for instance, “Slides” tab and click “Create My Own”. A tile appears on

the “Tessellation Creator”, ready for us to shape it and add our artwork. This is exactly what Escher had

in his mind when he started creating his Pegasus tiling!

To shape the tile you need to use the following tools: , , and . The first tool, , is the

“Resize the Tile” tool. Click and drag a corner handle, which appears around the tile. As the tile is

resized, the tessellation on the left side of the screen changes. The next tool, , is the “Shape the Tile”

tool. There are two ways to shape the tile using : You can move a vertex point, and you can add

points to the tile’s outline. The last tool, , is the “Delete Points” tool. To delete points that you have

added click on and then click on an unwanted point. The point is removed and the side returns to its

previous form.

Figure 3.14
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To add artwork you need to use the paint tools that are available on the screen. Since we are mainly

concerned about the geometric constructions of tessellations and not the art involved in them we will not

explain these tools in this book and leave it to the reader to explore them. Using a square and two

translations we created the following tessellation, which is not as pleasing as the Pegasus, but assumes the

same geometric properties as it does. For more examples, consider another square tessellation but this

time we would like to use two rotations. The following figures show the process of making a base tile

that is created based on two rotations and the resulting tessellation.

Figure 3.15
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Regular Polygons and the Geometer’s Sketchpad

Reza Sarhangi

Mathematics Department

Towson University

Towson, MD 21252

Constructible Polygons

The ancient mathematicians discovered how to construct certain regular polygons, such as the pentagon

and 15-gons using a compass and straightedge. However, they were not successful constructing the

heptagon and nonagon with the same method. Karl Fredric Gauss, a young student of nineteen, was the

first to prove the impossibility of the construction of a class of regular polygons. He proved that the

construction of a regular polygon having an odd number of sides is possible when, and only when, that

number is either a Fermat number, a prime of the form 2
k
+ 1, where k = 2

n
, n = 0, 1, 2, …, or is made up

by multiplying together different Fermat primes [1]. Such a construction is not possible for a heptagon or

nonagon. Gauss first showed that a regular 17-gon is constructible, and then after a short period, solved

the general problem.

The Cyclotomic Extensions in abstract algebra is a topic that ties together results from modern algebra and

ancient geometric construction problems. In this topic, Gauss's claim can be proved in a fairly short

argument using Galois Theory [1].

Let us first begin with a traditional construction of a few constructible polygons. The construction of the

hexagon, and subsequently equilateral triangle and dodecahedron, is a natural property of the circle; the

radius of each circle divides the circle into six parts. Based on the construction of perpendicular lines, we

can figure out how to construct a square and then subsequently an octagon and a 16-gon. However,

dividing a circle into five congruent parts does not seem natural.

A BC

D

E

G
A

O M

B

C

D

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The Construction of Regular Pentagon.

Regular P�lyg�ns and t�e Ge�meter’s S�etc�pad
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Figure 1.a shows the construction of a regular pentagon using the Golden Cut of radius AB, G where

AB/AG = AG/GB. First, C, the midpoint of the radius AB is found. At B, BD is drawn perpendicular to AB

and equal in length to CB. A and D are joined and point E is found on AD such that DE ≅ BD. From point

A, an arc of radius AE is drawn to cut AB at G. The length AG divides the circle into 10 equal segments.

Figure 1.b presents another way to construct a regular pentagon. Here M is the midpoint of OA.

Moreover, MC ≅ MB and BC ≅ BD.

Geometer’s Sketchpad Animated Construction

Geometer’s Sketchpad is a visual geometry software program created by Nicholas Jackiw and distributed

by Key Curriculum Press. This software program is based on the rules of constructions using a compass

and straightedge. After becoming familiar with The Geometer’s Sketchpad, it is not difficult to prepare a

“Sketch” file for construction of a pentagon and, consequently, a decagon. This animated file can be

presented to the class, illustrating a step-by-step process of the construction.

To do this, we need to pull down the File menu and select “New Sketch” and “New Script”. Press the

record button, which is located on the script window. In the sketch window, select two random points A

and B and construct the line segment AB. Then construct the midpoint C of AB. The next step is to select

AB and point B and construct the line perpendicular to AB at B. Using the label icon, Sketchpad will label

this line k. Now use B as the center of a circle that passes through C. Select and label the point of

intersection of this circle with line k, which will be D. Now construct the line segment AD. The next step

is to make a circle, which is centered at D that passes through B. This circle will meet the line segment

AD at E. Now make a circle with center at A that passes through E. This circle will intersect the line

segment AB at F. Relabel F and call it G by double clicking the left button of the mouse on F and

changing it to G. G is the Golden Cut of AB (Figure 2).

k

BA C

D

E

G

Figure 2

Construct a circle centered at B with radius congruent to the line segment AB. Now, we use the line

segment AG as radius to construct a circle centered at A to meet the pervious circle at two points. Each of
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these two arcs is one-tenth of the large circle. Using any of these two arcs we are able to divide the circle

into 10 parts and construct regular pentagon and decagon (Figure 3).

A BG

Figure 3

The last step is to hide all unnecessary objects, by selecting them and pushing Ctrl <h>, and only keep the

line segment AB, point G, and our polygons. Now stop the recording. We can test the pentagon maker

script by opening a new sketch and selecting two random points of A and B. Clicking on the play button,

the computer shows the construction step- by-step.

Perhaps the other interesting construction that can be presented in the class as an animation is the

construction of the regular 17-gon. It is said that despite numerous achievements in mathematics, Gauss

was particularly proud of this discovery.

To create an animated script for construction of a regular 17-gon, after pulling down a new script and new

sketch file, first we select two points, O and A1, and construct a circle with center O and radius OA1. We

find B on this circle such a way that OB becomes perpendicular to OA1. We find C such that OC is one

quarter of OB. Point D on OA1 can be found such a way that ∠OCD is one-quarter of ∠OCA1. We find E

on the opposite radius to OA1 such that ∠ECD =π/4. Construct the circle with diameter EA1. This circle

intersects OB at F. The circle centered at D and through F intersects the diameter constructed based on

OA1 at two points G and H. The perpendiculars to OA1 through G and H intersect the original circle at A4

and A6 (and also A13 and A15). We can find A5, the point that bisects the arc A4 A6 by finding the midpoint

of the line segment A4 A6. A4 A5 divides the circle into 17 equal parts.
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Figure 4: The construction of the regular 17-gon.

Construction of Unconstructible Polygons Using the Geometer’s Sketchpad

Even though the compass and straightedge construction of certain regular polygons, such as heptagon and

nonagon is impossible, we may take advantage of some available tools in the Geometer’s Sketchpad and

construct them very easily. The following is an example for such a construction.

We construct a large circle by choosing a center (call it O) and dragging the circle icon ⊕ to a point on

the circumference of the large circle, call it A (Figure 5.a). Beginning at A, we create another smaller

circle by dragging ⊕ from the last point to a new point on the large circle; call it B (Figure 5.b).

!

"

!

"

B

(a) (b)

Beginning at B, we drag ⊕ back to A to construct the second circle (Figure 5.c). We repeat this procedure

by making a new circle centered at the last intersection of the previous circle and the large circle, call it C,

and dragging the circle icon back to the center of the previous circle, B (Figure 5.d). (You don’t need to

create C separately. As soon as you put ⊕ on the intersection that point will be constructed.)
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!

"

B

!

"

B

C

(c) (d)

Continue this procedure until we make (n – 1) small circles along the circumference of the large circle

(Figure 5.e). Click on the Arrow button and hold the mouse down so that other arrow icons appear. Select

the second one, which is the rotating icon. Place the cursor on the first small circle you made and drag it

until it intersects with the last small circle you made along the circumference of the large circle (Figure

5.f). To construct the nth point on the large circle, call it N, highlight one of the first or last small circle

and the large circle and Ctrl <i> on your keyboard. This will make your last point of intersection (Figure

5.g). We highlight all small circles by holding down the shift button on the keyboard as we click on each

small circle. And finally press Ctrl <h> to hide all of those small circles leaving n points. We finally

construct our desired regular n-gon, which is in this example a regular 11-gon (Figure 5.h).

!

"

B

C

!
"

B

C

(e) (f)

!
"

B

C

N

Figure 5 (g) (h)

Reference

[1] J. A. Gallian, Contemporary Abstract Algebra, 4
th

edition, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1998.
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A Workshop in Fractal Geometry

Reza Sarhangi
Department of Mathematics

Towson University
8000 York Road

Towson MD 21215, USA
rsarhangi@towson.edu

Abstract

Similarity plays an important role in art, industry, architecture, and technology. For a
broad understanding of a large construction project, a common and perhaps necessary
approach is to generate a model; a scaled-down version of the larger structure that in
every aspect is similar to the larger structure.

In this article we would like to show how in a lower-division mathematics course, that
perhaps can be considered as a general education curriculum class, the terms
“magnification”, “similarity”, “scale factor” and “self-similarity” can be explored
through a software such as the Geometer’s Sketchpad. The use of Sketchpad, and in
general the computer, greatly enhances the understanding of these geometric ideas. The
self-similarity concept is normally categorized as a part of a bigger spectrum that is called
fractal geometry. Even though we present some examples of fractal geometry, we leave
the task of studying this geometry to other articles.

Self-Similarity and Fractal Geometry

Fractal geometry is a modern branch of geometry that has captured the attention and
enthusiasm of mathematicians and scientists, as well as computer graphic and visual
artists around the world. We do not intend to study this particular geometry in this
article. Nevertheless, this section serves as an introduction to the main property of fractal
geometry, which exhibits the quality of self-similarity. A geometric figure is called self-

similar, if parts of it contain smaller scale replicas of the whole. The underlying idea of
self-similarity is immediate and intuitive.

One way to develop a self-similar image is to begin with a figure, which is called the
initiator, and a mathematical rule, which is called the algorithm. After the first
application of the algorithm we create the first generation, which is called the generator.

Now we apply the algorithm to the first generation to obtain the second generation and so
on. Each step is called iteration. The process of repeating an application of the algorithm
to the output to generate a new input is called an iterative process.

A W�r�s��p in Fractal Ge�metry
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Constructing a Binary Tree Fractal Using Sketchpad

We would like to use Sketchpad to create the first few stages of the binary tree fractal
that is illustrated in Figure 1.e. Please note that the labels are shown to help you follow
the directions, but you don’t need to label your points in your drawing.

Construct the vertical segment AB (Figure 1.a). Select and mark A as the center and

then dilate point B upwards by a scale factor of 3 to 2 to find 'B . With this action, we
informed the computer that the size of each branch of V is ½ of the original segment.

Now mark B as a center and rotate first 45° and then −45° to find "B on the left and "B on

the right, respectively. This is all we need to have: a Y shape that can be iterated with
smaller replicas on the endpoint of each of the two top branches (Figure 1.b).

To set up the iterative steps to create new stages, we need to iterate on points A andB as

follows: Select A and then B . Then go to the Transform menu and choose “Iterate”. The
iterate dialog box will appear (You can click on the box and drag it to a corner). Click on
B to set this point as the image of A . Now click on the left side "B to set this point as the
image of B . This iteration only produces the left side branches of your tree. We need to
repeat this action for the right side of our tree. For this, we need to add a new mapping
usingB and the right side "B . On the dialog box, we click on “Structure” and choose

Add New Map. Click on B to set this point as the image of A and click on the right

side "B to set this point as the image ofB . Then we have the second generation of the
tree (Figure 1. c). You can increase the stages of your fractal tree by clicking on
“Display” on the dialog box and choosing Increase Iterations +. Figure 1.d shows the
third iteration. In this step, if you want your iterations to show only non-point images
you should click on “Structure” and then choose Only Non-Point Images. In order to
view your final version of the binary tree, you may click on Iterate and your beautiful tree
will appear! (Figure 1.e)

A

B

B'

B'' B''

A

B

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1. The steps of the construction of a Binary Tree Fractal using Sketchpad
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Constructing a Sierpinski Gasket Using Sketchpad

Construct the equilateral triangle Δ ABC and its interior (Figure 2.a). We then construct

the midpoints of its sides, as is presented in Figure 1.b. Now we want to iterate on A ,B ,
and C . For this, select A , B , and C in order and click on “Iterate” on the Transform

menu. Now in the dialog box select A as its own image, select D as the image of B and
select F as the image of C . With this action, we create a self-similar triangle with the

scale factor of one-half to be placed on the top part of our original triangle. However, as
we can observe in Figure 2.b we need to add two more small replicas there, one on the
left side and the other on the right side of the triangle. For this, we should add two new
mappings. For the first mapping, we use pointsD , B , and E . We click on “Structure”

and choose Add New Map. Then we click onD , B , and E to be the images of A , B ,
and C , respectively. For the second mapping, after choosing “Structure” and Add New

Map, we click on F , D , and C to be the images of A , B , and C , respectively.

We now set our iterations to only show non-point images by going to “Structure” and
clicking on Non-Point Images. On “Display”, we click on Final Iteration Only. A
similar figure to Figure 2.c appears.

We only want to see the most recent iterated images and be able to increase the stages of
iterations. For this, click on the center of the interior of the original triangle and “Hide
Triangle”. This will result in one of the stages of the Sierpinski Gasket. By selecting the
entire figure and using the Plus (+) and Minus (−) keys, we can experiment with

different stages of iterations. Now we can click on the Point tool, go to the Edit menu,
and “Select All Points”. Then go to the Display menu and “Hide Points”. Our Sierpinski
Gasket is ready! (Figure 2.d)

CB B

A A

C
E

FD

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. The steps of the construction of a Sierpinski Gasket using Sketchpad.

Constructing a Koch Curve and Koch Snowflake Using Sketchpad

Construct AB in Sketchpad. Select point A and choose “Mark Center”. Now dilate

B one time 1/3 and the other time 2/3 to divide AB into three congruent segments. Now
we choose left 'B and “Mark Center”. Then we select right 'B and rotate 60° to find

"B (Figure 3.a). We construct 'AB , "'BB , '"BB , and BB' and then hide AB . The curve
BBBAB '"' is the first generation of the Koch Curve (Figure 3.b). Now we are ready to

iterate on A andB . For this, select A andB in order and click on “Iterate” in the
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Transform menu. In the dialog box, select A as its own image and select left 'B as the

image of B . With this action, we plan to create a self-similar curve to the first generation
curve with endpoints at A and 'B . Now we click on “Structure”, choose Add New Map,

and repeat the process for 'AB to map the curve to "'BB , '"BB , and BB' (Figure 3.c). We
are almost ready to “Iterate”. However, we notice that segments generated from a stage
will stay in the next generation, which is not right. To remedy this problem, we choose
Final Iteration Only from the “Display” in the dialog box. Now we click on “Iterate”
and hide the four segments of the first generation Koch Curve. Our new Koch Curve is
ready! (Figure 3.d).

A BB' B'

B''

A BB' B'

B''

(a)
(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. The steps of the construction of a Koch Snowflake using Sketchpad.

Figure 4. A Koch Snowflake which has been constructed using a Custom Tool.

To construct the Koch Snowflake we
use the Koch Curve as a “Custom
Tool”. For this, after the last step of our
Koch Curve we select all the objects
and click on the Custom Tools menu

. Choose “Create New Tool” and
enter the name Koch Curve Maker and
click OK. Now construct the equilateral
triangle Δ ABC and use this tool to

construct the Koch Curve over each side
of the triangle and hide those sides.
Your Koch Snowflake construction will
be complete (Figure 4).
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Transform menu. In the dialog box, select A as its own image and select left 'B as the

image of B . With this action, we plan to create a self-similar curve to the first generation
curve with endpoints at A and 'B . Now we click on “Structure”, choose Add New Map,

and repeat the process for 'AB to map the curve to "'BB , '"BB , and BB' (Figure 3.c). We
are almost ready to “Iterate”. However, we notice that segments generated from a stage
will stay in the next generation, which is not right. To remedy this problem, we choose
Final Iteration Only from the “Display” in the dialog box. Now we click on “Iterate”
and hide the four segments of the first generation Koch Curve. Our new Koch Curve is
ready! (Figure 3.d).
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Figure 3. The steps of the construction of a Koch Snowflake using Sketchpad.

Figure 4. A Koch Snowflake which has been constructed using a Custom Tool.

To construct the Koch Snowflake we
use the Koch Curve as a “Custom
Tool”. For this, after the last step of our
Koch Curve we select all the objects
and click on the Custom Tools menu

. Choose “Create New Tool” and
enter the name Koch Curve Maker and
click OK. Now construct the equilateral
triangle Δ ABC and use this tool to

construct the Koch Curve over each side
of the triangle and hide those sides.
Your Koch Snowflake construction will
be complete (Figure 4).
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Abstract

The hyperbolic plane is the least familiar of the three ”classical” geometries, which also include the
Euclidean plane and the sphere. In this workshop, we will learn about hyperbolic geometry and more
about geometry in general by studying artistic hyperbolic patterns, in particular, those of M.C. Escher.

Figure 1 below shows the Dutch artist M.C. Escher’s Circle Limit III pattern, usually considered to be the
most appealing of his four “Circle Limit” patterns. Figure 2 shows an Islamic-style pattern that is closely
related to Circle Limit III, in that both patterns have one kind of 4-fold rotation point and the two kinds of
3-fold rotation points.

Figure 1: A computer rendition of Escher’s Circle
Limit III pattern.

Figure 2: An Islamic-style hyperbolic pattern.

The three “classical” geometries are the sphere, the Euclidean plane, and the hyperbolic plane. They
have constant positive, zero, and negative curvatures, respectively. The hyperbolic plane is the least familiar
of the three geometries — probably because it cannot be smoothly embedded in ordinary 3-space, as can the
other two. Thus, we must be content with Euclidean models of hyperbolic geometry. One of these models is
the Poincaré circle model, shown in Figures 1 and 2. This model is the hyperbolic analog of a stereographic

Seeing Ge�metry t�r�ug� Hyperb�lic Art
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map of the sphere. We can gain insight as to how hyperbolic geometry works by examining patterns in the
different models of it.

A repeating pattern in any of the three geometries consists of many, symmetrically placed copies of a
basic subpattern called the motif for the pattern. For example, one of the fish serves as a motif in the Circle
Limit III pattern, since hyperbolic distance in the circle model is measured in such a way that all the fish are
the same size. Usually we require that the motifs do not overlap, and in Escher patterns there are no gaps
either. It seems necessary to have a repeating pattern in a model in order to understand its hyperbolic nature.

One important kind of repeating pattern is the regular tessellation {p, q} by regular p-sided polygons
meeting q at a vertex. If (p − 2)(q − 2) > 4, one obtains a regular tessellation of the hypberbolic plane,
otherwise the tessellation is Euclidean or spherical. The tessellation {4, 4} is the familiar Euclidean tessella-
tion of a grid of squares. Figure 3 below shows the regular hyperbolic tessellation {6, 4}. Many of Escher’s
patterns are based on regular tessellations. Figure 4 shows how Circle Limit III is based on the tessellation
{8, 3}.

Figure 3: The regular hyperbolic tessellation {6, 4}. Figure 4: The tessellation {8, 3} superimposed on
the Circle Limit III pattern.

In this workshop, we will analyze repeating patterns in each of the classical geometries. We will discover
the underlying tessellations and the transformations used to create the pattern. There are other interesting
geometric details that bear investigation, such as color symmetry and the white backbone lines in the Circle
Limit III pattern.

The following link describes the origin of the poster pattern for Mathematics Awareness Month 2003:
http://www.mathaware.org/mam/03/essay1.html (which is on the MAM 2003 web site:
http://www.mathaware.org/mam/03/).
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Creating Natural S�apes Fr�m P�ly�edra

Dave Morris
Visualization Sciences Program

Department of Architecture
Texas Universit�

1 Descripti�n

In this workshop, we will show how to construct extremel� simple shapes that resemble natural objects. We
will first show that to create natural looking shapes it is important to start with a polyhedra other than cube.
The final shapes can be created by simple extrusion operations as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: (A) Original model created in TopMod. (B) The model in Pepakura.

We will also show how to unfold the shapes using Pepakura or Lamina as shown in Figure �. Once
unfolded, the flatten images can be painted and printed as shown in Figure 2. The final models can simply
be constructed using glue. This process is used as a weekl� project in a freshman environmental design class
and the simple duck that is shown in Figures is a project b� Christina Stehling, a freshman environmental
design student.

�

Creating Natural S�apes fr�m P�ly�edra
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Figure 2: Flat duck - unfolded in Pepakura, colored in Photoshop and printed with a color printer.

Figure 3: Final Duck.
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The Mathematical Surrealism

of

Robert F. Kauffmann
Limits to Infinity

Robert F. Kauffmann
2401 Arden Road 

Cinnaminson, NJ 08077 , USA
E-mail: rkauffma@csc.com

Introduction

Most of my works are hand-drawn originals from which are made serigraphs via photo-emulsion technique. Though much
my work is not created with the aid of computers, it can rightly be stated that it has been influenced by computer imagery.
Computer graphics have facilitated the visualization of things which were never seen before computers were invented. Once
such imagery was brought to light, it became possible for me to render this kind of subject matter using more traditional
methods. I have often found the use of traditional methods to yield more satisfying results than digital media.

   My background in computer science, mathematics, and art has allowed me to develop an approach to art which blends
mathematical form and algorithmic methods with artistic expression. This tight blend of art and science is actually only a
variation by virtue of degree from other artistic styles, because it turns out that not only are art and science NOT mutually
exclusive, but some of each always exists in the other: In all art there is some science and in all science there is some art.
Artists concern themselves with expression of ideas, etc. Scientists are concerned with achieving replicability in models,
processes, or products. To be successful, an artist needs to effectively communicate what he/she wants to express. This usually
means gaining mastery of certain techniques and styles which really translates to achieving some form of replicability: "the
science of art," if you will.

   In the case of my own work, I am concerned with portraying the beauty of mathematical forms. In order to effectively
communicate this expression of myself, I choose as my subject matter easily recognizable objects and render them as
mathematical forms. Commonplace objects and ideas with which viewers can readily identify may draw them in to experience
more lofty and abstract ideas that they might otherwise find intimidating. By enlarging viewers' awareness in such a way, an

aesthetic experience of high quality is achieved.

T�e Mat�ematical Surrealism 
�f R�bert Kauffmann
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1.  Limits To Infinity

1.1. Bifurcating Fish  (06"x09"     10-94  serigraph)

This is named for its structural resemblance to a bifurcation diagram (a complicated fractal diagram used to
map the behavior of certain nonlinear functions.) This design was also inspired by Escher's Fish and Scales.
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1.2. Octagon Limit     (14"x14" 05-95  serigraph)
This design arose from the curious fact that if you carve up eight Bifurcating Fish of the right
measurements (leaving the head, fins and tail--you can give them to your bifurcating cat) they will
exactly fit on an octagonal plate of the appropriate measurements. This is what I did to make Octagon
Limit. This pattern shares similar geometry with Tree and with Escher's Square Limit.

3.  Tree
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1. 3. Tree (24"x18"     06-92  serigraph)

A tree-like shape forming a series of diminishing cells was a precursor, geometrically, of Octagon Limit and

Bifurcating Fish.

References

[1] M. C. Escher, The Graphic Work of M. C. Escher, Gramercy Publishing Co, pp. 14-15. 1984.
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Hyperbolic Origami

Adrienne Sack

University of Texas

Statement about my art

I have been folding origami since I was seven years old. I am fascinated with the

infinitude, flexibility, and floppiness manifested in hyperbolic geometry. This project

juxtaposes the precision and meticulousness of origami with the fluidity of hyperbolic

surfaces. This dichotomy symbolizes the challenge I encountered when combining art

and mathematics.

Figure 1 Pictured above are hyperbolic surfaces formed with

heptagonal rings of Tom Hull’s PHiZZ units.

Hyperb�lic Origami
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Figure 2 The two models above are hyperbolic surfaces formed with equilateral

triangle units I designed to demonstrate the geometric properties on hyperbolic

surfaces.
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GEOMETRY

  “An inevitable element of Architecture.
  The necessity for order. The regulating line is the natural
  guarantee against willfulness. It brings satisfaction to the understanding.
  The regulating line is a means to an end; it is not a recipe.  Its choice and the modalities of expression  
  given to it are an integral part of architectural creation.”

            Le Corbusier
            Towards a New Architecture

Order: n. A state in which all components or elements are arranged logically, comprehensibly, or naturally.

It is my belief that order is of vital importance to design, in fact, it can be said that design cannot exist without order.

Geometry is the study of spatial order through the measure and relationship of forms. And while historically, its impor-
tance in the clarity of design has remained significant, I do not believe geometry should be used to create design. Rather, 
geometry should exist as a justification for the creation. Similarly, it should not become an obsession with mathematical 
certainty; it is then when that its purpose is broken. Geometry should become a measured document of a perceived 
ideal. The question is ‘What has this space become?’ Geometry is the progeny, not the progenitor.

Geometry aids in stability – it is a reassurance of harmonic discourse, making clear to one exactly what makes a space 
work. It is an investigation leading to an eventual discovery of existing conditions. Geometry is a means of registering 
what it is that we have designed, and provides us with an instruction from which to produce a built form.

               IFT     

  “We use mathematics to prove what we already know by intuition.” 

                     Niels Bohr, Danish physicist  

            

Ian	Taberner

Ge�metry
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New York City,  New York
World Trade Center 9-11 Memorial 

The WTC 9-11 Memorial respects the original design intentions of Daniel Libeskind’s competition scheme.  The lower 
grass lawn and plaza are accessed by a linear and circular ramp.  Each person lost is symbolized by an illuminated 
glass marker located on each foot print of the two towers.  The South Tower Plaza is rendered level with the street, 
with the glass markers glowing above in a ceiling that encloses a public and private reflection, spaces located at the 
lower level.
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Beijing, China
Tian An Men Square Memorial

Designed as a portable temporary marker, the candle holder can be placed between the joints of the paving stones 
on Tian An Men Square.  Fabricated of steel or bronze and measuring 12cm x 21cm it is designed to be compact, 
easily transported, durable, mass produced and if necessary readily replaced.
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School of Dance, University of Ann Arbor, Michigan
Public Places, Private Spaces, Stage Set

The objective of this ongoing collaborative project was to generate a common interactive language between choreog-
rapher, composer and architect. The set is composed to reveal two archetypal experiences by the use of constructed 
elements – two “walls” and a room. The two walls are employed to represent PASSAGE; kinetic forms transforming 
through a sequence of placements, recording the transition and evolving destruction of the theme – PUBLIC 
SPACES, PTRIVATE SPACES. As the passage is destroyed, the dancers and the audience are left to seek refuge in 
the room. The music remains to offer us hope.
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Toronto, Canada
Reclamation Garden

The Reclamation Garden was designed to evoke an awareness to the terrible toll we have placed upon our natural 
forests for the production of newsprint and offers a demonstration of how trees may recover a portion of this loss.  The 
panels and planters are constructed of homosote, an environment safe fibreboard composed of one hundred percent 
(100%) post consumer newsprint, beneath which is placed stacks of newspapers presoaked with water.  The 
newsprint, secured by homosote panels, decomposes with the de-lamination of the homosote to return to the soil the 
very elements that once sustained and composed the evergreen trees.  The square arrangements of the garden are 
symbolic references to an urban grid of streets and blocks and the ordered rows of evergreen trees to that of refores-
tation plantings -  together geometrically inscribed on the ground plane in a nine square arrangement.  A visitor to the 
garden is reminded of the quantities of paper products consumed by society and may elicit thoughts about conserva-
tion.
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Folding Screens

Elizabeth Whiteley

3001 Veazey Terrace, NW #803

Washington DC 20008

E-mail: ewhiteley@mindspring.com

Website: http://home.mindspring.com/~ewhiteley

Figure 1: Screen for Lines 2. Form 10.

Artist’s Statement

I explore the areas and ratios of square root rectangles for their geometric and aesthetic properties.

My hope is that my folding screens will awaken, in the viewer, the same sense of life’s joys and

possibilities which I feel as I create in my studio. I paint and make sculpture to express my delight in

seeking visual relationships and finding new connections within simple geometric shapes. Uncovering

harmony and symmetry leads to peace of mind. When I complete an artwork, I have a sense that there is,

indeed, order and beauty in this seemingly chaotic world.

My artworks are collected by museums, corporations, and private collectors. They have been

exhibited in over 100 group shows devoted to regional, national, and international art. I have been a

speaker at conferences on art and mathematics, moderated a seminar on symmetry at the Smithsonian

Institution and authored articles about Dynamic Symmetry. I hold degrees from the School of the Art

Institute of Chicago (B.F.A.), Carnegie-Mellon University (B.A.), and Case Western Reserve University

(M.S.). Additional biographical information may be found in Who’s Who in American Art.

F�lding Screens
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C�mputer Aided Sculpting C�urse
Student W�r�s - Fall 2006

Ergun Akleman
Visualization Science Program

Texas A&M Universit�

Abstract
Computer Aided Sculpting course is an experimental interdisciplinar� course that focuses on both artistic and sci-
entific aspects of shape modeling. The problems coming out of the course influenced the development of our Topo-
logical Mesh Modeling s�stem, called TopMod and new wa�s to create shapes. In this exhibition, I present the
non-representational/abstract sculptures that are created b� m� students in Spring �006.

1 A Sample �f P��t�grap�s �f Sculptures

The sculptures in Figures �, � and � are made from ABS plastic and printed using a Fused Deposition Mod-
eling (FDM) Machine. Some of them are painted using an acr�lic paint. Circumradius of these sculptures are
approximatel� 5.0cm. Figure 4 paper Sculptures that are designed in a �D modeler, unfolded in Pepakura,
cut with a laser cutter, and folded back with glue.

B� Lei Guo

Figure 1: An example of a twirling Sculpture.

�

C�mputer Aided Sculpting C�urse: 
Student W�r�s, Fall 2006
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b� �ernan Molina b� Yutu Liu

Figure 2: Nested Sculptures that consists of nested spherical sculptures with decorative holes.

b� �ernan Molina b� Yutu Liu

Figure 3: Inout Sculptures that are co-discovered by Hernan Molina and Yutu Liu.

b� �ernan Molina b� Jon Penne�

Figure 4: Paper Sculptures that are designed in TopMod, unfolded in Pepakura, cut with a laser cutter, and
folded back with glue.
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